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War Department,
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Washington, August 20, 1908,

The following Provisional Drill Regulations for Mountain.

Artillery, prepared by a board consisting of Maj. Edward F.

McGlachlin, jr.. Fourth Field Artillery, Capt. Le Roy S. Lyon,
Fourth Field Artillery, and Capt. Adrian S. Fleming, Fourth,
Field Artillery, are issued for the information and guidance
of the Mountain Artillery. All officers serving with Mountain
Artillery will submit to The Adjutant-General on or before June
30, 1909, any suggestions relative to these Provisional Drill

Regulations for Mountain Artillery which they believe will

add to their value.

By order of the Secretary of War :

J. Franklin Bell,
Major-Oeneralj Chief of Staff.
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Part I.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS.

CHAPTER I.—GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

Section I.—Instruction.

Object of the Instruction.

1. Preparedness for war is the goal to be kept constantly in

view in all peace training. No refinements of drill-ground in-

struction or other minor details must be allowed to obscure this

definite goal or impede progress toward its attainment.
2. The special qualifications required of field artillery in war

are the ability, first, to reach the position for action at the

l)roper time and in effective condition
; second, to deliver an

effective and overpowering fire upon any designated part of the

enemy's position.
To meet the first requirement, artillery must be prepared to

cover long distances quickly, to overcome all the difficulties and
obstacles of the route, and to occupy the position in a skillful

manner, with men, animals, and materiel in condition for effi-

cient service.

To meet the second requirement, artillery must be prepared
to 'reach any part of the battlefield with effective fire, and to
concentrate its fire upon any desired target.

Mobility, thorough training in fire discipline and fire direction,
and extensive practice over varied country, are the essential

requisites of the qualifications here called for. The attainment
of these qualifications is the special object of artillery instruc-
tion.

3. An additional object of instruction is to develop resource-
fulness, initiative and self-reliance on the part of artillerymen
of all grades.
The regulations prescribe a method of training in the ordinary

duties pertaining to the service of artillery. The personnel must
be so thoroughly drilled in these duties that in the excitement

15



16 GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS.

of action the same may be performod rondily, naturally, and as
a matter of second nature.
The regulations also outline general principles according to

which artillery is to be handled and fought. A guide is thus
furnished as to the best way of dealing with the usual prob-
lems which arise. But every problem which arises in service
has its own best solution, and this solution must be devised by
the officer on the spot. His success will depend upon the extent
to which he has prepared himself by previous thought and
study and by iti-cvious pinctico in the solution of similar prob-
lems.

4. Instruction in peace must, hence, be conducted with a
view, first, to drilling the personnel thoroughly in their habitual

duties, and second, to affording officers and men practice and
experience in dealing with the situations niul difficulties apt to

arise in campaign.
5. Commanding officers of field artillery should, carry out

such annual programmes of instruction as will prei)are artillery
officers for the duties of the next higher grade in time of war.

Captains should be required to exercise command of battalions;
and lieutenants who have' completed one year's service in the
ti(*Id artillery, connnaiul of batteries, diirin.ir a part of each
annual course of instruction.

Solutions of practical problems involving at first simple tac-

tical situations with appropriate units, should be required.
Practice by officers in making proper dispositions to meet the

requirements and developments of tactical situations is the best

training for service in war. Officers should be trained to think

quickly and logically, and to assume responsibilities unhesita-

tingly : but errors of judgment should not be criticised harshly,
as such criticism causes timidity and consequent inaction, which
are generally more productive of harm than misdirected zeal.

6. It is made the duty of all field artillery commanders to see

that instruction is conducted in accordance with the principles,
and that the means employed are in conformity with the spirit,

of the regulations; but in the application of the principles to

the solution of practical prol)l(Mi:s. the methods prescribed are
to be taken as guides only. Oieat latitude should be allowed in

adapting these methods to the peculiar conditions of different

cases, and subordinates should be encouraged in every way pos-
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sible to exercise their skill and ingenuity in solving the prob-
lems which present themselves in service.

7. Systems of instruction or of materiel can be perfected only
by actual use by troops. To the end that true progress may be

made, officers will be encouraged to make suggestions based

upon their practical experience in regard to methods of instruc-

tion as well as in regard to the different mechanical features of

the materiel. The experience of those who are most competent
to judge of the merits of such systems will thus be made avail-

able for future improvement therein.

Sequence and Methods of Instruction.

8. A progressive order will be followed in all artillery in-

struction. The annual course of instruction should commence
with the smallest unit, the section, and proceed to the larger
ones in succession, culminating in the field maneuvers and firing

practice of the larger units.

9. Thorough training of the individual soldier is the basis
of efficiency. Great precision and attention to detail are essen-

tial in this instruction, for from it the soldier must acquire
that habit of implicit obedience to orders and of accurate per-
formance of his individual duties which is the indispensable
requisite of efficiency in combined training.

10. Recruits should be assembled in small squads for the

beginning of their instruction. As the instruction progresses,
they will be gradually grouped according to proficiency, in order
that all may advance as rapidly as their abilities permit.
Those who lack aptitude and quickness will be separated from
the others and placed under experienced drillmasters.
The training of the recruit will include instruction in the

duties of sentinels, the care of equipments, packing knapsacks,
tent pitching, pistol practice, and the customs and courtesies of
the service.

1 1. Short and frequent drills are preferable to long ones,
which exhaust the attention of both instructor and recruit.

12. The instructor of each unit is habitually its immediate
chief, who should be given all due latitude in conducting the
instruction and be held to strict accountability for results
attained. The habit of self-reliance and a feeling of responsi-

55483—08 2



IS GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS.

bility for the instruction of their respective units, as well as a
proper feeling of pride therein, may thus be developed among
the subdivision commanders.
The instructor will always maintain a military bearing, and

by a quiet, firm demeanor set a proper example to the men.
Faults should be corrected gradual ly, without nagging or
shouting.

13. Officers and noncommissioned officers of each grade
should frequently be practiced in the duties of the next higher
grade.

14. Special instruction, such as tent pitching, first aid to
the wounded, signaling, and gunner instruction, may appro-
priately be given by section or by platoon, as a healthy rivalry
among the units concerned may thus be developed.

Section II.—General rules.

15. Morements that may be executed toward either flank
are explained as toward but one flank, it being necessary to sub-
stitute /eft for right, or the reverse, to have the command and
explanation of the corresponding movement toward the other
flank.

16. Any movement may be executed either from the halt or
when marching, unless otherwise prescribed.

17. All movements on foot not specially excepted may be
executed in double time. If the movement be from the halt, or
when marching in quick time, the command double time pre-
cedes the command march; if marching in double time, the com-
mand double time is omitted.

18. The gait should habitually be increased or decreased pro-
gressively.

19. To execute a movement at the trot, the command trot

precedes the command march, unless marching at the gait de-

sired.

20. Movements or procedures explained for the smaller
units are, in general, applicable to the larger ones when under
instruction of the same character, the commands being modified
so as to be adapted to the particular unit dealt with.
21. The intervals and distances prescribed in the text are

in general such that, if marched by the flank from line, the ele-

ments will be in column at proper distances ;
or if marched by

the flank from column, they will be in line at proper intervals.
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Similarly, if marching obliquely, a second oblique will place the
elements in line or column, as the case may be, at proper inter-

vals or distances. If, however, due to differences of length of

elements, these conditions do not accurately obtain, the proper
interval or distances are gradually secured by appropriate mod-
ifications of the gait.
22. If, in forming elements abreast of each other, the com-

mands : 1. Battery {Platoon, etc.), 2. HALT, be given during the

movement, only those elements halt which have reached their

new positions ;
the others continue the march and halt on reach-

ing their positions.
23. For the purpose of correcting errors while marching, the

instructor may command: 1. In place, 2. HALT; when all halt
and stand fast. To resume the march, he commands: 1. /?e-

sume, 2. MARCH.
24. To revoke a preparatory command or, being at a halt,

to begin anew a movement improperly begun, the instructor
commands: AS YOU WERE, at which the movement ceases and
the former position is resumed.
25. If a change of formation requires a change of post of

officers and noncommissioned officers, they proceed by the short-

est route to their posts in the new formation.
26. While the posts of officers and noncommissioned oflScers

are specified in the text, as instructors they go wherever their

presence is necessary.
27. Officers and noncommissioned officers who are absent

are replaced ordinarily by the next lower in rank. In a battery,
chiefs of platoon are replaced by the chiefs of sections of the
platoon in the order of rank. The first sergeant, if performing
the duties of an officer, the quartermaster and stable sergeants,
and the chief mechanic are not replaced. Gunners replace absent
chiefs of section

; ammunition corporals, absent gunners ;
and

privates, selected for efficiency, absent ammunition corporals.
28. Each unit of artillery has its permanent designation.

Thus :

The First, Second, Third, Fourth, etc., Kegiment of Field Ar-
tillery.
The First or Second Battalion, Third Regiment of Field Ar-

tillery.

Battery D, Sixth Field Artillery.
The first, second, third, etc., platoon of a battery.
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The first, second, third, fourth, etc., section of a battery.
Units may also be referred to by their temporary relative posi-

tion in line or column. Thus: The right (center or left), the
leading (center or rear) regiment (battalion, battery, platoon,
section, or piece). Or, if several units are involved, thus:
The right battery, left battalion.
The leading platoon, center battery.
The left section, right platoon.
The numerical designation of units does not change as their

relative order in line or column is changed, except that when
the pieces are unpacked and established in line they are desig-
nated from right to left as No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4.

Section III.—Commands,

29. Commands are of two kinds: Preparatory commands and
commands of execution.

The preparatory command, such as forward, indicates the
movement that is to be executed.
The command of execution, such as MARCH, HALf, causes the

execution.

Preparatory commands are distinguished in the text by
italics; those of execution by CAPITALS.
30. The commands prescribed in the text are given by the

instructor, except when otherwise specified.
31. To permit of the preparatory command being understood,

a well-defined pause should be made between it and the com-
mand of execution. The duration of this pause depends in

a measure upon the size of the body of troops under command.
Ordinarily, in dismounted movements and in mounted move-
ments executed from a halt, the pause should be brief and of
uniform duration, as otherwise uncertainty is communicated to

the ranks, and a ragged execution of the movement results.

32. The tone of command is animated, distinct, and of a
loudness proportioned to the number of men under command.
Indifference in giving commands leads to laxity in execution.

Each preparatory command is pronounced in an ascending
tone of voice, but always in such a manner that the command
of execution may be more energetic and elevated.

On foot the command of execution is pronounced in a firm,
brief tone.
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In mounted movements, the preparatory commands are more
or less prolonged to insure their being heard; the command of

execution is always prolonged.
When giving commands to troops, it is usually best to face

or look toward them.
33. To secure uniformity, officers and noncommissioned offi-

cers are practiced in giving commands.
34. The bugle calls and prescribed arm signals are fre-

quently used in instruction, in order that the officers and men
may readily recognize them.

CHAPTER II.—DEFINITIONS.

35. Alignment: A straight line upon which several men,
teams, or bodies of troops are formed, or are to be formed.

Base: The element on which a movement is regulated, or on
which a formation is made.

Center: The middle point or element of a command.
Column: A formation in which the elements are placed one

behind another.

Depth: The space from head to rear of any formation includ-

ing the leading and rear elements.

Disposition: The arrangement of the elements in a formation.
Distance: Open space between elements in the direction of

depth.
Element: One of the similar parts of a larger unit—as a file,

gun squad, team, section, platoon, battery, etc.

Facing distance: The difference between the front of a man in

ranks, including his interval, and his depth—about fourteen
inches.

File: Two men—the front-rank man and the corresponding
man of the rear rank. The front-rank man is the file leader. A
file which has no rear-rank man is a blank file. The term ^/es

applies also to individual men in single-rank formation. A
single mounted man in ranks is also called a file.

File closers: The officers, noncommissioned officers, and men
acting as such, who, in dismounted formations, are posted one
yard in rear of the rear rank in line.

Fire direction: The tactical direction of one or more fire units
with a view to bringing their fire to bear at the right place and
the right time.
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Fire discipline: That condition resnlting from training and
practice which insures an orderlj- and efficient working of the
personnel in the delivery of fire.

Flank: The right or left of a command in line or column ; also
the element on the right or left of a line.

By the enemy's right {left) flank is meant the flank which
the enemy himself would so designate.

Formation: Arrangement of the elements of a command in
their order in line, in column, or for battle.

Front: The space in width occupied by a command either in
line or column. The term front is also used to denote the direc-
tion in which the elements of a command face, as well as to
denote the direction of the enemy.
The front of a gun is the direction in which the muzzle

points ;
of a team, the direction in which the mules face.

Guide: An oflScer, noncommissioned officer, or private upon
whom a command or an element thereof regulates its march.

Interval: Open space between elements abreast of each other.

Laying: The process of pointing a gun for range and direc-

tion, so as to cause the trajectory to pass through the target.
Left: The left extremity or element of a body of troops.
Line: A formation in which the different elements are abreast

of each other. When the elements are in column, the formation
is called a line of columns.
Maneuver: A movement executed by a battery or larger unit

for the purpose of changing from one formation to another.
Rafale: A burst of fire delivered with great rapidity with a

view to searching promptly a certain locality.
The discharge of the complete number of rounds called for in

a single execution of zone fire constitutes a rafale. Likewise,
a volley at a single range or volleys at successive ranges may
be termed a rafale.

Rank': A line of men, horses, or teams, abreast of each other.

Right: The right extremity or element of a body of troops.
Salvo: A single discharge from each of the guns of a battery

or other unit, fired in regular order from one flank to the other,
with intervals of about three seconds.

Volley: The rapid discharge of a certain indicated number of

rounds, by each gun of a battery or other unit, each gun firing.
without regard to the others.
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Part II.

DISMOUNTED INSTRUCTION.

CHAPTER I.—GENERAL RULES.

.36. Formations are habitually in double rank; the men
always fall in at attention.

37. The interval between men in ranks Is four inches and
between ranks in flank column is twenty-six inches, measured
from elbow to elbow. The distance between ranks and between
files in flank column is one yard, measured from the back of

the man in front to the breast of the man in rear.

The allowance for the front of a man is taken at about

twenty-six inches, including the interval; the depth, about

twelve inches.
*

Distance between subdivisions in column is measured from

guide to guide.
38. To secure uniformity of interval between files when fall-

ing in and in the alignments, each man places the palm of the

left hand upon the hip, fingers pointing downward. In falling

in, the hand is dropped by the side as soon as the man next on
the left has his interval; in the alignments, at the command
froni.

39. When marching in flank column, the leading man of

the front rank is, without indication, the guide of the column.

During the oblique march, the leading man of the leading
rank is, without indication, the guide.
When marching in line, the front-rank man on the designated

flank is the guide; in column of subdivisions, the leading guide
is the guide of the column

;
in line of subdivision columns, the

guide of the subdivision on the designated flank is the guide of

the line.

40. When marching in line, in column of subdivisions, or in

line of subdivision columns, the guide is always announced as
soon as the march is begun, or as soon as the line or column is

formed. On marching to the rear from line, or on taking the
full step after a turn, the guide is announced as soon as the
march in the new direction is begun. For example—
Being in line at a halt :

1. Forward, 2. MARCH, 3. Guide (right or /eft).
23
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Being in line:

1. Sections right, 2. MARCH. :i. Full step, 4. MARCH, 5. Guide
{right or left).

Being in flank colunni :

1. Sections column right (left), 2. MARCH, :]. Guide (right or
left).

Marching in line :

1. To the rear, 2. MARCH, :\. Guide (right or left) ; or,
1. Right turn, 2. MARCH, 8. Full step, 4. MARCH, 5. Guide

(right or left).

CHAPTER II.—THE SOLDIER DISMOUNTED.

Section I.—(Irucral prorisions.

41. This instnutioii lias for its object the training of the
individual recruit and afterwards that of the squad. It must
be given with the greatest attention to detail.

42. In the instruction of the recruit, frequent short rests
should be given, in order that the men may not be unduly
fatigued.
The instructor will take advantage of these rests to instruct

the recruits in the customs and courtesies of the service, the
duties of orderlif^s, the i)r(^i)or manner of receiving messages
from and delivering tliem to officers, etc., so that when the
recruit is finally reported for duty he will not only know his

prescribed drill thoroughly, but will know how to conduct him-
self out of ranks as a trained soldier.

43. From the beginning the instructor will insist on a smart
appearance of the recruits, and will require that their clothing
be clean and neatly adjusted.

44. The instructor briefly explains each movement, at flrst

executing it himself if necessary. He exacts by degrees the
desired precision and uniformity.

Section II.—The recruit.

45. For the individual instruction, a few recruits, usually
not exceeding four, are placed in a single rank, facing to the
front and about four inches apart.
They execute the marchings as explained for a squad.
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Position of t/ie Soldier, or Attention.

46. Heels on the same line and as near each other as the

conformation of the man permits.
Feet turned out equally and forming with each other an an-

gle of about sixty degrees.
Knees straight without stiffness.

Body erect on the hips, inclined a little forward
;
shoulders

square and falling equally.
Arms and hands hanging naturally, backs of the hands out-

ward ; little fingers opposite the seams of the trousers
;
elbows

near the body.
Head erect and square to the front, chin slightly drawn in

without constraint, eyes straight to the front.

To Assemb/e.

47. To teach the recruits to assemble, the instructor re-

quires them to place the palm of the left hand upon the hip,
below the belt when worn ; he then places them on the same line

so that the right arm of each man rests lightly against the elbow
of the man next on his right, and then directs the
left hand to be replaced by the side.

When the recruits have learned how to take their

places, the instructor commands: FALL IN.

They assemble rapidly as above prescribed, each
man dropping the left hand as soon as the man
next on his left has his interval.

The Rests.

48. Being at a halt, the commands are: FALL
OUT; REST; AT EASE; and, 1. Parade, 2. REST.
At the command fall out, the men leave the

ranks, but remain in the immediate vicinity. At the
command fall in, they resume their former places.
At the command rest, each man keeps one foot in

place, but is not required to preserve silence or

immobility.
At the command at ease, each man keeps one foot

in place and preserves silence, but not immobility.
1. Parade, 2. REST. Carry the right foot six PL 1, Par. 48.

inches straight to the rear, left knee slightly bent;
clasp the hands, without constraint, in front of the center of
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the body, fingers joineil, left liniul uppermost, left thumb
clasped by thumb and fore finger of riirlit hand; preserve silence
and steadiness of position.

49. To resume the attention: 1. Squad, 2. ATTENTION.
Tlie men take the position of the soldier and fix their atten-

tion.

To Dismiss the Recruits.

50. Being in line at a halt: D/SHf/SSED.

Eyes Right or Left.

51. 1. Eyes, 2. R/GRT (LEFT), 3. FRONT.
At the command right, turn the head to the right so as to

bring the left eye in a line about two inches to the right of the
center of the body, eyes fixed on tlu^ line of eyes of the men in,
or supposed to be in, the same rnnk.
At the command front, turn the head and eyes to the front.

Facings.

52. To the flank: 1. Right {Left), 2. TACE.
Raise slightly the left heel and right toe, face to the

right, turning on the right heel, assisted by a slight pressure
on the ball of the left foot; place the left foot by the side of
the right. Left face is executed on the left heel.

To face in marching and advance, turn on the ball of the foot
in advance and step off with the other foot in the new line of

direction; to face in marching without gaining ground in the
new direction, turn on the ball of the foot in advance and mark
time.
To the rear: 1. About, 2. FACE.
Raise slightly the left heel and right toe, face to the rear,

turning to the right on the right heel and the ball of the left

foot ; replace the left foot by the side of the right.
Officers execute the about face as follow^s:
At the command about, carry the toe of the right foot about

eight inches to the rear and three inches to the left of the left

heel without changing the position of the left foot.

At the command face, face to the rear, turning to the right on
the left heel and right toe; replace the right heel by the side of
the left.

Enlisted men out of ranks may use the about face prescribed
for officers.
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Salute With the Hand.

53. 1. Right {Left) hand, 2. SALUTE.
Raise tlie right hand smartly till the tip of forefinger touches

the lower part of headdress (if uncovered, the forehead) above
the right eye, thumb and fingers extended and joined, palm to the

left, forearm inclined at about forty-five degrees,
hand and wrist straight. TWO, Drop the arm
smartly by the side.

The salute for officers is the same; the left

hand is used only when the right is engaged.
Officers and men, when saluting, look toward the

person saluted.

Setting-up Exercises.

54. All soldiers are regularly practiced In the
following exercises, which may be supplemented,
by those in authorized calisthenic manuals.
The instructor places the men about two yards

apart.
In these exercises it is advisable to remove

coats and caps.
As a rule,

the instructor
will not keep
the men in a ^
constrained ^^' "' ^^^' '^^^

position longer than is neces-

sary to give the next com-
mand; and while giving any
extended explanation, he will

keep the men at ease.
As soon as the exercises

are well understood, they
may be continued without re-

peating the commands. For
this purpose the instructor

gives the commands as pre-
scribed, then adds: Continue
the exercise; upon which the

PI. 3, Par. 54, 1 Ex. motions to be repeated are
continuously executed until the command halt.

At the command halt, given at any time, the position of the
soldier is resumed.
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First Exercise.

1. Arm, 2. EXERCISE, :\. HEAD, 4. UP, 5. DOWN, 6. RAISE.
At the comniaiHl exercise, raise the arms laterally until hori-

zontal, palms upward. HEAD: Kaise the arms in a circular
direction over the head, tips of fingers touching
top of the head, backs of fingers in contact their
full length, thumbs pointing to the rear, elbows
pressed back. UP: Extend the arms
upward their full length, palms,
touching. DOWN: Force the arms\
obliquely back and gradually let

thoni fall by the sides. RAISE:
Unisi' the arms laterally, as pre-

scribed for the second
command. Continue by
re*\)eating head, up, down,
raise.

Second Exercise.

1. Arms vertical, palms
to the front, 2. RAISE, 3.

DOWN, A:. UP.

PI. 4, Par. 54,
1 Ex.

PL 5, Par. 54,
1 Ex.

At the command raise, raise

the arms laterally from the

sides, extended to their full

length, till the hands meet above
the head, palms to the front,

fingers pointing upward, thumbs
locked, right thumb in front,

shoulders pressed back. DOWN:
Bend over till the hands, if possible, touch the ground, keeping
the arms and knees straight. UP: Straighten the body and

swing the extended arms, thumbs locked, to the vertical posi-

tion. Continue by repeating downr up.

PI. G. Par. 54,
2 Ex.

PI. 7, Par. 54,
2 Ex.
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Third Exercise.

29

I 1. Arm, 2. EXERCISE, 3. FRONT, 4. REAR.
At the command exercise, raise the arms laterally until hori-

zontal, palms upward.^ FRONT: Swing the extended arms hori-

zontally to the front, palms touching. REAR:
Swing the extended arms well to the rear,

inclining them slightly downward, raising
the body upon the toes. Continue by repeat-

ing front, rear, till the men, if possible, are
"able to touch the backs of the hands behind
the back.

Fourth Exercise.

V 1. Leg. 2. EXERCISE, 3. UP.

I At the command exercise, place the palms
of the hands on the hips, fingers to the front,

thumbs to the rear, el-

bows pressed back. UP:
Raise the left leg to the

front, bending and eleva-

ting the knee as much as

possible, leg from knee to

instep vertical, toe de-

pressed. UP: Replace the left foot and raise
the right leg as prescribed for the left.

Execute slowly at first, then gradually in-

crease to the cadence of double time. Con-
tinue by repeating up when the right and left

legs are alternately in position.

Fifth Exercise.

1. Leg, 2. EXERCISE, 3. Left (Right), 4.

FORWARD, 5. REAR; or, 5. GROUND.

PI 9 Par 54 4 Ex ^^ ^^^ command exercise, place the hands
* '

'
' 'on the hips, as in Fourth Exercise. FOR-

WARD: Move the left leg to the front, knee straight, so as to

advance the foot about fifteen inches, toe turned out, sole nearly

PI. 8, Par. 54, 3 Ex.
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horizontal, body balanced on right foot. REAR: Move the leg
to the rear, knee straight, toe on a line with the right heel, sole

nearly horizontal. Continue by repeating forward, rear.

When the recruit has learned to balance himself, the com-
mand forward is followed by GROUND: Throw the weight of the

body forward by rising on the ball of the right foot, advance
and plant the left, left heel thirty inches from the right, and ad-
vance the right leg quickly to the position of forward. Continue
by repeating ground when the right and left legs are alternately
in the position of forward.

Sixth Exercise.

1. Lung, 2. EXERCISE, 3. INHALE, 4. EXHALE.
At the command exercise, place the hands on the hip as in

Fourth Exercise. INHALE: Inflate the lungs to full capacity by
short, successive inhalations through the nose. EXHALE: Empty
the lungs by a continuous exhalation through the mouth. Con-
tinue by repeating inha/e, exfiaie.

STEPS AND MARCHINGS.

Quick Time.

55. The length of the full step in quick time is thirty inches,
measured from heel to heel, and the cadence is at the rate of one
hundred and twenty steps per minute.

56. To march in quick time: 1. Forward, 2. MARCH.
At the command forward, throw the weight of the body upon

the right leg, left knee straight.
At the command marcfi, move the left foot smartly, but with-

out jerk, straight forward thirty inches from the right, meas-

uring from heel to heel, sole near the ground ; straighten and
turn the knee slightly out

;
at the same time, throw the weight

of the body forward, and plant the foot without shock, weight
of body resting upon it

; next, in like manner, advance the right
foot and plant it as above ;

continue the march.
The cadence is at first given slowly, and gradually increased

to that of quick time.
The arms swing naturally, the hands moving about six inches

to the front and three inches to the rear of the seam of the
trousers.
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57. The instructor, when necessary, indicates the cadence
of the step by calling one, two, three, four; ov, left, right, the in-,

stant the left and right foot, respectively, should be planted.

Double Time.

58. The length of the full step in double time is thirty-six

inches; the cadence is at the rate of one hundred and eighty
steps per minute.

59. To march in double time: 1. Forward, 2. Double time, 3.

MARCH.
At the command forward, throw the weight of the body on

the right leg.

At the command march, raise the hands until the forearms are

horizontal, fingers closed, nails toward the body, elbows to the

rear; carry forward the left foot, knee slightly l3ent and some-
what raised, and plant the foot thirty-six inches from the right ;

then execute the same motion with the right foot; continue
this alternate movement of the feet, throwing the weight of the

body forward, and allowing a natural swinging motion of the
arms.

If marching in quick time, the command forward is omitted.
At the command march, given as either foot strikes the ground,
take one step in quick, and then step off in double time.
To resume the quick time: 1. Quick time, 2. MARCH.
At the command march, given as either foot strikes the ground,

advance and plant the other foot in double time, resume the

quick time, dropping the hands by the sides.

Recruits are also exercised in running, the principles being
the same as for double time.

When marching in double time and in running, the men
breathe as much as possible through the nose, keeping the
mouth closed.

Distances of one hundred, and one hundred and eighty yards
are marked on the drill ground, and noncommissioned officers

and men practiced in keeping correct cadence and length of

pace in both quick and double time.

To Halt.

60. To arrest the march in quick or double time : 1. Squad,
2. HALT.
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At the command halt, givoii as either foot strikes the ground,
advance and plant the other foot ; place the foot in rear by the
side of the other. If in double time, drop the hands by the sides.

The halt, while marking time, and marching at the half step,
side step, and back step, is executed by the same commands.

To Mark Time.

61. Being in march: 3. Mark time, 2. MARCH.
At the command march, given as either foot strikes the ground,

advance and i)lant the other foot ; bring ui) the foot in rear, and
continue the cadence by alternately raising and planting each
foot on line with the "other. The feet are raised about four
inches from the ground and planted with tin' same energy as
when advancing.
To resume the fiill step: 1. Full step, 2. MARCH.

Half Step.

62. Being in march: 1. Half step, 2. MARCH.
At the conniiaiul march, ltIvcmi as either foot strikes the ground,

take steps of tilt ecu inclics.

To resume the full step: 1. Full step, 2. MARCH.
The length of the half stej) in double time is eighteen inches.

Side Step.

63. Being at a halt: 1. Right {Left) step. 2. MARCH.
Carry and plant the right foot ten inches to the right; bring

the left foot beside it and continue the movement in cadence of

quick time.
The side step is used for short distances only and is not exe-

cuted in double time.
Back Step.

64. Being at a lialt : 1. Backward, 2. MARCH.
At the command march, step back with the left foot fifteen

inches straight to the rear, then with the right, and so on, the

feet alternating.
At the command halt, bring back the foot in front to the side

of the one in rear.

The back step is used for short distances only, and is not

executed in double time.
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Change Step.

65. Being in march: 1. Change step, 2. MARCH.
At the command march, given as the right foot strikes the

ground, advance and plant the left foot
; plant the toe of the

right foot near the heel of the left and step off with the left foot.

The change on the right foot is similarly executed, the com-
mand march being given as the left foot strikes the ground.

To March to the Rear.

66. Being in march: 1. To the rear, 2. MARCH.
At the command march, given as the right foot strikes the

ground advance and plant the left foot
; then, turning on the

balls of both feet, face to the right about and immediately step
off with the left foot.

If marching in double time, turn to the right about, taking
four steps in place, keeping the cadence, and then step off with
the left foot.

To March by the Flank.

6 7. Being in march: 1. By the right {left) flank, 2. MARCH.
At the command march, given as the right foot strikes the

ground, advance and plant the left foot, then face to the right
in marching and step off in the new direction with the right foo't.

Covering and Marching on Points.

68. It should be demonstrated to the recruits that they can
not march in a straight line without selecting two points in the
desired direction and keeping them covered while advancing.
The instructor indicates two points and requires the recruits

in succession to place themselves upon the prolongation of the

straight line through these points and then to march upon them
In both quick and double time.
A distant and conspicuous landmark is then indicated as a

point of direction ; the recruit is required to select an inter-

mediate point in line w^ith the point of direction and to march
on this line, selecting new points as he advances.

55483—08—3
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Section III.— Tlic squad.

69. As soon as the recruits are suflSciently instructed for
the purpose, they are formed into squads of convenient size in
order to teach them the principles of the alignments, taking
intervals, the niiirchings, and the turnings.

70. For this instruction, the recruits are formed in double
rank. The files on the right and left of the squad are always
complete; if there be an incomplete file, it will be the second
from the left. The rear rank men cover their file leaders
accurately at one yard distance.

In the case of a small number of recruits, they may be formed
in single rank. The movements described for the double rank
formation apply equally well to the single rank, omitting the
explanations for the rear-rank men.

To Form the Squad.

71. To form the squad, the instructor designates a recruit
as the front-rank man of the right file and indicates to him
where the right of the squad is to rest ; he then places himself
about three yards in front of where the center is to be formed,
and commands: FALL IN.

The men form on the designated recruit, in two ranks facing
to the front, as already prescribed (par. 47).
.72. The squad executes the rests; resumes the attention;

marks time; and executes the facings, the setting-up exercises, the

steps, and the halt, and is dismissed by the same commands and
means as explained. for the recruit.

Alignments.

73. The alignments are first taught by requiring the recruits
to align themselves upon two files established as a base.

Being at a halt, the instructor causes the first two files on the
flank toward which the alignment is to be made to move for-

ward a few paces, and establishes them as a base; he then com-
mands: 1. Right (Left), 2. DRESS, 3. FRONT.
At the command dress, the first two files execute eyes right,

and place the left hand upon the hip. The remaining files

march to the front, each man shortening the last step so as to

place himself about six inches in rear of the new alignment,
which should never be passed ; each man then executes eyes right,
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places the left hand upon the hip, whether dressing to the right

or left, and taking steps of two or three inches moves up and

places his right arm lightly against the elbow of the man on his

right, so that his eyes and shoulders are in line with those of

the men on his right.
The instructor verifies the alignment of both ranks from the

i right flank and orders up or back such men as may be in rear
^ or in advance of the line

; only the men designated move.
At the command front, given when the ranks are aligned, each

' man turns his head and eyes to the front and drops his left

hand by the side.

74. At first, the basis of the alignment is established parallel
to the front of the squad ; afterwards, in oblique directions.

75. The recruits having learned to align themselves, the
mstructor establishes the base file and commands : 1. Right

(Left), 2. DRESS, 3. FRONT.
At the command dress, the men, except the base file, move

forward and all dress as previously explained, the rear-rank
men being careful to cover their file leaders accurately.

76. Alignments to the rear are executed on the same prin-

ciples; 1. Right (Left) backward, 2. DRESS, 3. FRONT.
The men step back, halt a little in rear of the line, and im-

^ mediately dress up as previously explained.
77. To execute the alignments, using the side step, the in-

structor establishes the base file a short distance to the right or

left of the squad, and commands: 1. Right (Left) step, 2. (Right
or Left), 3. DRESS, 4. FRONT.
At the command dress, the men execute the side step, close

toward the base file, and dress as previously explained.

To Taice Intervals.

78. Being in line at a halt: 1. To the right (left) take inter-

\ vals, 2. MARCH, 3. Squad, 4. HALT.
At the first command, the rear rank steps back to two yards

^ distance from the front rank
;
at the command march, all face

to the right and the leading man of each rank steps off; the
other men step off in succession so as to follow the preceding
man at two yards.
At the command halt, given when all have their intervals, all

halt and face to the front.
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To Assemble.

79. 1. To the right {left) assemble, 2. MARCH.
The front-rank man on the right stands fast, the rear-rank

man on the right closes to one yard. The other men face to
the right, close by the shortest line, and face to the front.

' MARCHINGS.

80. During the marchings the guide conducts the march,
preservihg with great care the direction and the length and
cadence of the step, selecting points on which to march, as ex-
plained in paragraph 68.

To March to the Front.

81. Being at a halt: 1. Forward, 2. MARCH.
The men step pff and march straight to the front.
If in line, the rear-rank men follow their file leaders accu-

rately. The instructor sees that the ranks preserve the align-
ment and the intervals toward the side of the guide. The
men yield to pressure from that side and resist pressure from
the opposite side; by slightly shortening or lengthening the
step they gradually recover the alignment, and by slightly
opening out or closing in they gradually recover the interA\^i,
if lost; while habitually keeping the head to the front, they
may occasionally glance toward the side of the guide to assure
themselves of the alignment and interval, but the head is

turned as little as possible for this purpose.
If in flank column the men of the leading file step off at full

step; the leading rear-rank man marches abreast of his file

leader at twenty-six inches interval. The other files march at
the half step, each taking the full step when at one yard
distance.

To March to the Rear.

82. Being in march : 1. To the rear, 2. MARCH.
Executed as explained in paragraph 66.

If at a halt, the squad may be faced about and then moved
forward, as explained in the preceding paragraph ; or, without
facing about, it may be marched a short distance to the rear,
as explained in paragraph 64, by the command: 1. Backward,
2. MARCH,
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Whenever the squad in line is faced about or marched to the

rear, all men in the front rank not covered, step into the new
front rank.

I To March by the Flank.

I 83. Being in line: 1. By the right {left) flank, 2. MARCH.
W Executed as explained in paragraphs 67 and 81.

f The formation obtained by marching by the flank from line

is called a flank column.
If at a halt, the squad may be marched by the flank by first

facing it in the desired direction and then moving it forward,
as explained in paragraph 81.

When the march by the flank is executed from flank column
while at one yard distance, the files close in gradually toward
the guide until they have the prescribed interval.

84. Whenever the flank column is halted while marching
at one yard distance, the leading file halts at the command

;
the

others close to facing distance before halting.
85. To close up in flank column without halting: 1. Close,

2. MARCH.
The leading file takes the half step ;

the other files close to

facing distance and take the half step; all the files having
closed to facing distance, the column is halted or marched by
the flank as previously explained.

86. To halt the flank column without closing up: 1. In place,
2. HALT.

To March Obliquely.

8 7. For the instruction of recruits, the squad being cor-

rectly aligned, the instructor causes the squad to face half right
or half left, points out to the men their relative positions and
explains that these are to be maintained in the oblique march.
88. 1. Right {Left) oblique, 2. MARCH.
Each man steps off in a direction forty-five degrees to the

ri.ii:lit of his former front. He preserves his relative position,
keeping his shoulders parallel to those of the guide, and so

regulates his step as to keep the ranks parallel to their original
direction.

If the command halt be given while marching obliquely, the
men halt faced in the direction in which they are marching.
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To resume the oblique march : 1. Forward, 2. MARCH.
At half step or mark iime, while obliqunig, the oblique march

is resumed by the commands: 1. Full step, 2. MARCH.
89. While obliquing, to execute a second ohliqno in either

direction: 1. Right (Left) oblique, 2. MARCH.
If line be formed, the files, if not at proper intervals, close in

gradually toward the guide; similarly, if flank column be
formed, the files, if not at one yard distance, fall back as pre-
scribed in paragraph 81.

To Change Direction In Flank Column.

90. 1. Column right (left), 2. MARCH.
The pivot man of the leading file faces to the right in march-

ing and tal^es the half step ;
the man on the marching flank, by

twice obliquing to the right, places himself abreast of tlie pivot
man ; the latter then takes the full step. The other files march

squarely up to the turning point and execute

0^
ri the change of direction on the same ground

C'i'vLLJ '^^^^ "^ t^^ same manner. When executed from
f PI z'^'^'' rn a halt, all the men step off at the command

^„L-, ^uj;
'

*

Lj march.

L.lJLcpiJ / n TURNINGS.

'

-"''^n.
/ r—

I

To Turn on Fixed Pivot.

^tfflm[g] 91. Being in line: 1. Squad right {left), 2.

t ^-1-" MARCH, 3. Squad, 4. HALT; or, 3. Full step, 4.

k..^ MARCH.
rnr^

'

r^r^ l

^^ *^^^ second command, the pivot man
marks time, turning to the right in his place ;

PI. 10, Par. 91. tiie other front-rank men, by twice obliquing
to the right, place themselves abreast of the

pivot man and mark time. The rear rank does not turn as a
rank ;

the men conform to the movement of the front rank,
place themselves covering their file leaders at a distance of one

yard and mark time. The fourth command is given when the
last man arrives in his new position.
The turn on fixed pivot is used in all formations from line into

column and the reverse.
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^^ti^gS^li'-ro Turn on Moving Pivot
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1. Right {Left) turn, 2. MARCH, 3. Full

tlie pivot man, who is tlie guide diir-

X / B--

92. Marching in line

step, 4. MARCH.
At tlie second command,

ing tlie movement, faces

to tlie right in marching
and takes the half step ;

the other front - rank
men, by twice obliquing
to the right, place them-
selves abreast of the

pivot man and take the
half step. The rear

rank advances and turns
on the same ground and
in the same manner as
the front rank, main-

taining the distance of

one yard. All take the full step at the fourth command.

(^CC3DDC3- •r

men
r 1. 11, Par. 92.

which
is given when the last man arrives in his new position.
The movement is similarly executed from a halt. At the

second command, the pivot man faces to the right as in march-

ing and steps off at half step.

Right {Left) half turn is executed in a similar maimer. The
pivot man makes a half change of direction to the right and
the other men make quarter changes in obliquing.
The turn on moving pivot is used by subdivisions of a column

in executing changes of direction.
93. The exercises of a gun squad dismounted and of a section

dismounted are similarly executed, substituting in the latter case

the word section for squad in the commands.

Section IV.—}[anual of ihv pistol.

94. The instruction under this head is first given on foot.

When a lanyard is used, one end is attached to the butt of

the pistol; the other end forms a sliding loop, which is passed
over the head and drawn snug against the right armpit. The
lanyard should then be of just such length that the arm can be

extended without constraint.
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95. The pistol Ixmu- in llie liolslcr, to i-nise pistol: 1. Raise,
2. P/STOL
At the conimand raise, unbutton the holster flap ^Yith the

right hand and grasp the stock, back of the hand to the body.
At the connnand pisiol, draw the pistol from the holster,*^ re-

verse it, muzzle up, the hand holding the stock with the thumb
and last three fingers; the little finger may be placed under the
butt

; forefinger outside of the guard ; guard to the front ; barrel
nearly vertical ; hand as high as the neck and six inches to the
right and front of the right shoulder. This is the position of
raise pistol.
When dismounted, carry the right foot about twenty inches

to the right and place the left hand in the iiosition of the bridle
hand.

96. Being at raise jnstol : ]. Return, 2. PISTOL.
Insert the i)ist(»l in the holster, back of hand to the body,

button the flap, and drop the hand by the side.
If dismounted, bring the right foot by the side of the left and

drop the left hand by the side.

If the holster is so constructed that the butt is to the rear,
raise and return pistol are executed as already prescribed, ex-

cept that the back of the hand is to the right and the pistol is

not reversed.
97. 1. Inspection, 2. PISTOL.
Execute raise pistol, except that the pistol is held about six

inches in front of the center of the body, barrel up, pointing to
the left front and upward at an angle of about forty-five degrees,
wrist straight and as high as the breast.
The instructor passes along the rank and examines the pis-

tols. To inspect the pistol minutely, lie takes it in his hands
and then returns it to the soldier, who grasps it at the stock and
resumes inspection pistol; each man returns pistol as the in-

spector passes to the next. If the pistols are not inspected, they
are returned by the commands: 1. Return, 2. PISTOL.
When dismounted, the left hand and right foot remain in

place.
For purposes of instruction the men may be required to exe-

cute inspection pistol simultaneouslj^ suitable caution being
given to that effect by the instructor. But at formal i.ispec-
tions the men execute inspection pistol in succession as the in-

spector approaches them.
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98. Being at raise pistol : LOAD.
Place the pistol at the cylinder in the left hand, latch up,

barrel inclined to the left front and downward at an angle of

about thirty degrees; draw back the latch with the right

thumb, push the cylinder out with the second finger of the left

hand, and, if necessary, eject the empty shells by pressing the

ejector with the left thumb, right hand steadying the pistol at

the stock ;
take a cartridge from the belt or box, insert it in

the chamber, press it home with the right thumb, and so on
for each chamber to be loaded; close the cylinder with the
left thumb so that the hammer will rest over the empty cham-
ber and raise pistol.

Firings.

99. For single action. Being at raise pistol: 1. To the front

(rigfit obfique, etc.) ; or, 1. At (such an object), 2. READY.
Cock the pistol with the right thumb and direct the eyes to

the front or toward the target.
100. 1. Squad, 2. FfRE.
Thrust and point the pistol to the front or toward the target,

arm nearly or quite extended, keeping the eyes on the object,
and fire

;
resume the raise pistol.

To continue the firing in the same direction, or at the same
target: 1. READY, 2. Squad, 3. FfRE.

101. For double action. Being at raise pistol: 1. To tfie

front (right oblique, etc.), 2. Squad, 3. FIRE; or, 1. At (such an

object), 2. Squad, 3. FIRE.
Executed as in paragraph 100, except that at the command

fire, the pistol is cocked by pressing steadily on the trigger.

102. An almost imperceptible pause may be allowed between
the thrusting and firing, in which to correctly point the pistol.

Deliberate aiming, however, should not be encouraged. After

firing without cartridges, pause an instant to see if the pistol
is correctly pointed, to get the personal error.

The instructor must take into account individual ])eculiarities

in order to secure the best results in firing : in such cases

departure from the text is permissible.
When mounted, lean slightly forward, bearing on the stirrups;

in firing to the front, lean well to the right and slightly for-

ward, to avoid burning or frightening the horse.
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103* In a similar mnnnor, tlio mon will bo instnictod to fire
to the loft, I'i.^lit, ri.i,'lit nl)li<in(>. ]v['\ ohljciuo. riLrlit roar, loft rear,
and roar. W'Ikmi lirin.i,^ to tli;' lofi. tho pistol hand will be about
o]>i)osito tho loft shonidor; whon tii-iiii: !<» tlu» roar or riirht roar,
tho shouldois aro turiiod about forly-tixc do-roos to tho ri.u-ht ;

whon tirin.u' to tho loft aud hd't roar, tho shonldors aro turned
about forty-livo doi^i-oos to tho loft.

104. 'rh(> recruits aro lirst t;iu,L:ht tho motions of loading
and hrin.u: without usiuu^ caiM rid-'os. J.oadinLr and pointing prac-
tloo will bo .i^nvon at all .icaits wIkmi niountod.

105. Xo cartridp's will bo nsod. ox('oi)t wIhmi indioatinl in
tho hrst oonmiand. thus: 1. With (so many) dummy {blank or

ba//) cartridges, 2. LOAD.
106. To tiro at will: 1. Fire at will, 2. To the front, etc.; or,

2. At (snob an objivt), :\. COMMENCE FIRING, 4. CEASE FIRING.
The soldii^r Ww^ as raj (idly ar. is consistent with oarefnl

pointing at each shot, 'llio raisi^ justol is resumed after each
shot.
At tlie connnand cease firing, the firing will stop, and tlie men

resume the raise pistol.
10 7. At dismovnitod ])ractico. instead of taking tlie position

of raise pistol after each shot, the mon may be permitted to /o>ver

the pistol, and to tiro from this position. In this case the pistol
is lowernl without cb.anging tlie grasp of the hand, the a.rm by
the side and nearly extended, back of the hand to the right;
barrel inclined to the front and downward.
108. Target practice will be conducted on the "principles ex-

plained in the Small-Arms Firing Regulations.

CHAPTER III.—THE RATTERY DISMOUNTED.

Section I.—(icm ral /n-orisions..

109. The instruction prescribed for the Battery Dismounted
is applicable, with obvious modifications, to the Platoon Dis-

mounted, the Section Dismounted, and the Gun Squad Dis-

mounted. It is likewise applicable to the exercises of several

gun squads dismounted.
110. A section dismounted comprises all the men assigned to

the service of a single piece and its ammunition, or of two
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ammunition teams. It consists of one sergeant, who is chief

of section
;
two corporals ;

the cannoneers ;
the drivers ; and

such mechanics, cooks, musicians, and reserve drivers and
cannoneers as may be assigned to it for convenience of admin-
istration.

The men are permanently assigned to sections, and are trans-

ferred by order of the captain only; they may be temporarily
attached to sections not their own, to equalize subdivisions at

drill or other duty.
A section assigned to the service of a piece and its ammuni-

tion is called a gun section; a section assigned to the service of

two ammunition teams is called an ammunition section.

111. The first four sections are gun sections; the others are
ammunition sections. Tlie senior corporal in a gun section is the

gunner; the junior corporal is the ammunition corporal. In an
ammunition section the senior ammunition corporal corre-

sponds to the gunner in the gun section and has the same post in

ranks.
112. A platoon dismounted consists of one lieutenant, who is

chief of platoon, and two sections dismounted.
113. A battery dismounted comprises three platoons.
114. The guides of a battery are the gunner and the ammu-

nition corporal, posted on its right and left.

The guides of a section or of a gun squad are the gunner and
the front rank man on the opposite flank.

115. Chiefs of platoon and section supervise the movements
of their platoons and sections, but repeat or give commands only
when prescribed.

116. File closers will rectify mistakes and insure steadiness
and promptness in the ranks.
117. The battery is formed in double rank with the pla-

toons and sections arranged from right to left in the order of

their permanent numbers.
The senior lieutenant is assigned as chief of the first platoon,

the lieutenant next in rank as chief of the second platoon, and
so on.
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Sioc'iiox II.— rasfs (,}' (t/Jiccrs, iioiicfjiH m i.s.si(,n((l olficcrs, etc.

In Line.

118. The (•;ii)t;iiii : Vnwv yni'ds in front of the center of the
batter3\

Chiefs of i)l.-il<i(in: 'lAvo y.-ii'ds in fi-ont of the (-(Mitci- <.f their

I)hjtoons.
The fourth lieiUenant, when there are but three phitoons: lu

the line of tile closers, opi)osite the center of the battery.
The fii'st serjjjeant : In the front rank, one yard from the right

of the first section.

The quartermaster and stable sergeants: In the front rank,
one yard from the left of the left section, in order of r.-mk from
right to left.

Chiefs of section : One yard in front of the center of their
sections.

(Uinners : On the right of the front rank of their sections, not
covered in the rear rank.
Ammunition corporals: In the line of file closers, one yard

in ]-ear of the left file of their sections, except the ammunition
corporal of the left section, who is on the left of the front rank
of his section, not covered in the rear rank.
The guidon : On the left of the front rank of the right center

section, not covered in the rear rank.
The musicians: In the line of file closers in rear of the first

section.

In Subdivision Column.

119. The captain: Four yards from the flank, opposite the
center, on the left (right) wlien the right (left) is in front.

Chiefs of platoon : In platoon column, two yards in front of
the center of their platoons; in section column, on the same side
as the post prescribed for the captain, two yards from the flank,

opposite the center of their platoons.
The fourth lieutenant, w^hen there are but three platoons : On

the side opposite the captain, two yards from the flank and op-

posite the center of the column.
The first sergeant : On the same side as the captain, aligned

on the front rank of the nearest subdivision and one yard
from it.
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The quartermaster and stable sergeants: They turn to the
side indicated, and are either four yards in front of the center
of the leading subdivision or four yards in rear of the last sub-

division, according as the column has been formed toward their
flank of the battery or the flank opposite.

Chiefs of section, gunners, ammunition corporals, guidon, and
musicians : Same as in line, except that the ammunition cor-

poral of the left section takes post one yard in rear of the left

file of his section.

In Flank Column.

120. The posts are. same as when faced with the battery
from line, except that in the case of the quartermaster and sta-

ble sergeants, the ones in rear step obliquely toward the side of
the file closers and place themselves abreast of the leading one.

Section III.—To Form the Battery Dismounted.

121. At the sounding of the assembly, the first sergeant, facing
the battery and six yards in front of where the center is to be,
commands: 1. FALL IN, 2. CALL ROLLS, 3. REPORT.
At the command fall in, the gunners place themselves on the

line facing to the front in their proper order, at sufficient dis-

tance apart for the formation of their sections
;
the men of each

section fall in on the left of their gunner, as prescribed in para-
graph 71 ; the chiefs of section take their posts facing their sec-

tions. The assembly having ceased, the first sergeant causes the
sections to close to the right, if necessary.
At the command call rolls, the chiefs of section call the rolls,

and then face to the front.

At the command report, the chief of the first section salutes
and reports: First section, present; or First section, Corporal

and Private (s) are absent. The first sergeant,
having received and verified the report, returns the salute with
the right Jiand. The chief of the second section then reports in

like manner, and so on. Men not known to be absent by proper
authority are reported absent by the chiefs of section. After
receiving the reports, the first sergeant faces about, salutes the

captain, or battery oflScer of the day, and reports : Sir, the bat-

tery is present or accounted for; or, Sir, (so many) noncommis-
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sioned officers or privates are absent. Tlie lirst sergeant then
tnkcs his post.
The captnin, or hnttery officer of the day, places himself

ahout twelve y.inls in front of the center of the battery, super-
intends the forum t ion, nnd roceives the report of the first ser-

geant, whoso sn liil(' ho returns.
The lieutonnnts tnlvo their posts as soon as the first sergeant

has reported.
DuriuLT instruction, the officers have the saber drawn, or in

the scabbard, at the discretion of the captain. When the cap-
tain draws saber, the lieutenants also will draw saber.

To Open Ranks.

123. Being in line at a halt: 1. Open ranks, 2. MARCH, 3.

FRONT.
At the first command, the gunners and the left guide of the

battery step backward two yards to mark the new alignment
of the rear rank: the file closers step backward two yards in

rear of this line. A lieutenant in the line of file closers takes
post four yards in rear of this line, opposite the center; the

captain goes to the right flank and sees that the guides are on a
line parallel to the front rank, then places himself facing to the
left four yards in front of and two yards to the right of the

battery, and comn^ands: MARCH.
At the command march, the chiefs of. platoon step forward

two yards, the chiefs of section one yard, and all dress to the

right. The first sergeant faces about, places himself, facing to

the left, on the line of the rear rank, aligns it, and then faces
to the front; the front rank and file closers dress to the right:
the rear rank steps backward, halts a little in rear of the line,

and then dresses to the right.
The captain aligns the chiefs of platoon and section and the

front rank, and verifies the alignment of the rear rank and file

closers; the chiefs of platoon and section and the file closers

turn their heads and eyes to the front as soon as their alignment
is verified.

At the command front, the first sergeant, gunners, and left

guide resume their posts ;
the captain places himself six yards

in front of the center of the battery.
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I To Close Ranks.

f 123. Being at open ranks: 1. Close ranks, 2. MARCH.
At the command march, the lieutenants and chiefs of section

resume their posts in line, the chiefs of platoon and section

facing about; the rear rank closes to one yard, each man
covering his file leader; the file closers close to one yard from
the rear rank; the captain then takes his post.

Alignmenis.

124. The alignments are executed as prescribed for the

squad, the guide being established instead of the base file. In

aligning the battery, the captain places himself in prolongation
of the line, two yards from and facing the flank toward which
the alignment is made ;

after commanding froni, he resumes his

post. This rule applies also to chiefs of platoon or section,

when aligning their subdivisions.

To Dismiss tfie Battery.

125. Being in line at a halt:
The captain directs the first sergeant: Dismiss the battery,

and returns the salute of the first sergeant.
The officers fall out; the first sergeant salutes, steps three

yards to the front, faces to the left, and commands : DISIVIISSED.

In exceptional cases the battery may be dismissed from any
formation, either at a halt or marching.

Section IV.,—Maneuvers of the hattery dismounted.

Genera/ Provisions.

126. The instruction set forth in detail for the soldier dis-

mounted is applicable to the battery dismounted, the facings,

steps, marchings, turnings, rests, etc., all being executed accord-

ing to the same principles, officers, noncommissioned officers,

and file closers conforming to the movements.
127. In the turnings the guide of the battery or subdivi-

sion on the flank toward which the battery or subdivision turns
is the pivot man of the movement.
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Duriris: the oxoontion of a turn, as well as on halting after a
tnni, the ni'Mi as tliry ari'i\(' abrcvist of the pivot man align
tlirinsclvcs tow,ml liim witli(»iU ronimand.

Ill cxivuting the turnings by battery, the first sergeant or the
quartermaster and stable sergeants and the chief mechanic,
when on the marching flank, conform to the movement; when
on the pivot flank they face to the rear at the command
march, and place themselves on the line, facing in the new direc-
tion.

128. Whenever the battery in line is faced about or marched
to the rear, all men in the front rank, not covered, step into the
new front rank; the first sergeant, quartermaster, and stable

st'i-.LTcaiits, and the chief in(H-liaiiic place tlieniselves in line with
the new front rank, but do not change to the opposite flank.
The chief of ]>]atoon and section raid the tile closers maintain
their relative positions.

To Form or March in Subdivision Column from Line.

129. 1. Platoons (Sections) right {left), 2. MARCH, ^. Battery,
4. HALT; or, 8. Full step, 4. MARCH.
At the first command each chief of subdivision cautions : Pla-

toon (Section) right; at tlie second command each subdivision
executes a turn on fixed pivot, as explained in paragraph 91.

The fourth connnand is given when all the subdivisions have
completed the turn.
While marching in subdivision column the guide of each rear

subdivision preserves the trace and step and a distance equal to

the front of his subdivision. In obliquing, the subdivisions re-

main parallel to each other and maintain their relative posi-
tions.

To Change Direction in Subdivision Column.

130. 1. Column right (left), 2. MARCH.
At the first command the chief of the leading subdivision

commands : Right turn.

At the command march, the leading subdivision turns to the

right on moving pivot, as explained in paragraph 92 ;
its chief

commands: 1. Full step, 2. MARCH, on completion of the turn,
and announces the guide on the side it w\ns previous to the turn,
or repeats the instructor's command for the guide.
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The rear subdivisions march squarely up to the turning point
and change direction by command of their chiefs.

Column half right {half left) is similarly executed.

To Form Line of Subdivision Columns from Subdivision Column.

131. If marching: 1. By the right {left) flank, 2. MARCH. If

halted: 1. Right {Left), 2. FACE, 3. Forward, 4. MARCH.
The officers, noncommissioned officers, and file closers face

with the subdivisions, and maintain their relative positions with

respect to them; the guide at the head of each subdivision

dresses toward the guide of the battery, and preserves the

proper interval from that flank.

The march in column of subdivisions may be resumed by the

same commands.

To Form Flank Column from Subdivision Column.

132. If marching: 1. By the right {left) flank, 2. Platoons

{Sections) column left {right), 3. MARCH.
At the command march, each subdivision moves by the right

flank, executes column left, and follows the subdivision which
precedes it in the column.

If halted, the battery is first faced to the right (left) and
then the second and third commands are given.

To Form Subdivision Column from Flank Column.

133. J. Platoons {Sections) column right {left), 2. MARCH, 3.

By the left {right) flank, 4. MARCH.
Executed simultaneously by all of the subdivisions. The

fourth command is given after the change of direction is com-

pleted.
To Form Line from Subdivision Column.

134. 1. Platoons {Sections) right {left), 2. MARCH, 3. Bat-

tery, 4. HALT; or, 3. Full Step, 4. MARCH.
At the first command each chief of subdivision cautions : Pla-

toon {Section) right. At the command march, each subdivision

executes a turn on fixed pivot. The fourth command is given
when the sections have completed the turn.

55483—08 4
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Before forming line tlie captain requires the guides of the
rear subdivisions on the tianlv toward which the movement is

to be executed to cover ; if marching, he announces the guide on
that flank, if not already there.

Route Order and at Ease.

135. Marching in flank coUunn or section column: 1. Route

Order, 2. MARCH; or, 1. At ease, 2. MARCH.
The oflacers carry their sabers at will or in the scabbard ; the

men retain their positions in ranks, but are not required to

Iveep step.
If the command be route order, the men are permitted to talk ;

if the command be at ease, silence is preserved.
To resume the cadenced step: 1. Battery, 2. ATTENTION.
If halted, while marching at route order, the men remain at

rest in ranks; if halted while marching at (\is(\ tlioy remain
at ease.

Route order and at ease are not used while marching in

double time.



Part III.

FIRING INSTRUCTION.

CHAPTER I.—OBJECT AND SEQUENCE OF THE INSTRUC-
TION.

136. The objects of this instruction are:

1. To train the personnel in the mechanism of the methods of

fire, so that, at the word of command, fire of the desired nature

may be delivered with certainty and celerity. {Fire Discipline.)
2. To train officers in the conduct of fire, so that they may be

enabled to utilize the weapons at their disposal to the best ad-

vantage. {Conduct of Fire.)
A progressive order of instruction will be followed in each

case.

Training in the elementary duties of the two kinds should be
undertaken separately at first. Drill in the mechanism of fire

is the essential feature of instruction of the first kind
; practice

in determining firing data and in adjusting fire under various
assumed conditions, the essential feature of instruction of the
second kind. As soon as the two kinds of instruction have
sufliciently progressed, they should be combined and the training
carried on, first in the park or on the drill ground, and then on
terrain of every available description ; targets representing as

nearly as possible those to be met in service should be attacked
first by simulated fire, then with subcaliber ammunition, and
finally with the service ammunition.

137. Training in fire discipline begins with the instruction
of the cannoneer, passes to that of the gun squad, and then to

that of the firing battery.
The cannoneer must be taught to perform quickly and cor-

rectly the individual duties required of him in the service of

the piece. He must acquire such a thorough laiowledge of

these duties and such a well-grounded habit of performing them
properly that in the excitement of action their execution will

be a matter of second nature to him.

51
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The gun squad must be tmiued as a unit, so that its indi-
vidual members worlv together smoothly, quietly, and effectively
in serving the piece.
The instruction of the firing battery should secure the harmo-

nious cooperation of the organization as a whole in delivering
fire as a single fire unit, thus enabling the captain, without con-
fusion or delay, to turn the fire of his battery from point to

point, and to concentrate or distribute this fire in such manner
as may be desirable.

All the privates of the battery, drivers as well as cannoneers,
receive this instruction.

CHAPTER II.—THE CANNONEER.

Section I.—Method of instruction.

138. For this instruction a few recruits (usually not more
than six) are placed under the charge of an instructor who, by
simple directions, causes the gun and its ammunition boxes to

be placed in such position as he may desire.

139. In view of the great importance of instruction of this

character, it is begun as soon as the recruits have had a few
drills in The Soldier Dismounted, and is continued as an auxil-

iary to more advanced instructions until. the cannoneers are

thoroughly instructed and skilled in their individual duties.

140. The instruction involves acquiring:
First. An intimate knowledge of the materiel in use in the

battery, the functions to be performed by the principal parts,
and the mode of their operation.

Second. Skill and dexterity on the part of the cannoneers in

the performance of their duties.
Instruction of the first kind is imparted by careful and pains-

taking description on the part of the instructor, supplemented
in each case, as far as practicable, by actual illustrations of the
mode of operation of the particular element of the materiel

being described.
Instruction of the second kind is had by persistent drill in

the prescribed duties and by continued practice with the various
mechanisms under all possible conditions.
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Section II.—Preliminary instruction in mat^^riel and in methods
of fire,

141. The instructior is carried on in the squad room, in

the parlv, and elsewhere during the intervals of more advanced
worli.

The instructor strives to develop, on the part of the soldier,
an intimate Ivuowledge of all the materiel in use in the battery,
the names of the different parts, their purposes, and methods
of operation.

Thus, instruction is had on subjects such as the following:
1. Nomenclature of the principal parts of the piece and its

equipments and of the ammunition-carrying devices.
2. Operation of the different parts of the gun ;

for example,
the method of controlling the recoil.

3. Sights and quadrants: description and methods of oper-
ation.

4. Laying the gun : principles on which the different methods
are based and conditions under which they are used. Thus :

(a) laying by the sight for direction and by the quadrant for

range; (&) laying by the sight for range and direction.
5. Powders: kinds of powder used, their principal character-

istics, and mode of action in the gun.
6. Projectiles : the different kinds and special uses of each.
7. Fuses: the different kinds and their mode of operation.
8. Methods of fire : description of the different kinds, and oc-

casions in general when the different kinds are applicable.

Section III.—Individual duties in the service of the piece,

DUTIES IN GENERAL OF THE DIFFERENT CANNONEERS.

142. Gunner: Commanding the gun squad.
Laying the piece.

Hooking the lanyard.
Firing the piece.

Ammunition corporal: Preparing ammunition.
Superintending ammunition supply.

No. 1 : Opening and closing the breech.

Manning the right wheel and brake rope.
Setting and seating the quadrant.
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No. 2: Loading: the piece.

Manning the left wheel and bi-.ikc roi)o.
No. 3: Giving the general direction to tlio imccc

Assisting the gunner in pointing.
No.4: Assisting the ammunition corporal.
Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8: Supplying ammunition.
All cannoneers take care to stand clear at the command

ready of the gunner.

DUTIES IN DETAIL OF THE DIFFERENT CANNONEERS.

Duties of the Gunner.

To Set the Deflection Scale.

143. The deflection scale of the tangent sight is divided into
IS equal parts, of which 9 are on each side of the origin or
zero. Each part is called a point. A defection of one point cor-

responds to a deviation at the target of very nearly 3/1000 of the
range. When the sight leaf index is at the right of the origin,
there is said to be right deflection; when it is at the left, there is

said to be left deflection.

To set off a deflection: The gunner turns the deflection screw
head until the sight leaf index is opposite the desired gradua-
tion.

Note.—The following is the rule for correcting observed
errors in deviation : To throw the projectile to the right, move the

sight leaf to the right; to throw the projectile to the left, move the

sight leaf to the left.

144. The gunner is repeatedly practiced in setting deflec-

tions by command. Thus: Deflection, 5 right.
The instructor verifies the setting of the sight.
145. When numbers are part of a command, they are habit-

ually announced thus :

400 four hundred.
405 four hundred and five.

455 four fifty-five.

3000 three thousand.
3005 three thousand and five.

3300—^ thirty-three hundred.
3305 thirty-three hundred and five.

3355 thirty-three fifty-five.
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146. When the telephone is used for the transmission of fir-

ing data, or when, for any cause, it is difficult to make the com-
mands distinctly heard, each digit of the number is called off in

turn, thus:

400 four, zero, zero.

3305 three, three, zero, five.

To Set the Sight for Range.

147. The range scale of the tangent sight is graduated from
zero to four thousand yards, the least reading being one hun-
dred yards. The scale may readily be set by eye to read to

twenty-five yards.
To set off a range: The gunner turns the range screw head

until the range leaf index is opposite the desired graduation.
148. The gunner is repeatedly practiced in setting ranges

by command. Thus: Range, 2700.

The instructor verifies the setting of the sight.

To Level the Axle.

149. The wheels should be kept as nearly as possible on the
same level.

To Lay the Piece.

Direct Laying.

150. When it is possible for the gunner to see the target
clearly and to aim directly upon the part of it which the fire

of his gun .is intended to reach, he ordinarily lays the gun for
both range and direction by use of the tangent sight. This is

called direct laying (213).
The designation target (so and so) is the indication that

direct laying is to be employed.
The gunner causes a cannoneer (No. 3), working at the trail

handspike, to give the piece the general direction; kneeling
on his right knee at the left of the trail, the gunner sets the
sight for the deflection and range ordered, operates the eleva-

ting wheel with his left hand and with his right hand signals
to the cannoneer at the handspike to move the trail to the right
or left so as to bring the line of sight upon the target; calls
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ready when the i^nii is laid, liooks the laiij^ard and moves back
clear of the line of recoil, tlie lanyard taut, its end in his right
hand.

151. The gunner is repeatedly practiced in laying the piece
by command. Thus, the gunner being at his post at the piece :

1. Target, the chimney on that white house.
2. Deflection, 3 left.

3. RANGE, 2400.

Indirect Laying.

152. When it is impracticable for the gunner to aim directly
upon the part of the target which the fire of his gun is intended
to reach, he ordinarily lays the gun for range by use of the
quadrant and for direction by use of the tangent sight. An
aiming point clearly visible to the gunner is designated and a
deflection ordered such that when the line of sight is directed
upon the aiming point the gun will be directed upon the target.
This is called indirect laying (214).
The designation aiming point (so and so) is the indication

that indirect laying is to be employed.
The gunner sets the sight for the deflection ordered and lays

the gun upon the aiming point as in direct laying (150) ; causes
a cannoneer (No. 1) to set the quadrant at the elevation ordered
and to steady the quadrant in its seat : operates the elevating
wheel until the bubble of the level is centered ; verifies the lay-
ing and calls ready; proceeds as in direct laying (150).
153. The tangent sight elevation of the aiming point may

sometimes be used for rounds after the first. For this purpose
the gunner may be directed to read and announce the sight
elevation after the gun has been laid, as described in the pre-
ceding paragraph. When this method is practicable, the gun
is thereafter laid as in direct laying (150).
154. The arc of the quadrant is graduated from zero to

sixty-five degrees. It may be used to measure angles of either
elevation or depression. Its index arm carries a sliding level

with an index, the arm being graduated from zero to sixty
minutes. For a given range the corresponding angular eleva-
tion is determined from a range table

;
the necessary corrections

applied to this tabular range angle give the elevation to be used.
A given elevation is set off by moving the index arm until the
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index at its end is opposite the desired graduation on the arc,
and sliding the level along the arm until the level index is

opposite the desired graduation on the arm.
155. The gunner is repeatedly practiced in indirect laying

by command. Thus, the gunner being at his post at the piece :

1. Aiming point, tfie cfiimney on that wfiite house.
2. Deflection, 8 right.
3. ELEVATION, 13 DEGREES, 27 MINUTES (152).

Or:
3. RANGE, 3200 (153).

The instructor verifies the settings of the sight and quadrant
and the centering of the bubble, sees that the gun is laid accu-

rately upon the aiming point, and verifies the reading of the

sight elevation.

To Measure the Deflection of a Target from an Aiming Point.

156. The gun being laid directly upon the target, the gun-
ner moves the sight leaf until the line of sight is upon the aim-
ing point. The reading is then the deflection sought.

Note.—When the sight is directed upon the target, the de-
flection reading should be zero unless a correction for drift or
wind has been made.

157. The gunner is repeatedly practiced in measuring de-
flections. Thus, the gun being laid in direction upon any target :

1. Aiming point, that c/ocic tower.

2. MEASURE THE DEFLECTION.
The instructor verifies the reading and sees that the sight is

laid accurately upon the aiming point.

To Measure the Angle of Site,

158. Tlie angle of site of any designated target is the angu-
lar difference of level between the target and the gun. It may
be measured by sighting directly upon the target with the sight
set at zero range, placing the quadrant upon its seat, centering
the bubble by moving the index arm and the sliding level and
reading the indicated angle.

Note.—The angle of site may be one of depression or one of
elevation. If the former, it is subtracted from the quadrant
elevation for the range used ;

if the latter, it is added.
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159. The gunner is repeatedly pnicticcd in measuring angles
of site.

Thus :

1. Target, that stone bridge.
1'. MEASURE THE ANGLE OF SITE.

Tlic inslriK-tor verifies the setting of the sight, the centering
of the bubble and the reading of the quadrant.

To Fire the Piece.

160. The gunner having called ready (150), the instructor
commands :

1. No. 1 (or such number).
2. FIRE.

The gunner draws the lanyard smartly toward him so as to

trip the trigger arm and drops the end of the lanyard or places
the lanyard over his shoulders.

To Cock the Piece.

161. In the event of a misfire the gunner commands: STAND
FAST, and recocks the piece by placing the loop of the lanyard
over the recocking hook of the firing pin and pulling steadily
to the rear until the pin is caught by the sear.

DUTIES OF NO. /.

To Open the Breech.

162. No. 1 grasps the operating lever with his left hand and
compresses the lever latch; draws the lever to the rear and
swings the block to the right.

To Close the Breech.
'

163. No. 1 grasps the operating lever with his left hand,
pushes it to the left, and swings the block smartly to its seat.
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To Set the Brake Rope.

164. The instructor commands: BRAKES ON.
No. 1 unhooks the right brake rope from the drag washer

with his right hand and witli his left hand passes it through
the trail handle, pulls it to the front, and passes it between the
lower rear spokes of the wheel into his right hand; grasps the
brake rope ring with his left hand and engages the hook in it

near the wheel; tightens the rope by turning the wheel to the
rear.

To Remove the Brake Rope.

165. The instructor commands: BRAKES OFF.
No. 1 disengages the hook from the ring ; grasps the hook and

pulls the rope to the front until it clears the trail handle; en-

gages the hook in the drag washer.

DUT/ES OF NO. 2.

To Load the Piece.

166. No. 2 takes the cartridges from the ammunition cor-

poral and inserts them in the chamber, assuming the most con-
venient position to reach them on the one side and to insert

them on the other. In loading, he holds the middle of the pro-
jectile in his left hand, the base of the cartridge with his right,
inserts the head of the projectile in the chamber, and pushes
it smartly forward. The closing of the block insures the proper
seating of the projectile.
16 7. Except in rapid fire. No. 2 receives the empty car-

tridge cases as they are ejected and places them on the ammu-
nition boxes. In rapid fire they are collected and stored as

opportunity offers.

168. When using drill cartridges. No. 2 always receives
them as they are ejected and places them on the ammunition
boxes.

To Set and to Remove the Brake Ropes.

I 169. No. 2 mans the left brake rope in a manner similar to

No. 1 (164, 165).
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DUTIES OF NO. 3.

To Give the Genera/ Direction to the Piece.

170. No. 3 is repeatedly practiced in pointin.ii: the piece
quickly and accurately upon different objects. For this pur-
pose he stands at the end of the handspike, grasps it with both
hands, looks along the cradle rings and shifts the trail to the
right or left so as to direct the gun upon the target. Thus :

1. Target, the smoke stack of that factory.
2. A/Jtf.

The instructor verifies the pointing.

DUT/ES OF NO. 4.

171. No. 4 assists 1Ih» nninuinitioii corporal; withdraws the
cartridges from the ammunition boxes, removes them from
their cases, strips the covering from their fuzes and places
them on top of the boxes with their points to the rear, con-

veniently for the ammunition corporal ; replaces empty cases
or drill cartridges in the boxes.

DUT/ES OF THE AMMUNITION CORPORAL.

172. The ammunition corporal cuts fuzes and superintends
the supply of the designated ammunition to the piece.

To Cut the Fuze.

173. The cartridge lying on an ammunition box, point to the

rear, the ammunition corporal turns it until the desired gradua-
tion of the train is uppermost; steadies it with the left hand
and with the right hand inserts the point of the fuze punch pin
in the desired graduation, holds the fuze punch so that the pin
will be perpendicular to the axis of the fuze and presses the
handles of the punch together until the inner surface of the

punch is in contact with the surface of the fuze; raises the

upper handle until the pin is withdrawn.
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DUTIES OF NOS. 5, 6, 7, AND 8.

174. Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 carry ammunition by hand from
ammunition mules to the guns when necessary, perform sucli

other duties as may be prescribed by the instructor or chief of

section and replace casualties.

CHAPTER III.—THE GUN SQUAD.
Section I.—General provisions,

175. As soon as the cannoneers have been instructed in their

individual duties, they are taught to work together as a gun
squad.
176. The efficient service of the gun depends upon the

orderly cooperation of the members of the gun squad as well
as upon the skill of the individual cannoneers. Therefore the
habit of combined effort must be acquired.

177. An alert and soldierly manner is exacted of the can-
noneers and they should be taught to perform their duties as

briskly and rapidly as is consistent with efficient service.

Section II.—Dispositions and exercises incidental to the service

of the piece,

178. The cannoneers assigned to the service of a gun sec-

tion constitute a gun squad.
179. For the service of the mountain gun, the squad is

ordinarily composed of 2 corporals and 8 privates. The senior

corporal is the gunner; the junior, the ammunition corpora/.
180. The cannoneers assigned to the service of an ammuni-

tion section constitute an ammunition squad. It consists of two
corporals and such number of privates as may be assigned. The
senior corporal is the ammunition corporal of the first ammu-
nition team of the section; the junior, of the second (338).
Instructions prescribed for the gun squad apply also to the
ammunition squad with obvious modifications, the senior cor-

poral performing the duties of the gunner so far as practicable.

Formation of the Gun Squad.

181. The gun squad is formed in double rank, Nos. i, 2, 3,

and 4 from right to left in the front rank, covered, respec-

tively, by Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 in the rear rank.
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If there is not a complete squad the highest numbers are
omitted and the other numbers are arranged as though the
squad were complete.
182. The ammunition squad is formed in double rank, Nos.

5, 6, 7, and 8 of the first ammunition team from right to left
in the front I'.-mk, covered respectively by Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 of
the second aiiiiininition team in the rear rank.

If there is not a complete squad, vacancies in the front rank
are filled by selection from the rear rank, the cannoneers in the
rear rank close to the right and take the same numbers as
those whom they cover.

183. In squad formations the senior corporal is on the
right and the junior on the left of the front rank, both uncovered
in the rear rank.
184. At mounted formations the annnunition corporals are

ordinarily mounted.
185. When thoroughly instructed, corporals and privates

are permanently assigned to the duties for which they are best
fitted.

To Form the Gun Squad.

186. The instructor indicates the place of formation and
commands: FALL IN.

The gunner repeats the command and places himself where
the right of the squad is to rest, facing in the proper direction.
The cannoneers move at double time and form on the left of

the gunner (181, 182).

To Tell Oil the Gun Squad.

187. The instructor commands : (?>!/./. OFF.
The cannoneers in the front rank call off in turn from right

to left, one, two, three, four, followed by the cannoneers in the
rear rank from right to left, five, six, seven, eight. The gunner
and ammunition corporal do not call off.

188. In an ammunition squad the cannoneers in the front
rank call off in turn from right to left, five, six, seven, eight,

followed by those in the rear rank in the same order.
189. After having called off, the cannoneers fall in at once

in their proper order at subsequent formations.
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Post of the Gun Squad at the Piece.

190. The gun squad is formed in rear of the piece, its

front and center one yard from the end of the handspike.

To Post the Gun Squad.

191. The gun squad is marched to the park and, on arriv-

ing near the piece, the instructor commands: SQUAD POST.
The gunner marches the squad to its piece and posts it (190).
Note.—Tlie instructor causes the squad to approach the piece

from the right flank if its left is in front and from the left

flank if its right is in front.

Posts of the Cannoneers at the Piece.

192. The gunner at the left of the trail, right foot touch-

ing it, heels on line with the spade.
The ammunition corporal in rear of the ammunition boxes,

three yards to the left of No. 3 and on line with him.
No. 1' on the right of the piece, right hip on line with the

rear of the wheels and two feet outside the right wheel.
No. 2 on the left of the piece in a position corresponding to

that of No. 1.

No. 3 at the end of the handspike.
No. 4 in rear of the ammunition boxes on the left of the

ammunition corporal.
Higher numbered cannoneers are in line in the order of their

numbers from right to left, their center two yards in rear of
the end of the handspike. In action they may be posted with
the ammunition teams.

All cannoneers face to the front, except Nos. 1 and 2, who
face the piece.

To Post the Cannoneers.

193. 1. Cannoneers, 2. POSTS.
The cannoneers leave the ranks, if formed, and move at dou-

ble time by the shortest practicable routes to their posts at the

piece. If the squad is posted at the piece, the cannoneers in

the rear rank stand fast, unless otherwise ordered (192).
Note.—For preliminary instruction, the squads are posted

with their pieces on entering the park and the cannoneers are
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posted from this position. The coiimiand is general, however,
and is applicable when the cannoneers are in or out of ranlis,
at a halt, or marching.

To Re-form the Gun Squad.

194. The cannoneers being at their posts: FALL IN.

The squad is formed (186) in rear of the piece (190).

To Change the Posts of the Cannoneers.

195. In order to exercise the cannoneers in all the duties
connected with the service of the piece, their posts are fre-

quently changed.
196. The cannoneers being at their posts: 1. Change posts,

2. MARCH.
No. 1 takes the post of No. 3 : No. 3 of No. 4

;
No. 4 of No. 2

;

No. 2 of N-o. 1 ; all moving at double time by the shortest prac-
ticable routes.
19 7. The gunner and ammunition corporal should be fre-

quently changed.

Disposition of the Piece Assembled.

198. The piece, with breech and muzzle covers in place,

points to the front, its axle horizontal, the handspike in its

socket, the brake ropes hooked in the drag washers and ex-

tended to the rear, the tangent sight in its pouch.
The ammunition boxes are compactly arranged, their right

edge two yards to the left of the trail, their rear edge on line

with the spade.
The equipment (lifting bars and drag ropes) is two yards to

the right of and parallel to the handspike, its rear on line with
the end of the handspike.

Preparation for Action.

199. The piece being assembled: PREPARE FOR ACTION.

The gunner removes the breech cover ; operates the elevating

gear; places the lanyard over his shoulders; takes the sight

from its pouch and keeps it in his possession.
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No. 1 operates the trigger and breech mechanism; examines
the breechblock and chamber, cleaning them with a wiping
cloth if necessary.

No. 2 removes the muzzle and front sight covers.

The ammunition corporal and No. 4 arrange the ammunition
boxes, dispose themselves conveniently for preparing and serv-

ing ammunition to the piece, and open the boxes.
Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 act under the orders of the instructor.

They may be sent to the rear.

In action the cannoneers kneel or sit.

200. The command prepare for action is always given before

firing and at such times as may be necessary for instruction.

To Move the Piece by Hand.

201. To the front or rear: 1. Forward {backward), 2.

MARCH, 3. HALT.
At the first command, Nos. 1 and 2 grasp the brake ropes;

the gunner grasps the handspike ; No. 3 picks up the equipment.
At the second command, the piece and equipment are moved

in the indicated direction ;
the ammunition corporal and other

cannoneers present move the ammunition.
At the third command, the gunner lowers the trail ;

No. 3

replaces the equipment; Nos. 1 and 2 extend the brake ropes
to the rear; all the cannoneers assist in moving up the ammu-
nition and then resume their posts.
202. To the fiank : 1. By the right {left) flank, 2. MARCH, 3.

HALT.
At the first command, the gunner points the piece in the

mdicated direction; the movement is then executed as already
explained (201), except that upon halting the piece is pointed
in its original direction.

203. If the piece has to be moved by hand over a consider-

able distance or over difficult ground, all of the cannoneers as-

sist at the piece and ammunition in turn. For this purpose:
F/X DRAGROPES.

Nos. 1 and 2 dispose the brake ropes as directed by the gun-
ner; each takes a dragrope from No. 3 and engages it in the

drag washer on his side; Nos. 1 and 5 man the right rope, Nos.
2 and 6 the left rope, in order from rear to front and all on the

55483—08 5
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outside of the ropes; Nos. 7 and 8 man both ropes in order
from rear to front on the inside of the ropes; Nos. 3 and 4
assist the gunner at the handspilvo. The movement is executed
as already explained (201, 202), except that the piece is always
moved muzzle first and that upon halting Nos. 1 and 2 detach
the dragropes and imss them to No. 3.

To Resume the Order for Marching.

204. The piece being prepared for action: MARCH ORDER.
The gunner replaces the lanyard, the tangent sight in its

pouch, and the breech cover.

Nos. 1 and 2 disengage the brake ropes and wind them in the
wheel spokes; No. 2* replaces the muzzle and front sight covers.
The ammunition corporal and No. 4 secure the ammunition in

the boxes and arrange the latter conveniently for packing,
assisted by other unoccupied cannoneers.

To Dismount and to Mount the Piece.

205. To dismount the piece: 1. By detail, 2. Dismount piece.
Each odd-numbered cannoneer takes a lifting bar. No. 5 the

long one; Nos. 1, 3, 7, and 5 run to the right, Nos. 2, 4, 8, and
G to the left of the piece, all in the order given from front to

rear; the gunner removes the handspike, places it beside the
trail and stands astride the trail at the breech.

3. GUN.
The gunner unlocks the gun from the piston rods, pulls it

a few inches from the cradle and steps aside to the left; No.
5 passes his bar through the lifting ring to No. 6 and they
w^ithdraw the gun from the cradle until its front collar rests on
the bridge: No. 7 passes his bar under the muzzle to No. 8;
No. 5 calls heave and all together lift the gun and, moving to

the rear, place it on the ground; Nos. 5 and 7 place their bars
at the right of the trail

;
all resume their places at the carriage.

4. CRADLE.
The gunner gives the cradle its extreme depression and un-

locks it from the trail and elevating gear ;
Nos. 1 and 3 pass

their bars through the front and rear rings to Nos. 2 and 4,

respectively: as soon as the cradle is unlocked No. 1 calls

heave and all together lift the cradle and place it in front of the
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trail; the gunner runs the elevating gear to its extreme eleva-

tion; Nos. 1 and 3 place their bars at the right of the trail; all

resume their places at the carriage:
5. WHEELS.
No. 6 supports the front of the trail; the gunner unlocks

the axle
;
No. 6 lowers the trail and steadies the axle while Nos.

7 and 8 unhook the brake ropes and remove the linch pins and
washers ;

No. 6 calls heave and Nos. 7 and 8 remove the wheels
and place them on the ground beside the trail ;

No. 6 places the

axle across the flask; all resume their posts at the trail as

though the piece were assembled (192).
206. To dismount the piece without detail : DISMOUNT PIECE.
The piece is dismounted as already explained (205), without

further command.
20 7. To mount the piece: 1. By detail, 2. Mount piece.

Each odd-numbered cannoneer takes a lifting bar, No. 5 the

long one; Nos. 1, 3, 7, and 5 run to the right, Nos. 2, 4, 8, and
6 to the left of the trail, all in the order given from front to

rear.

3. WHEELS.
No. 6 places and locks the axle in its bearings and raises the

front of the trail
;
the gunner gives the elevating gear its ex-

treme depression; Nos. 7 and 8 place the wheels on the axle,
secure them with the washers and linch pins and attach the

brake ropes ;
all resume their places at the carriage.

4. CRADLE.
Nos. 1 and 3 pass their bars through the front and rear

rings to Nos. 2 and 4, respectively; No. 1 calls heave and all

together lift the cradle and place it on the trail; the gunner
locks the cradle to the trail and to the elevating gear and brings
it approximately level ; Nos. 1 and 3 place their bars at the

right of the trail; all resume their places at the carriage.
5. GUN.
Nos. 5 and 7 pass their bars through the ring and under the

muzzle to Nos. fJ and 8, respectively ;
No. 5 calls heave and all

together lift the gun and place the front collar on the bridge
of the cradle; No. 7 places his bar at the right of the trail;
Nos. 5 and 6 push the gun slowly forward until the stud engages
in the groove of the bridge; No. 5 places his bar at the right
of the trail

;
the gunner stands astride the trail and pushes the
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gun home and locks it to the piston rods; all resume their
posts at the piece (192).
208. To mount the piece- without detail : MOUNT PIECE.
The piece is mounted ns nlicady exi>lained (207), without

further command.
To Leave the Park.

209. At the conclusion of the instruction in the park, the
instructor causes the materiel to be properly cared for, forms
the squad, marches it to the battery parade ground, and dis-
misses it.

210. In the instruction of several squads, the instructor forms
the squads at the pieces (190), faces them to the right or left,
and commands: 1. Close, 2. MARCH. The leading squad stands
fast, the others close on the leading squad.* All are then
marched to the battery parade ground and dismissed.

Section III.—The scrricc of the piece.

General Provisions.

211. 1. The individual duties of the cannoneers in loading,
laying, fuze cutting, etc., are performed as prescribed in

" The
cannoneer" (138 et seq.).

2. In firing instruction, a target or aiming point is designated,
the firing data are announced, and the operations of setting
sights, cutting fuzes, loading, pointing, and firing are performed
as in actual firing.

3. The instructor utilizes every means at his disposal, such
as drill cartridges, subcaliber tubes, etc., to simulate as nearly
as possible the conditions that obtain when service ammuni-
tion is used.

4. To gain greater facility in changing targets and in firing
at moving targets, it is advisable, if time admits, to dig a semi-
circular trench for the spade as soon as a position has been

occupied.
5. As much of the firing data as practicable may be communi-

cated and set off on the instruments before occupying a position
or making ready to fire.

In all cases instruments are set and the operations of cutting
fuzes, laying, and loading are performed as rapidly as possible
after the firing data have been announced.
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The announcement of tlie range or quadrant elevation as a
command is the indication that all the data have been an-,
nounced and is the signal for loading. The command fire at will

is also a signal for loading.
In all cases the instructor gives the command or signal for

firing or commencing the fire.

Methods of Laying.

2 12. There are two methods : Direct and Indirect.

213. Direct laying consists in bringing the line of sight upon
the part of the target that the fire of the gun is intended to
reach. This method (150) is used habitually when the gunner
can clearly see through the sight the part of the target assigned
to his gun.
214. Indirect laying consists in taking some well marked aim-

ing point, generally outside the target, and setting off a deflec-
tion such that when the line of sight is brought upon the aiming
point the gun will be properly directed upon the target. This
meth-od (152) is the rule when the gunner can not clearly see

through the sight the part of the target that the fire of his gun
is intended to reach. As quadrant elevation is used for at least
one round (153), the angle of site of the target must be
measured (158) and applied as a correction to the tabular range
angle.

To Load and Lay.

215. Direct laying: The i)iece being prepared for action and
the caiiiioiHH'rs at their posts, the instructor commands, for ex-

amph' :

(Time fire.)

1. Target, that column of in-

fantry.
2. Deflection, 4 right.
3. Time, 7 seconds, 5 sixths.

4. RANGE, 2200.

(Percussion lire.)

1. Target, that stone house.
2. Deflection, 4 right.
3. Common (double common)

shell.

4. RANGE, 2400.

The cannoneers proceed to their respective duties as soon as
the necessjiry data have been announced.
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The gunner: 1. As soon as the piece has been loaded, lays for

the range and direction indicated (150), causing the trail to be
shifted (221), if necessary.

2. As soon as the piece is laid, calls set if the bralve ropes are
to be put on.

3. As soon as the brake ropes are adjusted, verifies or cor-

rects the laying, calls ready, and hooks the lanyard.
4. Takes his post for firing (150).
The ammunition corporal cuts fuzes and passes cartridges to

No. 2 (172, 173).
No. 1 : 1. Opens the breech, closing it as soon as the cartridge

has been inserted (162, 103).
2. Puts on the right brake rope at the command set, working

simultaneously with No. 2, taking care not to derange the laying
(164).
No. 2: 1. Inserts a cartridge smartly in the chamber (166).
2. Puts on the left brake rope at the command set, working

simultaneously with No. 1, taking care not to derange the laying

(164).
No. 3: 1. Gives the piece the general direction (170).

"

2. Assists the gunner in laying the piece for direction.

No. 4: Assists the ammunition corporal (171).
216. Indirect laying: The piece being prepared for action, the

cannoneers at their posts, the instructor commands, for ex-

ample :

(Time fire.)

1. Aiming point, that clock

tower.

2. Deflection, 4 left.

3. Time, 14 seconds, 1 sixth.

4. QUADRANT, 14 DEGREES, 21

MINUTES.

(Percussion fir^.)

that clock1. Aiming point,
tower.

2. Deflection, 4 left.

3. Common {double common)
shell.

4. QUADRANT, 14 DEGREES, 21

MINUTES.

The cannoneers proceed to their respective duties as soon as
the necessary data have been announced, the same as prescribed
in the preceding paragraph, except that the gunner lays the

piece as in paragraphs 152 and 154, assisted by No. 1.
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217. The several duties to be performed by the members of

the gun squad in the service of the piece, set forth in the two
preceding paragraphs, can be most readily and effectively com-
bined to insure mutual cooperation only as a result of practice
and experience. To this end persistent drill under all possible
conditions is most important.

To Fire the Piece.

2 18. The piece being loaded and laid, the gunner fires the

piece at the command of the instructor (160).
As soon as the piece is fired. No. 1 opens the breech so as to

eject the cartridge case (162), which No. 2 receives (167-168)
and No. 4 stores (171).

To Reload and Relay.

219. If the instructor desires to fire again at the same tar-

get he makes such changes as may be necessary in the firing
data by commands similar to those in paragraphs 215 and 216.

He does not repeat data which he desires to remain unchanged,
except that he always announces the range or the quadrant
elevation as a definite signal for loading.

1. Time, 7 seconds, 2 sixths.

2. RA/\/GE, 2100.

1. Time, 14 seconds, 4 sixths.

2. QUADRANT, 14 DEGREES, 52
MINUTES.

The piece is loaded, laid, and made ready for firing as soon
as the necessarj^ data are announced.

To Change from Direct to Indirect Laying.

220. If on account of lack of visibility of the target or
for other causes it becomes desirable to pass from direct to in-

direct laying, the instructor commands, for example :

1. Aiming point, that lone tree.

2. MEASURE THE DEFLECTION AND THE ANGLE OF SITE.
The gunner measures the deflection (156) and the angle of

site (158) and announces them.
The instructor then gives the necessary commands for load-

ing and laying (216).
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To Shift the Trail.

221. If it bocomes necessary to move the trail to tlie right
or left, the instructor commands: 1. Trail, 2. RIGHT (LEFT),

Nos. 1 and 2 execute brakes off (1G5), if necessary, and under
direction of the gunner, No. 1 at the right wheel, No. 2 at the
left wheel, and No. 3 at the handspike turn the piece until the
line of sight comes approximately upon the target or the aiming
point, when the gunner calls posts, and the cannoneers resume
their posts: or the gunner may call set, at which command the
ln-:ik('s .-iic s(M ;ni<l nil resume their posts.

To Change Target.

222. To tiro at a new target, the instructor commands:
CHANGE TARGET, and at once points out the new target in di-

rect laying or announces the new deflection in indirect laying.
For example:

(Direct laying.)

CHANGE TARGET, THAT BAT-
TERY.

(Indirect laying.)

1. Change target, aiming point
the same.

2. DEFLECTION, 3 LEFT.

If necessary the gunner commands: 1. Trail, 2. RIGHT
(LEFT) (221), and then causes the piece to be prepared for

firing. In indirect laying he at once sets off the new deflection

so that he may direct the line of sight upon the aiming point.
The instructor announces the firing data and the piece is

loaded, laid, and fired, as already prescribed.
The gun squad should be frequently practiced in the impor-

tant exercise of changing target.

To Discontinue and to Resume the Fire.

223. To suspend the fire, the instructor commands or sig-
nals : CEASE FIRING. The signal is a long blas.t on the whistle,
or the arm raised and held vertical until the signal is obeyed.
The loading and firing are discontinued. No. 1 opens the

breech.
If a projectile is in the chamber whose fuse is safe or may

be made safe, No. 2 removes the cartridge and passes it to the
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ammunition corporal and it is stored. Otherwise, the in-

structor causes loaded guns to be fired.

The cannoneers remain at ease.

224. To resume the fire, the instructor gives the necessary
commands for resuming the interrupted method of fire or for

taking up a new one.
If it is not intended to resume the fire the instructor com-

mands : 1. Cease firing, 2. MARCH ORDER (204).

Special flfetfiods of Fire.

VOLLEY FIRE.

225. In volley fire each piece fires a specified number of
rounds as rapidly as is consistent with accurate laying and
orderly service of the piece.
The firing data, usually determined by a previous fire for ad-

justment, are the same for all the rounds of a volley.
226. The target or aiming point being well understood and

the firing data established, the instructor commands, for ex-

ample :

1. Volley fire.

2. Three rounds.

3. Time, 10 seconds, 5 sixths.

,
4. RANGE, 2800.

The piece is at once loaded and laid for the first round (215,

216), but the firing does not commence until the instructor
commands : COMMENCE FIRING. At this command the gunner
fires the piece and the service of the piece is then carried on
continuously until the specified number of rounds has been
fired, the gunner firing as soon as the piece is loaded and laid
and the cannoneers are clear.

To avoid mistakes, the ammunition corporal, as he passes
each cartridge, calls out the range and the number of the round
in the volley, thus : 2800, one; 2800, two; 2800, three.

ZONE FIRE.

227. In zone fire each piece fires three rounds at each of
four ranges one hundred yards apart, or twelve rounds in all,

as rapidly as is consistent with accurate laying and orderly
service of the piece.
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The firing: data, nsnally deteniiiiied by a previous fire for
adjust iiKMit, are the same for all the rounds, except that after
each ^noui) of three rounds the range is increased one hundred
yards. The initial range, which is always the shortest to be
employed, is announced in the command. Fire is opened at
this range and is carried on continuously until the twelve
rounds have been fired, the change of one hundred yards in
range and fuse length being made after each group of three
rounds (228).
228. The target or aiming point being well understood and

the firing data established, the instructor commands, for ex-
ample :

1. Zone fire.

2. Common {double common) shell.

3. RANGE, 3500.

The piece is at once loaded and laid for the first round (215,
216), but the firing does not commence until the instructor com-
mands: COMMENCE FIRING. At this command the gunner fires
the piece and the service of the piece is then carried on con-

tinuously until the twelve rounds have been fired, the gunner
firing as soon as the piece is loaded and laid and the cannoneers
are clear. As soon as the third round at each range has been
fired the instructor cautions the new fuse length, in time fire,
and the new range.
To avoid mistakes, the ammunition corporal, as he passes

each cartridge, calls out the range and the number of the
round in the series, thus: 3500, one; 3500, two; 3500, three.

(Instructor: RANGE, 3600.)
3600, one; 3600, two; 3600, three.

(Instructor: RANGE, 3700.)
3700, one; 3700, two; 3700, three.

(Instructor: RANGE, 3800.)
3800, one; 3800, two; 3800, three.

229. The examples of commands given above as appropriate
in volley and zone fire are on the assumption that the firing
data have been established by previous fire and that the instru-
ments are set at the readings last used. If this is not the case,
or if it is desired to change the data last used, the necessary
data are announced in the command. Thus, havihg fired one
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rafale at a target, to fire a second one at the same target with

slightly different data, the instructor commands, for example:

{a)
1. Volley fire.

2. Four rounds.

3. Deflection, 2 right.

4. Time, 10 seconds, 4 sixths.

n. RANGE, 2800 (220).

(&)
1. Zone fire.

2. Deflection, 5 left.

8. RANGE, 3400 (228).

To change to a new target, the instructor commands, for

example :

1. Change target, that column of infantry.

2. Zone fire.

3. Deflection, 6 right.

4. Time, 9 seconds, 4 sixths.

5. RANGE, 2600.

FIRE AT WILL.

230. This method of fire is used for the close defense of

the guns. Time fire is the rule, the fuzes being cut at zero.

231. The instructor commands, for example:
1. Approaching* cavalry.
2. F/RE AT WILL.

The gunner sets the sight at five hundred yards; the fuze is

cut *at zero
;
the piece is promptly loaded and laid. But the

firing does not commence until the instructor commands :

COMMENCE FIRING. At this command the gunner fires the piece
and the service of the piece is then carried on continuously, the

gunner firing as soon as the piece is loaded and laid and the
cannoneers are clear, until the instructor commands: CEASE
FIRING, or until the target disappears from view or actually
reaches the gun. In the latter event the cannoneers defend
themselves with the pistol.
232. With fuzes set at zero, an elevation corresponding to a

range of five hundred yards gives a favorable distribution of

the shrapnel bullets. Accurate laying is not essential. Such
fire is effective against men up to about three hundred yards
from the gun and against animals up to about one hundred
yards.
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Against a slowly moving enemy the fire should be commenced
when he has arrived within about three hundred yards of the
gun; against a rai)idly moving enemy, when he has arrived
within about five hundred yards; the purpose being in both
cases to establish a fire-swept zone through which the enemy
can not pass.

Fire at a Moving Target.

233. Direct laying is iln> v\\U\ The instructor commands,
for example:

1. Moving target, that squadron of cavalry.
2. Deflection, 6 left.

3. Time, 7 seconds.

4. RANGE, 2000.

5. COMMENCE FIRING.
The piece is loiuhMl and laid (215) upon the head of the tar-

get, or, if the i.irirrt is moving across tlio ]tl,ine of tire, some-
what in front of it : and the gunner fires.

As soon as the piece has been Wvod tlie gunner causes the
tr.iil to be shifted so as to keep the line of sight directed ahead
of the target.
The instructor causes other single r<>unds to be fired by an-

nouncing appropriate cimnges in the firing data.
234. To employ voll(\v fire or zone fire, the instructor com-

mands, for example :

1. Moving target, that battalion.

2. Zone fire.

3. Deflection, 3 left.

4. Time, 9 seconds, 4 sixths.

5. RANGE, 2600.

G. COMMENCE FIRING.

1. Moving target, that squadron.
2. Volley fire.

3. Five rounds.

4. Deflection, 4 right.

5. Time, 10 seconds, 5 sixths.

C. RANGE, 2800.

7. COMMENCE FIRING.

235. The travel of the target during the time of flight in-

A'olves variations in range and deflection. Corrections in range
are not necessarj'. Corrections in deflection made according to

the following rules w^ill be sufficiently exact.

Rule.—If the line of travel of the target makes an angle

greater than forty-five degrees with the line of fire, allow two

points deflection if the target is moving at a walk ;
four points
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if moving at a trot; six points if moving at a gallop. If the

angle lies between forty-five and-fifteen degrees, allow one-half
the foregoing corrections. If the angle is less than fifteen

degrees make no correction.

236. As targets will ordinarily remain exposed to view in

the open bnt a short period of time, great skill in serving the

piece and a high order of fire discipline are required to attahi

quickly an effective fire upon such targets. The squad is accord-

ingly frequently practiced in simulated fire at targets moving at
various angles to the plane of fire at different rates of speed.
Mounted detachments or any vehicles which happen to appear
on the terrain may be utilized for targets. The squad is prac-
ticed in getting the gun quickly directed upon a suddenly ap-
pearing target, in following its movements, and in keeping up a
continuous fire, the instructor prescribing the method of fire

and announcing such changes in the firing data as may from
time to time be necessitated by the movements of the 'target.

Service of the Piece witit Reduced Numbers.

23 7. In order to accustom the squad to maintaining the serv-

ice of the piece when its strength is reduced by casualties in

action, the instructor causes certain cannoneers to fall out and
assigns their duties to the cannoneers who are retained, as
follows :

Cannoneers retained.
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animals assigned to their immediate service. It is under the
direct command of the captain.
The instruction of the tiring battery is carried on both in the

battery park and during mounted exercises over all forms of
terrain available. In this instruction the captain is assisted

by such officers, noncommissioned officers, and men as he may
assign for the purpose.

2. The formations, dispositions, exercises, and duties in the
service of the piece prescribed for a single squad apply, with
obvious modifications, to the firing battery.

3. The guns are placed in line, the material of each section

being arranged as prescribed in paragraph 198. The interval
between wheels of adjacent pieces is sixteen yards.

4. For instruction of the firing battery in the park, the battery
is marched to the park and there formed into gun squads.

Section II.—Duties in general of officers and noncommissioned
officers,

239. Captain: Commands the battery, and, as a rule, con-

duets the fire.

Senior lieutenants:

1. Command platoons.
2. Supervise the service of their guns.
3. Make sure that the guns are laid on the proper target.
4. Distribute the fire in direct laying, by assigning to each

gunner his special part of the target.
5. Make minor changes in deflection so as to bring the

points of burst on the target, in direct laying; to

their proper relative place in the sheaf, in indirect

laying.
Reconnoissance and signal officer:

1. Determines firing data.
2. Supervises the work of scouts and auxiliary observing

*
parties.

3. Assists the battery commander in watching the battle-

field and noting changes in the tactical situation.

4. Attends to the maintenance of communication.
Junior lieutenant: Commands the reserve (365).
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F/'rst sirgeant:
1. Assists the captain.
2. Posts the mules when they talve position under cover.

8. Keeps the captain informed as to ammunition supply,
and tal^es charge of the removal and replacement of

empty ammunition packs.
4. Has general charge of the replacement of casualties.

Sergeants:
1. Command sections.

2. Supervise the service of their guns, watching carefully
that sights, quadrants, and fuzes are properly set.

3. The chief of an ammunition section ordinarily has
charge of the battery commander's telescope, sets it

up, and assists in using it.

Gunners: Perform the duties prescribed in The Cannoneer
and The Gun Squad.
Ammunition corporals:

1. Perform the duties prescribed in The Cannoneer and
The Gun Squad.

2. Act as relief for gunners.
3. Perform tlie various duties assigned them as range

finders, scouts, etc.

Posts: The specific posts of the various ofiicers and noncom-
missioned officers are as prescribed in The Battery Mounted
(par. 377). During the instruction they post themselves where
they can best perform the duties assigned them.

Section III.—Methods of obtaining clistrihution of fire.

Individual Distribution.

240. Individual distribution is obtained by assigning to each
gunner a definite part of the target to attack. Direct laying is

always employed.
If the target has clear and well-defined limits, then each

chief of platoon, without special indication from the captain,
assigns to each of his guns that portion of the target corre-

sponding to its relative position in the battery. He indicates

clearly to the gunner the part of the target on which he is to lay.
If the target has ill-defined limits, the captain first explains
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to tlip chiefs of platoon the exact front which the battery is to
.Mtt.-ick.

Ii4 1. The right piece is always taken as the directing piece.

Section IV.—Communication of jiring data to the guns.

242. The firing data comprises (244) :

(For direct laying.)

1. The deflection.
2. The fuze setting.
3. The range.

(For indirect laying.)

1. The deflection.

2. The fuze setting.
3. The quadrant elevntion.

24:?. In addition to tho fii-inix datn. Iliere nuist be com-
niunk-atcd to the guns (L'44) :

1. The target, or aiming j joint.

2. The method of laying.
3. The method of fire.

4. The projectile to be used.
244. The foregoing firing data and information will habitu-

ally be communicated in the following order:
1. Indication of target or aiming point, and method of laying.

Thus: "Target, that battery" (Direct laying), or "Aiming
point that steeple" (Indirect laying).

2. iiifetfiod of fire. Thus: **

By battery from the right" or
*'

Volley fire."

.3. Deflection. Thus: "
Defiection, 7 right (left)."

4. Kind of projectile. Thus :

**

Time, G seconds," indicating" Time shrapnel," or " Percussion shrapnel
"

or '' Shell
" or

*' Double common shell."

5. Range. Thus :

"
Range, 2300," or "

Quadrant, 8 degrees."
245. Before the commencement of the fire, the foregoing

information, or such of it as is necessary in the particular case,
must be communicated to the guns. But during the progress
of the fire those elements which are to remain unchanged are
not repeated from command to command, except that—

1. In all methods of fire, except fire at will, the range is always
announced as the indication that all changes in the data have
been made, and that the guns should be loaded.

2. In volley fire and zone fire the command volley fire or zone fire

is given for each rafale
; and in volley fire the number of rounds

is always stated.
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246. The firing data and other information may be—
1. Announced as a command.
2. Communicated to the assembled gunners.

24 7. First: When announced in the command, the elements
of the firing data are repeated by the chiefs of platoon, item

by item, as they are announced by the captain.
If the target or aiming point cannot be clearly designated in

the command, the captain directs : Chiefs of platoon report.

They hasten to the captain, receive the necessary information,
return to their platoons, and, calling their gunners to them,
point out the aiming point or that part of the target at which
each gunner is to fire.

248. Second: When time admits, the captain directs: Report
for firing data. The chiefs of platoon and of section and the

gunners—the latter carrying their sights—hasten to the captain
and form in line facing him in the order of the pieces from right
to left, the gunners on the right and left of their chiefs of

platoon, the chiefs of section in rear of their gunners. The cap-
tain points out the target or aiming point, designates the method
of fire, the method of distribution and the projectile to be used,
and gives such other instructions as he may desire.
At the captain's command posts, the chiefs of platoon and of

section and the gunners return to their posts ; the instruments
are set, and the pieces laid as far as practicable jvith the infor-

mation furnished.
The captain may also direct that the pieces be loaded.
249. The captain always gives the command or signal for

firing or commencing the fire. If given by word of mouth the
command is : Commence firing. The signal for firing or commen-
cing the fire is made as follows : Raise the hand to the height
of the forehead; then make an energetic gesture of the hand
upward and outward, fully extending the arm, and quickly drop
the hand to the side.

The captain having given the command or signal for firing,
the command of execution, except in the case of salutes, is then
given by the chief of section, or the gunner fires, as the case
may be.

The chief of section gives the command of execution in con-
tinuous fire and in all cases of fire by battery, by platoon, or by
piece. Thus: 1. No. 1 {or such number), 2. FIRE.

55483—08- 6
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The gunner fires a^ soon as tlio ])iece is loaded and laid, and
the cannoneers are clear, in volley fire, zone fire, and fire at will.

In those cases in which the gunner fires, the chief of sec-

tion, at the captain's command or signal commence firing, cau-
tions

" commence firing."

In the case of salutes, the captain gives the command of exe-

cution. Thus: 1. No. 1 {or such number), 2. F/RE.

Section V.—Fire for adjustment and fire for effect.

250. In general, the fire of the battery comprises a fire for

adjustment, followed by a fire for effect.

Fire for adjustment has for its principal object the determina-
tion or verification of the firing data.

Fire for effect has for its sole object the destruction of the

target.
Fire for Adjustment.

25 1. The captain adapts his method of adjustment to the cir-

cumstances of the particular case with whfch he has to deal.

The nature of the target, the facilities for observation of fire,

the possibility of producing great effect by a rapid method of

fire, and the husbanding of ammunition, are all considerations

which enter into the matter.
Either time or percussion fire may be employed. That kind

is generally used which is to be used in the subsequent fire for

effect.

The following are the methods of fire usually employed in

adjustment :

1. By battery salvo.

2. By platoon salvo.

3. By piece.
252. By battery salvo:

The captain commands, for example:

(Direct laying.)

1. Target, that line of infantry.
2. By battery from the right.

3. Deflection, 4 left.

4. Time, 12 seconds.

5. RANGE, 3000.

(Indirect laying.)

Aiming point, that stone

monument.

By battery from the left.

Deflection, 9 right.

Time, 12 seconds.

QUADRANT, 12 DEGREES.
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The pieces are loaded and laid (215, 216).
As each gunner commands ready, his chief of section takes

position clear of the piece, facing the captain, the right hand
raised.
When the captain sees that all the pieces are ready, he com-

mands or signals : Commence firing.

The chief of section on the indicated flank commands: 1.

No. 1 {No. 4), 2. FIRE.
The pieces are fired in turn from the flank indicated by com-

mand of their chiefs of section, the intervals between the shots

being about three seconds.
The captain observes the group of bursts and estimates quickly

the corrections necessary. He makes the necessary corrections
in range and height of burst. In indirect laying, he also modi-
fies the direction of the sheaf, so as to cause the fire to be
directed upon the target.
The chiefs of platoon, in direct laying, make the changes in

deflection necessary to bring the line of fire of each of their

guns upon its target, and in indirect laying, to bring the line

of fire of each gun to its relative place in the sheaf. If the
chiefs of platoon cannot see the burst of shots, the captain
makes the corrections in deflection.

253. For succeeding salvos, the captain commands, for ex-

ample :

(Direct laying.)

1. Time, 11 seconds, 4 sixths.

2. RANGE, 3000.

(Indirect laying.)

1. Deflection, 6 right.
2. QUADRANT, 12 DEGREES.

TheOr, he makes such other corrections as may be necessary,
pieces are loaded, laid, and fired as before.
254. To shift the sheaf to the right or left, the captain an-

nounces a new deflection.
255. When the flre for adjustment is to be by platoon or by

piece, a platoon or piece is designated for the purpose. Thus :

Right platoon the adjusting platoon; or fourth piece the adjusting
piece. In the case of indirect laying, the right platoon or the

right piece is usually designated. The pieces which do not take
part in the flre for adjustment are kept laid with the flring
data last announced, and all preparations are made by them to
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take lip the fire as soon as the adjustment is completed. Before
passing to fire for effect a verifying salvo is usually fired by all

the pieces which are to take part in the fire for effect.

256. By platoon salvo:

The captain commands, for example:
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258. Salvos by battalion or by regiment may be fired by com-
mands and means similar to those prescribed in paragraphs
252-254.

Fire for Effect.

259. The firing data having been verified to the extent re-

quired by the circumstances, the captain passes to fire for effect.

He employs the method of fire best adapted to the circum-
stances of the case with which he has to deal.

The usual, methods of fire for effect are:
1. Continuous fire.

2. Volley fire.

3. Zone fire.

An exceptional method of fire is :

4. Fire at will.

260. Continuous fire:

In continuous fire the pieces are fired in regular order from
one flank of the battery to the other, at such intervals of time
as the captain may designate; this order and rate of fire are
maintained until the captain orders its cessation.

261. The captain commands, for example:
1. Continue the fire.

2. From the right.
3. Interval, 15 seconds.
4. RANGE, 2700.

Each chief of section faces his chief of platoon when his piece
is ready, and at the latter's signal gives the command for firing.
The chiefs of platoon cause the pieces to be fired in turn from
the flank indicated, at the interv^al given in the command. As
soon as fired, each piece is at once loaded, laid, and made ready
for the next round.
The captain observes the fire and makes such changes in the

firing data as may from time to time be necessary.
262. Volley fire.

A volley consists in the discharge by each piece of a specified
number of rounds, fired as explained in paragraphs 225-226.
263. To fire a volley, the captain commands, for example:

1. Volley fire.

2. Three rounds.

3. RANGE, 3100.
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The pieces are at once loaded and laid for the first round.
Each chief of section, as soon as he has satisfied himself that

any changes ordered in the firing data have been made, looks
toward the captain and, at the hitter's command or signal
commence firing, cautions : Commence firing. Each gunner then

proceeds to fire the number of rounds specified in the connnand
(225).
264. Subsequent volleys are fired by similar commands and

means. If the captain desires to make changes in the firing data
from volley to volley, he announces the new data in the com-
mands.
265. If the target has little depth and its range has been

accurately determined, several volleys may be fired at this

range ; the fire is then said to be by volleys at a single range.

If, however, the target has considerable depth, or if the

range has not been accurately determined, the area within
which the target has been located may be searched by progres-
sively increasing or diminishing the range from volley to vol-

ley; the fire is then said to be by volleys at successive ranges.
The range difference between volleys is determined by the cap-
tain according to the circumstances of the case; it is usually
one hundred yards.
266. Zone fire.

A single rafale of zone fire consists in the discharge by each

piece of twelve rounds (227).
26 7. The captain commands, for example:

1. Zone fire.

2. RANGE, 3000.

The pieces are at once loaded and laid for the first round.
Each chief of section, as soon as he has satisfied himself that

any changes ordered in the firing data have been made, looks

toward the captain, and at the latter's command or signal
commence firing, cautions : Commence firing. Each gunner then

proceeds to fire the twelve rounds; as soon as the third round at

each range has been passed, the chief of section cautions the

new range (227-229).
Subsequent rafales are fired by similar commands and means,

the captain making such changes in the firing data as he deems

necessary.
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268. Fire at will.

When this method of fire is ordered, each piece executes a

rapid individual fire. Each piece is laid on the part of the tar-

get opposed to it.

The captain commands, for example :

1. Approaching infantry.
2. FIRE AT WILL.

The chiefs of section look tcvward the captain, and at his

command or signal commence firing, they caution : Commence

firing. The gunners then proceed with rapid individual fire

(230-232).
Chiefs of platoon and section are careful to see that fuses

and sights are properly cut and set.

MOVING TARGETS.

269. The pieces may be directed upon a zone which it is

evident the target will have to cross and upon which the fire

has been previously adjusted. In this case, they are made
ready for firing by volleys or by zone fire, as may be most suit-

able," the fire being opened at the captain's command or signal
commence firing, as the target draws near to the selected zone.

2 70. To adjust the fire upon a target in motion, salvos or

volleys are used, depending upon the nature of the target and
the speed and direction of its movement. For large, slowly-

moving targets, and for all targets moving in or near the line

of fire, salvos are, in general, preferable. For targets moving
rapidly across the range, volleys may be more desirable.

The salvos or volleys are fired as prescribed in paragraphs
2^-257, 262-265.
The fire for effect is by volley fire or zone fire, as may be

most suitable.

Section VI.—Change of target.

271. A change of target is executed by the battery as ex-

plained for a single piece, the new firing data being communi-
cated as in paragraphs 222, 246.

The chiefs of platoon see to it that the pieces are quickly
directed upon the new target. If the new target is at such an
angular distance from the old as to make firing from the old

line dangerous, the pieces are moved by hand under direction
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of the chiefs of platoon so as to establish a lino normal to the
new direction. This movement is generally i)ivoted on one of
the center pieces. As soon as their pieces are directed on the
new target, the chiefs of platoon report: (Such) platoon, on the

target.
272. If circnmstances require it, the captain may command,

for example: 1. No. 1 {or such number), or 1. R/ght {or such

platoon), 2. CHANGE TARGET.
In this case only the iiidicntiMl pieeo or i)latoon changes its

direction.

Section VII.—Replacement of ammunition,

273. The ammunition boxes of the firing battery should,
if practicable, always be filled before occupying a position.

If a position is prepared for occupation for a considerable

time, spare rounds may be brought up from the reserve and
stored at suitable places near the guns.
Empty ammunition boxes of the gun sections are ordinarily

replaced by filled boxes from the reserve, which are brought up
by hand or by ammunition mule as the conditions of cover and
other necessity may indicate.

Ammunition mules of the reserve, with emptj^ boxes, are sent
without delay to the ammunition column to be reloaded.
Movements are habitually made under cover, if possible, and

during lulls in the action.

Section YIII.—Replacement of casualties.

274. Firing instruction is frequently practiced with reduced

personnel, certain ofiicers, noncommissioned officers, and men
being directed to fall out as representing casualties in action.

If the captain does not give special instructions as to the re-

placement of these individuals, the following obtains:
The captain is replaced by the senior lieutenant.

A platoon commander is replaced by his senior chief of

section.

A chief of section is replaced by a sergeant from the reserve.

A gunner is replaced by an ammunition corporal, or tempo-
rarily by his chief of section.

The cannoneers of a gun squad perform additional duties,

until cannoneers can be brought up from the reserve (237).
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The first sergeant has general charge of the replacement of

casualties among the enlisted men, and summons men from the

reserve when necessary.
In action, if casualties become excessive, the service of certain

guns may be discontinued and the cannoneers sent to assist at

others, so as to have at least a gunner and two men for each

piece in action. But the piece may be loaded, laid, and fired by
one man, and the fire of the battery must not be abandoned as

long as there are men to serve any of its guns.

Section IX.—To shelter the personnel from fire.

275. If the battery is subjected to a very severe fire from
the enemy and the circumstances permit temporary suspension
of fire, the captain may command: TAKE COVER.
The personnel take such shelter as the nature of the ground

afi'ords in the immediate vicinity of the position.
When the fire of the enemy slackens or stops, the captain

commands : POSTS, and the service of the guns is resumed.
4: $ Hs H« * ^ ^^



Part IV.

MOUNTED INSTRUCTION.

CHAPTER I.—THE SOLDIER .MOIXTED.

(See School of the Soldier Mounted, pages 112 to 360, Drill

Regulations for Light Artillery, 189G.)

CHAPTER II.—THE DRIVER.

Section I.—Ohjrrt and sequence of the instruction.

276. The object of this instruction is the detailed training
of the individual drivers:

1. In harnessing and unharnessing and in fitting and properly
denning and caring for harness.

2. In managing and maneuvering a single mule and in the

Itrojxn* c'.'iro of pack mules.
:>. In ninn.iging and maneuvering the different mules of a

team.

Quiet, well-trained mules will be used in the instruction of

recruits.

2 77. In order to vary the instruction of recruits, their train-

ing as drivers may be advantageously begun as soon as they
have had elementary instruction in the duties of the soldier

dismounted.

Section II.—General provisions.

Guides.

278. When two or more elements march in line the in-

structor, as soon as the march in line has begun, designates the

element on one flank or the other as the guide of the movement,
90
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thus: Guide right {left). The other elements align themselves
on the guide thus indicated and maintain their intervals from
that flank.

Marching in column or obliquely, the guide of the leading ele>

ment is, without indication, the guide of the movement.
The guide of a pair is, without indication, its near driver.

The guide is responsible that the direction and rate of march
are properly maintained.

Intervals and Distances.

279. The interval between mules in pairs is one yard; be-

tween mules in line from column of files (300), two yards.
The distance between mules and betwen pairs is one yard.
Note.—Other intervals and distances are given in paragraphs

375, 376.

Rests.

280. The rests are executed and the attention resumed
according to the principles laid down in The Soldier Dis-
mounted ; the drivers remain on the left of and close to their
mules so as to keep them in place.

To Stand to Horse.

281. The driver takes the position prescribed for The Sol-

dier Mounted, holding the leading rein near the bit in the right
hand and the loop of the rein in the left.

Section III.—The individual driver.

282. Each driver is assigned one mule. In this instruction
not more than four drivers are ordinarily assigned to a single
instructor.

Disposition of the Pack Harness.

283. The aparejos stand upon the lower edges of their

panels with the cruppers doubled forward; upon each rest, in
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order, its framo. folded ciiicha, folded saddle blanket, and
(*oi-<nia. The corona is doiibUMl, camas inside, and lies on the
l»lanket, fol<l to the front. The bi-idlo. bit to the loft, and the
l)lind aro laid a<-ross the coi-ona or hnnu «»n harness pei^s.

28-1. In .uarrison, tho aiiarejos aro ali.Lrnod npon racks in

rear of tlu^ ninles or in the 'j:\u\ shed. In tlu' tield they are
a Honied })aralloI to and abont live yards from the picket line or
close to and on the riixht of the ixuw in prolon.iration of the axle,
boot to boot. Tliey shonld rest on polos and be covered with
canvas.

The A parejo Pack Saddle.

285. The ai»aro.io ])ack saddle consists of the aparejo proper
{a) and the detachable frame ^h) for ordnance packs.
The ajiarejo ])roper consists of two panels (c) of leather,'

each braced with li,Li:ht ribs held in place by a boot stick at the
bottom and a saddle bar at the top of the panel; the panels are
tilled with hay. each saddle being fitted to its mule (293).
Over the ])an(»ls is the sobrejalma {d) of canvas, leather faced,
the ends of which are protected by wooden shoes {e) held in

place by leather caps; the sobrejalma is secured to the aparejo
by tlmnus at the ends of its center line. To the panels is laced
tile crni)per (/). The cincha {g) is of canvas, doubled, wTth a
lejither cincha stra]) {h) laced to it at one end, which is faced
with leather and braced with an iron rod. This strap, at its

attachment to the cincha, carries a rendering ring through
which it passes in tightening. Fifteen inches from this end of

the cincha a leather thong, the finger loop, is attached, which
is used to secure the end of the cincha strap after cinching.
The other end of the cincha carries a curved piece of pipe which
takes the place of a cincha ring. The cincha should be eight
inches longer than the aparejo with which it is used.

The frame consists of metal arches {i) and side bars (i), riv-

eted to spring steel side plates {k) for distributing the pressure
on the saddle; the arches have hooks (7) for side loads; for top
loads a cargo cincha (m) is used.
Each aparejo is provided with a corona, or pad, made of

several thicknesses of blanket, lined with canvas, also a saddle

blanket.
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APAREJO PACK-SADDLE.

Nomenclature.

a.
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To Fold the Blanket.

286. Hold the blanket by the corners, the short edge up
and down. Bring the short edges together, the right hand hold-

ing the corners, the left holding the folded edge at the top.
Shake the blanket and spread it on the ground, the hands still

holding the corners. Carry the upper edge to the front so as
to leave a portion of the blanket twenty-two inches wide on the

ground. Then fold back so as to leave the blanket in three

equal folds, twenty-two inches wide and forty-two inches long.
Shake well and fold once more, bringing the ends together, and
place across the aparejo (283).

To Blind the Mule.

28 7. A i)a('k nmle is ordinarily blinded (290) during har-

nessing .and unharnessing, loading and unloading. To teach it

not to move when blinded, the blind must always be lifted be-

fore requiring it to change position.

To Harness.

288. The drivers harness and unharness in pairs, the near
mule of a pair being harnessed first.

289. A quiet, well-trained mule or pair of mules is assigned
to two recruits, each of whom should be supervised at first by
a thoroughly instructed man. The instructor causes a mule to

be harnessed and points out and names the different parts of

the pack outfit and explains their uses. He then has the har-

ness taken off and placed in rear of the mule (283).
290. The pack outfit being in rear of the mule, the in-

structor causes the recruits to stand to heel and commands : 1.

By detail, 2. HARNESS.
Note.—Upon the completion of each detail, the recruits re-

main in the places that they occupy.
3. BUND:
The driver of the mule being harnessed, on the near side,

takes hold of the halter with the left hand; grasps an edge of

the blind near one end with the right hand
;
carries it over the

mules neck to the off side, tail down; brings the blind well to

the front over the mule's ears and places it over the eyes, the

tail on top of the neck.
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4. BRIDLE:
The driver of the mule being harnessed, on the near side,

passes the reins over the mule's head, snaps the hook of the

watering bridle into the off halter ring v^ith the left hand;
opens the mule's mouth with the thumb of the right hand, in-

serts the bit, and snaps the hook in the near ring ;
secures the

leading rein in the throat latch.

5. CORONA:
The off driver on the off side places the corona, canvas side

down, well forward on the mule's back and slides it to the rear
until its front edge is just behind the point of the withers, tak-

ing care that the hair lies smooth beneath it.

6. BLANKET:
The near driver on the near side places the folded saddle

blanket on the corona, taking care that its lower edges slightly

overlap to prevent bunching, the oft driver assisting from the
off side.

7. SADDLE:
The near driver on the near side grasps the front edge of the

aparejo near the boot with his left hand, the rear edge near
the boot with his right hand; the off driver on the off side

grasps the aparejo in a corresponding manner; both together
raise the aparejo, pass it over the mule from the rear and
place it in its proper position.

8. CRUPPER:
The near driver on the near side places his left hand, palm up,

on the front edge, the right hand, palm down, on the rear edge
of the crupper; the oft' driver on the off side takes a corre-

sponding position ;
both together raise the crupper well up,

reverse it and turn it down over the croup. The off driver
raises the mule's tail and places the dock piece well under it,

taking care that no hairs are caught. He then places his left

hand, thumb down, at the top and rear of the aparejo, his right
hand at the rear of the boot, and moves it forward to its place.
The near driver on the near side throws the upper fold of the
cincha toward the off driver, guiding the cincha to the center of
the aparejo with the left hand. The off driver passes the cincha
well under with his right hand, holding it in position over the
center of the off side boot until it has been received by the near
driver. He then steps to the mule's shoulder and facing to the
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rear places his right hand on the collar of the aparejo, thumb
nnder the corona, and with his left hand at the rear of the
boot, i)ul]s the aparejo forward.

0. CINCH:
The oft* driver iiulds the ai>arejo in place, raising the corona

from the withers with his right thumb, taking care not to raise
the front of the aparejo. The near driver holds the end of
the cincha with his left hand, passes the double cincha strap
through the cincha eye from above, brings it up in front and
passes it through the rendering ring from above; grasps the
double cincha strap with the left hand well under and with
the right hand passes the end through the eye in rear of the
other part; places the palm of his right hand against the rear
end of the boot, pulls the strap taut with his left hand, and
calls set. At this the off driver passes in rear and observes
whether the aparejo is straight. If not, it is correctly adjusted.
He then takes hold of the cincha strap between the near driAcr
and the mule, the palm of the right hand up, that of the left

hand down, and places his right knee against the boot. The
near driver raises his left foot to the boot and both pull

together until the cincha eye is at the edge of the boot, the
cincha in the center of the aparejo. The near driver holds the
cincha strap with his left hand below his right, and passes
the end to the off driver on the off side, who passes it through
the finger loop from above and back into the right hand of the
near driver, who secures it. The driver of the harnessed mule
removes the blind and places it on his left shoulder with the
tail undfu- the right arm.
To lianiess the off mule the detailed commands are repeated

and executed as just explained.
To harness without detail : HARNESS.

To Unharness.

291. 1. By detail, 2. UNHARNESS.
Note.—Upon the completion of each detail, the recruits re-

main in the places that they occupy.
3. BLIND (290).
4. UNSADDLE:
The near driver on the near side unfastens the cincha strap

and throws its end across the aparejo; folds the cincha with
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the strap inside and places it on top of the frame. Both drivers

push the aparejo slightly to the rear. The near driver places
his left hand on the upper edge of the crupper, his right on the

lower edge near the dock piece; the off driver takes a corre-

sponding position; both together raise the crupper and reverse

it forward over the cincha ;
take hold of the aparejo as in sad-

dling, pass it backward over the mule, and lower it carefully
to its place in rear.

5. BLANKET OFF:
The near driver on the near side grasps the front and rear

edges of the blanket at their middle points, removes it, allows

it to fall into a fold between his hands, places it along the near
side of the corona, grasps tlie corona at the middle points of its

front and rear edges, removes it, and places both on the aparejo
*

•

(283).
6. UNBRIDLE:
The driver of the mule being unharnessed removes the water-

ing bridle in the reverse order of bridling (290) and places it

and the blind on the corona.
To unharness tlie off mule the detailed commands are re-

peated and executed as just explained.
To unharness without detail: UNHARNESS,
292. All recruits are instructed in the duties of both near

and off drivers.
To Set Up the Aparejo.

293. (1) To rib up: Unlace the slits and handholes
;
soak

the aparejo in tepid water for about fifteen minutes, drain it

and lay it flat, back pieces up; insert the boot stick and the
saddle bar through the slit in rear and press them to their

places at the boot and the center stitch line, slotted sides up;
insert the numbered set of nine ribs through the slit in rear in

their numerical order and seat them in that order from collar
to rear in the slots of the boot stick and saddle bar, butts at the
boot ; secure the top of each rib as it is seated by inserting the

key bar at the front edge below the collar and passing it over
the rib in place; fasten the key bar to the collar by the thong.

Note.—Aparejos are issued to the service with ribs in place.
Ivibs are furnished in sets of nine. Each rib is numbered at its

butt to correspond to its proper numerical position in the panel,

55483—08 7
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counting from the collar to the rear. Each rib is also stamped
with the size of the aparejo for which it is made. The aparejos
are furnished in fifty-eight, sixty, and sixty-two inch sizes. The
ribs for a sixty-inch aparejo are therefore marked 1-60, 2-60,

3-60, etc. Should repairs or alterations make it necessary to

rib up, the butt of the fifth rib is seated in its slot, the overlap
at its slot in the saddle bar is marked and cut away, and the
other ribs are cut to the exact resulting length.

2. To fill or pad: Turn the aparejo over, belly pieces up; pro-
cure about six pounds of long, fine, soft, elastic hay ; taking a
little at a time, tease or " mix "

it thoroughly, insert it through
the handhole and thus gradually fill the body of the aparejo
with a smooth and even layer, not more than two inches thick.

Note.—Other filling may be used in necessity such as moss,
excelsior, curled hair, sea grass, but these substitutes are diflS-

cult of manipulation in alterations necessary to accommodate
the rigging to injuries of the mule. By teasing or "

mixing
"

is meant the arrangement of the straws so that they will cross

one another. The body of an aparejo is that part which comes
in contact with the body of the mule. As three inches of the

lower portion of each boot stick and three inches of the upper
portion of each saddle bar must not come in contact with the

mule, no filling should be pressed under the boot stick or within
three inches of the center stitch line. The body course tapers,

however, so as to overlap the boot stick and saddle bar, and also

tapers toward front and rear.

3. To face up or dress: To adjust the aparejo more accurately
to the shape of the mule, introduce filling and press it well into

the corner of the front boot; working toward the handhole,
continue the facing along the boot stick and front edge, gradu-

ally increasing its thickness to about an inch at seven inches

from the corner and forming its inner edge into the arc of a

circle concentric with the handhole, the thickness tapering to

the ends of the arc; continue the facing for three inches more
toward the handhole, rapidly decreasing the thickness to noth-

ing; proceed in exrctly the same way at the collar. Under no
circumstances should the collar fj^cings reach within seven

inches of the center of the handhole. Connect the front boot

and collar facings by a dressing along the front edge about

three inches wide and an inch thick, decreasing in thickness

toward the handhole and toward the middle of the edge.
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Rib up, fill, and dress the other panel in the same manner.
Note.—In facing up, introduce the filling, with the hand, palm

up, so as not to disturb the body course. In case the leather

will not yield enough to permit the filling to be introduced well

into the corners, the tamping stick may be used to raise it.

This stick, used with the commercial aparejo, is four or five

feet long, one and one-fourth inches in diameter, wedge shaped
for four inches from one end, the edge of the wedge being
about one-fourth inch thick and grooved. The object of the

boot facing is to cause the boot stick to carry horizontally and

parallel to the center line of the mule and give free action to

the mule's elbow. Mules of large barrel will require a thicker

facing than that described. The object of the collar facing is

to cause the saddle bar to carry horizontally and parallel
with the center line of the mule and to protect the mule's

withers. Mules with high withers will require a thicker facing
than that described. In setting to the shape of the mule the

aparejo bends at the middle of the front edge. It is important
that the body course remain undisturbed during dressing and
that the instructions given be carefully followed to avoid sore

withers and tails and body and belly bunches.
4. To attach the crupper: Stand the aparejo on its boot in its

normal position ;
secure a lace thong to the front hole on the

upper facing of the crupper on each side and fasten the crupper
w^ith short thongs to the center holes of the carrier pieces on
the rear of the aparejo ; pass the crupper lace thong through the

second hole from the top of the front facing of the aparejo,

through the second hole of the crupper, through the third hole

of the aparejo facing, through the fourth hole of the crupper,
and so on, finishing through bottom holes of facing and crupper
and tying to the crupper hole.

Note.—In lacing the crupper to the aparejo, the thong must
be passed through the holes from the outside and must not be

twisted, the lacing must not cross, and it is important that the
tie be made on the last hole of the crupper instead of the

aparejo.
5. To assemble the saddle: Place the sobrejalma on the apa-

rejo so that its staple holes fit over the staples on the latter;
seat the frame and pass the straps on the sobrejalma through
the staples ; pass the cincha through the frame over the side
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bars, finger loop up and cinclia to the left; double the cincha
over the frame, strap inside; double the crupper forward so
that the dock juece rests on the cincha (283, 285, 28G).

Note.—Guava, willow, dogwood, hickory, or niiy other wood
combining the qualities of permanent elasticity and strength
may be used to replace broken ribs.

When the set up parejo is to be filled, no soaking is neces-

sary ; instead, make the belly pieces pliable by rubbing with a
wet sponge.

Mules weighing eight hundred and fifty to nine hundred
pounds require a fifty-eight-inch aparejo ;

one thousand pounds,
sixty-inch ; one thousand one hundred pounds, sixty-two-inch ;

for heavier mules requisition should be made for larger sizes.

When the mule is loaded the cincha, in travel, should free the
elbow l)y about an inch; more than this will prevent a proper
grip on the belly.

If the boots ride high on the body of the mule, or if they
reach under the belly, even though they ride horizontally and
parallel to the center line of the mule, the aparejo will be

likely to turn easily. This fault encourages injuriously tight

cinching.
If one or both boots flare out or turn in toward the mule,

cinch sores and sore tails result, or belly and body bunches are
caused.
The width of the collar arch clearance should be at least

five and one-half inches. If it is too narrow or too wide, or if

the saddle bars slope downward toward the front, there will

be sores on the withers ;
if they slope to the rear there will be

injuries over the loins called kidnej^ sores.

If the lacing of the crupper is drawn too tight at the bottom
the lower edge of the crupper will rub the buttocks and cause
abrasions.
The object to be attained is the uniform distribution of the

weight of the load over that portion of the mule's body, an-

atomically suited to carrying a burden, so that the saddle will

ride with little motion and without friction of the bearing sur-

face of the body. The contact of the bearing surface of the

saddle must be close at all points. As the mule's body swells

from front to rear, the more or less cylindrical shape of the

aparejo after the body course is laid must be modified by facing
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up SO as to provide a concave surface to fit over a convex sur-

face. But as the barrel of the properly conformed mule is

nearly cylindrical through the rear half or more of the contact

surface," no facing is necessary, as a rule, in the rear part of

the aparejo, although conformation may require it exceptionally.

Care of the Harness.

294. The leather parts of the harness should be exposed to

the sun as little as possible and should be cleaned whenever
dirt, grit, or dust has collected on them or when they have
become saturated with the sweat of the animal. The parts
should be separated and each sponged with a lather of castile

soap and warm water. They should then be rubbed nearly dry
and a lather of Crown soap and warm water should be applied.
Excess of moisture in this lather should be permitted to evapo-
rate in a shaded place. This treatment frequently applied is

sufficient, but if the leather has become harsh and dry, its

dressed side should be lightly coated with neatsfoot oil after

the castile lather and allowed to dry before the Crown soap
lather is applied, the latter removing surplus oil. Polishing of

the leather parts should not be permitted as it leads to the

surreptitious use of commercial materials that are often detri-

mental to the life of the leather.

Leather is injured by exposure to the sun, by water, and by
the use of too much Crown soap or of common commercial
soaps. In proper condition it is clean, soft, smooth, pliable,
and free from stains.

Immediately after the harness is removed from the animal,
canvas parts should be scraped free from all adhering sub-
stances with a dull but smooth edged knife. Especially con-

stant attention must be given to the cleanliness and pliability
of the canvas side of the corona and crupper and to the dock
piece.
Woolen parts and hair cinchas should be rubbed between the

hands or hung up and beaten with switches or wands to remove
dust, mud, and hairs and to make them soft and pliable.

They should be exposed frequently to the sun, completely
unfolded, and blankets should be occasionally washed in tepid
water.
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Metal parts must be kept free from rust, dirt, sweat, and hair.
Those issued with coats of paint or lacquer are to be main-
tained in that Condition. Bright parts should be polished.
The tongues, rollers, and keepers of buckles must work freely,
to which end the straps must be unbuckled in cleaning.

All battery oflacers attend and supervise the cleaning at
stated times.

To Lead Out.

295. LEAD OUT.
The mules are led out and formed in line at two yards

interval at the place designated.

To Gather the Mule.

296. Standing to horse, the driver raises his right hand to
attract the attention of the mule, collect him and prepare him
to move.

Management of the Led Mule.

29 7. The led pack mule is managed by the leading reins.

By quiet and gentle treatment he must be taught to work and
to effect changes of gait and direction evenly. He should not
be turned short but on the arc of a circle of one yard radius.
He should be led with a loose rein, urged on, if he lags, by the
driver in rear. He should not be faced or threatened by his
driver. The mule must always be gathered (296) before mov-
ing from a halt, before halting, and before changing gait or
direction.

MARCHINGS.

To March to the Front.

298. 1. Forward, 2. MARCH.
Each driver leads his mule straight to the front, being care-

ful to maintain his proper relative position in the formation.

To Halt.

299. Being in march: 1. Drivers, 2. HALT.
Each driver halts his mule, but not suddenly, and keeps him

straight.
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To March by the Flank.

300. 1. Drivers by the right {left) flank, 2. MARCH.
Each driver wheels his mule to the right by moving him over

a quarter circle whose radius is one yard. On completion of

the w^heel each driver leads his mule straight to the front in

the new direction.
If executed from line with intervals of two yards, the mules

are in column of files
;
each driver leads his mule in the track

of the preceding mule.
If executed from column, the mules are in line; each driver

aligns his mule toward the guide and takes his interval (279)
from his flank.

To March to the Rear.

301. 1. Drivers right {left) about, 2. MARCH.
Executed as explained for the march by the flank (300), ex-

cept that each driver moves his mule over a half circle instead
of a quarter circle.

To March Obliquely.

302. 1. Drivers right {left) oblique, 2. MARCH.
Executed as explained for the march by the flank (300), ex-

cept that each driver moves his mule over an eighth of a circle

instead of a quarter circle. During the oblique march the dri-
vers maintain their relative positions with respect to each
other, so that on executing another oblique they will be in line
or column, as the case may be, with proper intervals or dis-

tances.

To Change Direction in Column.

303. 1. Column right {left), 2. MARCH.
The leading driver marches by

• the flank
;
the other drivers

march squarely up to the wheeling point and execute the ehange
of direction on the same ground.

Column half right {half left) is similarly executed, the change
of direction being forty-five degrees Instead of ninety degrees.
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To Rein Back.

304. Being fit a bait: 1. Backward, 2. MARCH, a. Drivers, 4.

HALT.
The mules are reined back evenly and kept straight. This

movement is used only for the purpose of moving the mules
a few steps to the rear.

Alignments.

305. Being in line at a halt, the instructor sees that the
driver on the side toward which the alignment is to be made
is in tlie desired position and commands: 1. Right {left), 2.

DRESS, 3. FRONT.
At the command dress, the other drivers look to their right

and align themselves accurately, keeping their mules straight
and preserving their intervals. At the command front they turn
their eyes to the front.
The instructor may place himself on eitiier flank and give a

general alignment by ordering any driver to move his mule
forward or backward.

Care of the Pack Mule.

306. In order that injuries and sickness may be avoided or

promptlj'' discovered and cured the animals are carefully in-

spected by their riders and drivers immediately after they are

unsaddled, and the results are reported to their immediate
superiors, who also inspect to see that this duty is efficiently

performed. Such correction or treatment as is practicable is

applied at once and difficult or serious cases are reported to tlie

stable sergeant.
30 7. Mounted men and drivers report abrasions, lumps,

bunches, swellings, punctures, rope burns, discharges from
eyes, nose, and mouth, unusual conditions of urine and dung,
lameness, loose or cast shoes, failure to feed properly, cases

of fatigue, in short, everything, whenever noticed, indicating
the existence of disease or injury or need of correction.

308. Bunches under the aparejo are caused by the sudden
relief of excessive pressure on a part of the body. They are
treated by a modification of the filling, so as to relieve partially
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the pressure on the part iiiider the load, by massage and by
the application of pads, saturated with cooling lotions, held in

place by bandages, clnchas, or surcingles. The sooner the mule
is worked under a load with the aparejo properly modified the

sooner the bunch will disappear. To determine the location

of the fault in the aparejo the face of the bunch is wet with
water and the aparejo is placed in its correct seat without
corona or blanket, the crupper turned forward, and gently
rocked from side to side. Upon removal a damp spot on Its

inner surface will indicate where the filling should be carefully
removed without disturbing the remainder.

Swellings may also be caused by the exposure of heated sur-

faces to drafts and by the folding of the skin under the cincha.

309. Sores and abrasions may be caused by the presence- of

foreign substances, such as burrs or gravel, and by inequalities
or wrinkles in corona, blanket, or cincha. Sores under the

crupper and dock piece result from the aparejo riding too far

forward or because the boots are too close to the animal's

body or do not carry horizontally or parallel to the axis of the
mule. Abrasions of the withers or loins indicate that the saddle
bars are not horizontal or that they are not parallel to the axis
of the mule or that the arches are too broad or too narrow (293) .

Abrasions are treated by the temporary removal, if possible,
of the surfaces in contact and by the application of antiseptic,

cooling, and healing powders and lotions.

310. In general, swellings are caused by pressure inequali-
ties and sores by friction. They can be avoided only by cor-

rect setting-up of the aparejo, its proper fitting, and its modifica-
tion to conform to changes in the condition of the animal. Very
tight cinching, instead of correcting bad adjustment, causes

swellings, pain, fatigue, and excessive sweating, and makes the
animal unruly and hard to manage in its effort to get rid of the
load (293).

To Dismiss the Drivers.

311. The instructor may conduct the drivers in column into

the stable and halt the column so that each driver is opposite
his stall ;

or he may first form the drivers in line in the vicinity
of the stable or park, and command: 1. By the right (/eft), 2.

F/LE OFF. In the latter case the drivers file off in succession,
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;is explained in The Soldier Mounted, and halt when opposite
their stalls or the place designated for unharnessing.
The instructor gives the commands for unharnessing (291).
The harness is removed, cleaned, and properly put in place;

the mules rubbed down and cared for. Having satisfied himself
by inspection that these duties have been properly performed
and that all the precautions required on return from exercise
have been observed, the instructor causes the harness to be
covered, orders the men to fall in, marches them to the battery
])arade ground, and dismisses them.

Section IV.—The team paelrd.

312. The drivers, being well instructed individually in the

management of the led pack mule, are further instructed in
their duties as drivers in a team packed.
313. The mules assigned to the transport of a gun are

termed collectively a gun team; to the transport of the ammu-
nition attached to n single gun, an ammunition team. They are
also designated iiulividually, according to the packs they carry,
as cradle, trail, wheels, gun, ammunition mules: the ammunition
mules of a team are further designated numerically as first

(second, etc.) ammunition mule, from front to rear in their as-

signed positions in the team in column of files.

314. The instruction is described for teams packed, a tempo-
rary section of two teams being considered, but it is applicable
to a single team or to several sections, packed or unpacked.
315. Training with teams packed is regarded as the rule,

but conditions may make it desirable to have drill with the
teams unpacked.
316. When two or more mules are led singly, each follow-

ing in the trace of the one preceding, the formation is called a
column of files.

317. When mules are led by twos abreast, each two fol-

lowing in the trace of the two preceding, the formation is called
a column of pairs.
318. The teams of a section are said to be in section column

when one team marches in the trace of the other at a distance
of one yard in column of files or of seven yards in column of

pairs.
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To Lead Out.

319. The teams being harnessed, the instructor designates
the place and order of the formation and commands: LEAD
OUT BY TEAM. The teams are led out in turn and formed. If

they are to be paclvCd at once and the park is near by, they
may be led directly to the parlv.

To Post the Teams With Their Pieces.

320. The teams are marched to the parlv in column of pairs
so as to approach the rear of the guns. As the head of the

column nears the park the instructor commands: TEAIVIS TO
YOUR POSTS. Each team, as it comes opposite its gun, wheels
from the column and halts directly in rear of it, the heads of

the leading pair ten yards from the trail spade (345).

Packing and Unpacking.

321. The drivers are practiced in their duties in packing
and unpacking (350-356), cannoneers being posted with the

pieces for handling the loads.

IVIARCHING IN COLUMN OF FILES.

To March to the Front.

322. The commands and the execution are as in para-
graph 298.

To Halt.

323. The commands and the execution are as in para-
graph 299.

To March by the Flank.

324. 1. By the right {left) flank, 2. MARCH.
Each team executes column right (278, 303). If executed from

section column the teams are in flank column after the move-
ment is completed (331). If executed from flank column, the
teams are in section column (318) after the movement is com-
pleted, and the rear team at once takes its trace and distance
from the leading team.
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To March to the Rear.

325. By au about: 1. Right {left) about, 2. MARCH.
The leading driver of each team wheels his mule about (301),

the other drivers following and executing the about successively
on the same ground. The rear team at once takes its trace and
distance from the leading team.
326. By a countermarch: 1. Countermarch, 2. MARCH.
The leading team executes a left about (325), the rear team

following and executing the about on the same ground.

To March Obliquely.

327. 1. Right {left) oblique, 2. MARCH.
Each te.nii executes column half right (303), and both teams

march on i)nrallel lines, the leading drivers regulating their
march so that, upon executing a second oblique, they will have
their proper relative positions in line or column.

Movements by Driver.

328. To gain short distances, the drivers may be marched
by the flank, to the rear, and obliquely, or the mules may be
reined back by- the commands and means in paragraphs 300-304.

To Change Direction.

329. 1. Right (left) wheel, 2. MARCH.
In section column the leading team executes column right

(303), followed by the other team on the same ground; in flank

column, the pivot team executes column right and the other
team takes a slow trot, preserving its interval from the pivot
team and resuming the walk upon arriving abreast of it.

330. The right (left) half wheel is similarly executed.

To Form Flank Column from Section Column.

331. 1. Flank column, 2. Right {left) oblique, 3. MARCH.
The leading team advances twelve yards and halts. The rear

team obliques to the right, moves forward nud halts abreast of
the leading team at an interval of eleven y;irds (324).
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To Form Section Column to the Front from Flank Column.

332. 1. Piece {ammunition) front, 2. MARCH.
The designated team marches straight to the front ;

the other
team obliques toward the designated team in time to follow in

its trace at one yard distance. If executed while marching,
the designated team maintains its gait; the other team halts

and resumes the march in time to follow the movement.

Passage of Teams.

333. Being in section column, to place the rear team in

front: 1. Piece (ammunition) front, 2. MARCH.
The team designated is the rear team in the existing forma-

tion. It inclines to the right, passes the other team, takes

position in front of it, and continues the march; the team then
in rear follows at one yard distance. If executed while march-
ing, the designated team maintains its gait; the other team
halts and resumes the march in time to follow the movement.

To Form Column of Pairs.

334. 1. Form pairs, 2. MARCH.
The leading driver of each team halts his mule, or remains

at a halt; the second driver obliques to the left and halts his
mule abreast of the leading mule at one yard interval ; the
other drivers lead forward and form pairs successively in rear
of the leading pair, at a distance of one yard in the same
manner (376).

MOVEMENTS IN COLUMN OF PAIRS.

335. The section in column of pairs executes all movements
laid down for the section in column of files (322-333) on the

principles described, with the following exceptions: (1) The
distance between teams in section column is seven yards; (2)
the interval between teams in flank column is nine yards; (3)
the movements by driver in paragraph 328 are omitted.
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To Form Column of Files.

336. 1. By driver, 2. MARCH.
The off driver of the leading pair of each team marches

straight to the front ; the near driver obliques to the right so as
to follow in the trace of the off driver

; the drivers of the other
pairs follow successively in the same manner. If executed while
marching, the drivers of the leading pairs continue the march,
the near driver modifying his gait ;

the other pairs halt and
resume the march in time to follow the movement.

CHAPTER III.—THE SECTION.

Section I.—Composition.

33 7. A gun section consists of a mountain gun and its ammu-
nition with its complement of men, saddle animals, and trans-

]H)rt mules and its equipnient. Its personnel and animals are
as follows :

The chief of section, a sergeant, mounted.
A gun squad (178, 179), the ammunition corporal,
mounted.

A gun team of four pack ninles and four drivers, pri-
vates (313).

An ammunition team of four pack mules and four drivers,

privates (313).
338. An ammunition section consists of two ammunition

teams (337), an ammunition squad (180), the ammunition cor-

porals mounted, and a chief of section, a sergeant, mounted.
The leading team in each ammunition section in the normal

order in park is the first ammunition team; the other is the
second ammunition team.

Wliat is prescribed for gun and ammunition teams of gun sec-

tions is applicable to first and second ammunition teams, re-

spectively.
339. The personnel of the section is instructed in the com-

bined duties of cannoneers and drivers in packing the piece
and ammunition for transport and in preparing for action.
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Section II.—Formation, *

340. The habitual formations are:
The order in section column.
The order in flank column.
The order in battery.

Order in Sect/on Column.

841. Section column (318) is the habitual formation of route
and maneuver.

For marching over trails and close or difficult ground, the
section column of files (316) is used; over roads and open
ground, the section column of pairs may be used (317).

Column of Files.

342. Marching at attention the chief of section is on the left

and abreast of the leading mule of the section at an interval
of one yard. The ammunition corporal, if mounted, is on the
left and abreast of the leading mule of the ammunition team
at an interval of one yard, except that when the ammunition
is in front he is abreast of the second mule; if dismounted, he
is on the right of the column at one yard interval from the mid-
dle of the fourth ammunition mule. The even-numbered can-
noneers are on the left of the column, the gunner and odd-
numbered cannoneers on the right, all at one yard interval
from the middles of the mules, as follows : No. 1 of the cradle

mule. No. 2 of the wheels mule. No. 3 of the trail mule, No. 4
and the gunner of the gun mule, Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the
first, second, third, and fourth ammunition mules, respectively.
Marching at route order the distances may be increased, when

necessary, so as to allow the personnel to march in the column,
the chief of section c^t its head, each driver marching in front
and each cannoneer in rear of the mule with which he is nor-

mally posted, except that the gunner follows No. 4 and that
the ammunition corporal, if mounted, marches at the rear of
the section to keep the column closed, or, if dismounted, fol-

lows No. 8.
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^ Column of Pairs.

343. Marching at attention the chief of section is on the left

and abreast of the leading pair of the leading team, at an in-

terval of two yards. The animnnition corporal, if mounted, is

on the left of and abreast of the leading pair of the ammunition
team at an interval of two yards, except that when the ammuni-
tion is in front he is abreast of the second pair of the team

;
if dis-

mounted he follows No. 7 at a distance of one yard. The other
members of the gun squad march as in column of files, except
that the gunner follows No. 3 at a distance of one yard.

Note.—If it be desired to narrow the front of the column
the instructor may command : 1. Cannoneers, 2. REAR. Nos. 1,

2, 3, and 4 form in rear of the gun team, Nos. .'», (>, 7, and 8 in

rear of the ammunition team, in double rank, the lowest num-
bers of each squad in the front rank, the highest numbers in

the rear rank, all in numerical order from right to left, the

gunner and ammunition corporal, if dismounted, on the right
of the front ranks, respectively. The chief of section and the
ammunition corporal, if mounted, are one yard in front of the
off mules of the leading pairs of the gun and ammunition teams,
respectively. To resume the normal order : POSTS.

Marching at route order the personnel of each team, except
the drivers, may be permitted to march in rear of it.

F/ank Column.

344. The teams, each in column of files or of pairs, are in

line (324), the personnel are as in section column (342, 343).
The post of the chief of section is with the gun team.

In Battery.

345. The piece is assembled (198) ; the cannoneers are at

their posts (192) ; the teams are in section column of pairs

(343), covering the gun, the leading pair of the gun team at

ten yards distance from the trail spade and the ammunition
teams at one yard distance from the gun team ;

the chief of

section is four yards in rear of the center of the ammunition
boxes.
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Section III.—Packing.

Transport.

346. The nninials provided for packing the piece and its

ammunition are as follows:
Gun team.—First mule: Cradle with tompions and cleaner;

tool box with tools and spare parts; one lifting bar on each

side.

Second mule: Wheels with linch pins and washers; axle;

drag ropes ; brake ropes ; sponge staff.

Third mule : Trail
; handspike on near side ; long lifting bar

on off side.

Fourth mule : Gun complete with breech and muzzle covers ;

a lifting bar on near side.

Ammunition team.—Four mules, each carrying twelve rounds
of shrai)nel, common shell, or canister, one of which may be

replaced bv a can of buffer oil or ten rounds of double common
shell.

The amount, character, and distribution are varied according
to circumstances.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

Drivers.

347. A restive mule should be blinded (290) during pack-
ing and unpacking.

Before ])aeking. the saddle must be secure in its correct posi-

tion, the arches clear, and the lashings free.

After unpacking, the harness should be adjusted, if necessary,
and the lashings conveniently arranged for repacking.

For ])acking and unpacking, mules are posted at the trot.

The \A-alk is the habitual gait for packed mules, how^ever, and
w^ill not be exceeded except for urgent reasons or where spe-

cially directed and then only for short distances.
At the command heave, in unpacking, the blind is removed and

the mule is promptly led clear of the pack and directly to its

post in battery (345).
When it is not intended to carry loads, mules should not be

tightly cinched.
A packed mule is best kept moving. At halts of sufficient

duration the load should be removed ; at longer halts the cincha
should be loosened ; but only at extended halts should the mule
be unharnessed.

554S.S—08 8
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Cannoneers.

348. Cannoneers should move quietly about the mnle and
should be careful not to strike it with any part of the material.
Except while carrying parts, they move at the double time.
At the command heaye, always given by the.gunner or by the

lowest numbered cannoneer engaged in the detail being exe-
cuted, in packing, all together raise the part so as to clear the
mule's rump and place it on the frame; in unpacking, all to-

gether raise the pack clear of the frame, and at the command
down, given after the mule is led clear (347), they lower the
part and assemble it at the piece.

Disposition of the Section.

349. The section being in the order in battery (345), the
piece may be packed to the front, rear, right, or left.

The direction in which the piece points is the front of the
section and establishes the formation of the teams before and
after packing.

To Pac/c Piece and Ammunition.

350. 1. By detail, prepare to pacic.
The gunner removes the trail handspike and the drivers post

their mules at the piece as follow^s :

Gun team.—Cradle mule two yards in front of the muzzle,
facing to the front.

Wheels mule two yards in front and one yard to the left of the
left wheel, facing to the left oblique.

Trail mule two yards to the front and one yard to the right
of the right wheel, facing to the right oblique.
Gun mule one yard in rear of the trail spade, facing to the

rear.

Ammunition team.—Leading pair one yard in front of the

ammunition, facing to the front; the other pair one jard in

rear, facing to the rear.
To reach the positions prescribed, the cradle and trail mules

pass by the right of the piece, the wheels mule by the left, and
the gun mule moves forward and 'by a left about. The leading
pair of ammunition mules moves by the left of the ammunition,
the other pair by the shortest practicable route.
The cannoneers take post as in dismounting the piece (205)

and perform the same duties with the exceptions indicated.
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2. GUN:
Wlien No. 5 calls heave, the gun is placed on the gun mule;

No. 5 throws the long bar on the ground at the right of the trail
;

receives the load cincha from No. 6 and cinches while No. 6
steadies the load; No. 7 secures the lifting bar (346) between
the load cincha and the saddle.

3. CRADLE:
When No. 1 calls heave, the cradle is placed on the cradle

mule, the bars being left in the rings ;
the cradle mule is led

forward five yards as soon as the cradle is in the frame, No.
3 steadying it; No. 4 receives the load cincha from No. 3 and
cinches while No. 3 steadies the load; Nos. 3 and 4 secure the

tompions, cleaner, tool box, and lifting bars (346).
4. WHEELS:
When No. 6 calls heave, the wheels are placed on the wheels

mule; No. 6 places the axle and sponge staff on the frame, No.
5 the dragropes; Nos. 7 and 8 place the drag washers and
linch pins on the wheel hangers and lash the wheels if neces-

sary; all go to the ammunition.
5. TRAIL:
No. 1 passes the long bar through the front trail handles to

No. 2
; the gunner alone or No. 3 and the gunner grasp the rear

trail handles; the gunner calls heave, and all working together
place the trail on the trail mule

;
No. 2 receives the cincha from

No. 1 and cinches while No. 1 steadies the trail ; No. 3 secures
the handspike and No. 4 the long bar (346).

6. AMMUNITION:
Nos. 5 and 6 pack the leading pair of ammunition mules,

Nos. 7 and 8 the other pair, other cannoneers assisting as they
become available.

7. POSTS:
Section column of pairs is formed on the cradle mule by mov-

ing the trail and w^heels mules to the front, the gun mule by a
right about; the leading ammunition pair makes a left about,
marches to the rear and takes its place by a left about; the
other pair marches to the rear and takes its place by a left
about. The cannoneers take their posts (343).
351. To pack the piece to the front without detail: PACK.
The piece is packed and the section formed as already ex-

plained (350) without further command.
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352. To pack the piece to the rear (right or left) by detail:
1. By detail, prepare to pack rear {right or left), 2. GUN, etc.; or,
without detail: 1. Rear {right or left), 2. PACK.
Executed as just explained (350, 351) except that the piece Is

pointed to the rear or run forward three yards and pointed to
the right or left before the mules are posted for packing (349).

To Unpack Piece and Ammunition.

353. 1. By detail, prepare to unpack.
The trail mule halts, or stands fast; the cradle mule advances

one yard and halts; the wheels mule is disposed with respect
to the cradle mule as in packing (350) ; the gun mule moves by
a U^'t about, a left wheel and a right wheer and halts, faced
to the rear, one yard in rear of the trail mule; the ammunition
mules are posted, by the shortest practicable routes, as in

packing ; the gunner and Nos. 1, 2, and 3 take post at the trail

mule, No. 4 at the cradle mule, Nos. 5, (], 7, and 8 at the wheels
mule.

2. TRAIL, 3. WHEELS, 4. CRADLE, 5. GUN, G. AMMUNITION.
The mules are unpacked in the reverse order of packing (350),

the same cannoneers handling the different parts, implements,
and cinchas, and calling heave, to raise the parts from the
frames, at which command the driver leads his mule to its post
(345, 347), and down when the mule is clear.

The ammunition being unpacked, the cannoneers take their

posts at the piece (192).
354. To unpack the piece to the front without detail: UN-

PACK.
The piece is unpacked and the section formed as already

explained (353), without further command.
355. To unpack the piece to the rear (right or left) by de-

tail : 1. By detail, prepare to unpack rear {right, left), 2. TRAIL,
etc.: or, without detail: 1. Rear {right, left), 2. UNPACK,
Executed as just explained (353, 354), except that after the

gun is assembled it is pointed in the indicated direction, and
that the ammunition mules are unpacked and all unpacked
mules are posted in relation to the indicated position and direc-

tion of the piece.

To Pack and Unpack in Column of Files.

356. On narrow trails or difficult ground where column of

pairs can not be formed the mules are successively posted as
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conveniently as possible to the piece or to the position it is to

occupy, and the piece and ammunition are packed or unpacked
in the same order and by the same numbers as already ex-

plained ;
or the mules may be packed or unpacked at the posi-

tions they already occupy, the parts and ammunition being car-

ried by hand to or from the position of the piece.

CHAPTER IV.—THE BATTERY MOUNTED.
Section I.—Object and sequence of the instruction,

357. The special object of this instruction is the training
of the personnel of the battery in the dispositions and maneu-
vers requisite for getting the guns into position for action.

Methods of training in opening and delivering fire have been
laid down in Firing Instruction. The two kinds of training sup-

plement each other and should be practiced concurrently.
358. A progressive order of instruction should be observed.

The section and the platoon having each been instructed by its

chief, the captain takes up and completes the training of the

battery as a whole.
The captain requires the section mounted and the platoon

mounted, properly manned, horsed, and equipped, to be instructed

by their chiefs in accordance with the principles prescribed for

the battery mounted. The exercises of these units, acting sepa-

rately, are ordinarily elementary in their nature and preparatory
to their combined work in the battery. Such exercises are accord-

ingly executed with great, precaution and attention to detail.

On the ordinary drill ground the battery is practiced in man-
euvering and in fire discipline so that the details of each are

thoroughly understood and well performed by the personnel of

the battery and so that the various units of the battery work
together smoothly and effectively under the direction of the

captain.
Any place accessible to the infantry soldier, armed with the

rifle and not using his hands and knees, can be reached by well-

trained mountain artillery under the pack. It can accompany
led cavalry over any ground possible to the latter and mounted
cavalry wherever the latter does not move faster than the
walk. By reason of its narrow frontage and the physical char-
acteristics of its animals it is especially suitable for operations
in mountains or jungle. Its adaptability for concealment and
quiet progress make it peculiarly useful in close support of

infantry and night marches.
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A high degree of training in rapid marching, day and night,
and in maneuvering can be attained only by constantly seeking
and using opportunities for practice over all accessible^ Ivinds of
difficult ground to the end that the personnel may be accus-
tomed to adapting the principles learned on the drill ground to
the accidents of a varied terrain.

Frequent practice should be had in the selection of observing
stations, the reconnaissance of targets, the selection of tiring
positions, advancing to and occupying firing positions, under
different conditions, the determination of firing data for direct
and indirect laying at fixed and moving targets, simulated fire,
etc. This practice should approximate the conditions of war as
nearly as possible.

Section II.—General provisions.

359. All men of the battery should be instructed in the
duties of both the cannoneer and driver.
360. In order that the mules may all be available in an

emergency for any place in the battery, saddle mules should
occasionally be worked in harness and team mules used as
saddle mules.
361. The saber will not be used except at ceremonies.
362. At mounted instruction, the saber is attached to the

left side of the saddle
;
on dismounting for fire action, it is not

removed.
The rests are executed and the attention is resumed accord-

ing to the principles already explained (280.)

Section III.—Organization of the battery.

363. On a war footing the battery is organized in six sec-

tions, an ammunition train, and a supply train.

The first, second, third, and fourth sections are gun sections

(337), to each of which is attached one led pack mule with
pioneer tools. The fifth and sixth sections are ammunition sec-

tions (338), with six mules in each team.
The ammunition train comprises ammunition mules, the

mules for mechanics' forge, stores, and tools, and the necessary
personnel. The pack mules are herded, not led.

The supply train comprises the kit, ration, forage, and other

supply mules, and the necessary personnel. The pack mules are
herded.
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The first and second sections constitute the first platoon. It

is commanded by the senior lieutenant.

The third and fourth sections constitute the second platoon.

It is commanded by the lieutenant second in rank.

The fifth and sixth sections constitute the third platoon. It

is commanded by the lieutenant third in rank.

The ammunition train is commanded by the lieutenant fourth

in rank.
The supply train is commanded by the quartermaster-ser-

geant.
364. On subdivision for action, the battery is divided into—
The firing battery, comprising six sections, under the immedi-

ate command of the captain.
The reserve, comprising the ammunition train and reserve

men and animals.
The train, comprising the supply train.

365. On a peace footing the ammunition train is not or-

ganized; the teams of the third platoon are reduced by two
mules each, and the mules for pioneer tools and mechanics'

forge, tools, and stores are attached to the supply train. With
these exceptions the personnel, animals, and material allowed
on a peace footing are organized as prescribed for a war foot-

ing, the captain making such assignments as may be necessary
to replace personnel not authorized.
366. The Battery of Maneuver is ordinarily composed of the

three platoons, manned, horsed, and equipped. The instruc-
tion is applicable to a greater or less number of platoons. For
the training of animals and drivers, the entire battery is prac-
ticed in marching and maneuver; before taking the order in

battery, however, the battery is subdivided for action, the third

platoon representing the reserve.
36 7. The personnel of the battery of maneuver comprises

the captain, four lieutenants, the first sergeant, six chiefs of

section, four gun squads, two ammunition squads, the musicians,
the guidon, and a driver for each pack mule.

Section IV.—Duties of o;fficers, noncommissioned oncers, etc.

368. The captain commands the battery and is responsible
for its training and efficiency.
The lieutenants command platoons and ammunition train and

are responsible to the captain for the eflaciency of the men and
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the serviceable condition of tlic animals and material of their

platoons.
I'he first sergeant is assistant to the captain and is responsi-

ble to him for the general good order, police, and discipline of
the battery. In action he supervises the replacement of ammu-
nition and casualties, and has charge of the ammunition mules.
The quartfMniastcM'-serjreant is responsible to the captain for

the general care and maintenance of the government property
issued to the battery.
The stable sergeant is responsible to the captain for the gen-

eral care of the public animals assigned to the battery, and the

good order and police of the stables, picket lines, etc.

The chief mechanic is responsible to the captain for the good
order and repair of the material in actual use by the battery;
for this purpose he has general supervision of the battery me-
chanics.
The sergeants command sections and are responsible to the

chiefs of platoon for the efiiciency of the men and the service-

able condition of the animals and material of their sections.

The gunners are responsible to their chiefs of section for the

good order of their guns, carriages, and equipment and for the
serviceable condition of their gun teams, harness, and equip-
ment.
The ammunition corporals are responsible to their chiefs of

section for the good order of their ammunition and equipment
and for the serviceable condition of their ammunition teams,
harness, and equipment.
The drivers are directly responsible to their gunners and

ammunition corporals for their mules, harness, and equipment.
It is the duty of both cannoneers and drivers to report at

once to their corporals any injury to their material or mules,
or any deficiency in their equipment.
369. The captain, lieutenants, sergeants, ammunition cor-

porals, mechanics, cooks, musicians, and guidon are mounted.

Section V.—Formation of hattery and posts of individuals.

Formations.

370. The habitual formations are the order in line, the order

in section column, the order in flank column, and the order in bat-

tery.
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371. The order Jn line is that in which the sections of the

battery are formed abreast of each other in the order, or the
reverse order, of their numbers from right to left.

Each section is in column of files or of pairs, the pieces being .

either in front or in rear of their ammunition. In the normal
order in park the pieces are in front.

3 72. The order in section column is that in which the sections

of the battery follow each other in the order, or the reverse

order, of their numbers from front to rear.

Each section is in column of files- or of pairs, the pieces being
either in front or in rear of their ammunition.
3 73. The order in flank column is that in which the sections

of the battery follow each other in the order, or the reverse

order, of their numbers from front to rear.

Each section is in flank column (344), the ammunition teams
being all either on the right or the left flank of their pieces.
374. The order in battery is that in which the pieces and the

ammunition of the gun sections, unpacked and assembled for

action (198-200, 345), are formed in line in the order or the
reverse order of their numbers from right to left, the unpacked
mules being either in rear of their guns or wherever the captain
may direct.

The reserve (364, 366) is posted at the discretion of the

captain.
Normal Internals.

3 75. //7 line: Between sections, in column of files, sixteen

yard; in column of pairs, fourteen yards (279) ; measured
between adjacent pack mules.

/n flank column (331, 335) : Measured between adjacent pack
mules.

/n battery: Between guns, sixteen yards, measured between

adjacent wheels.
Normal Distances.

376. /n line (279, 335).
In section column (341, 343) : Between sections, in column of

pairs, seven yards; in column of files, one yard.
In flank column (314) : Between teams in column of files, six

yards ; between teams in column of pairs, twelve yards.
/n battery (345).
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378. The members of the gun squad are posted as already
explained (342, 345).
3 70. When the qilartermaster and stable sergeants are pres-

ent with the battery of maneuver they are posted boot to boot in

order of rank from right to left, as follows : In line and in bat-

tery, four yards from the left flank of the battery, abreast of the

leading pack mules ;
in section or flank column, they are either

four yards in rear of the last section, or four yards in front of
the leading section, according as the column has been formed
toward their flank of the battery or the flank opposite. In the
reverse order in line and in battery they do not change to the

opposite flank.

380. Mechanics, cooks, etc., when present with the battery
of maneuver, are posted, if mounted, on the left of the quarter-
master and stable sergeants (379) ;

if dismounted, they are

assigned posts and duties in gun and ammunition squads.
381. The posts designated in the foregoing table are the

typical ones. The captain, however, goes wherever his presence
is required, where he may best observe, and where his com-
mands may best be heard. The lieutenants leave their posts
if it is necessary for the purpose of supervising the work of their

platoons. The chiefs of section habitually maintain their posts
during the maneuvers of the battery, but during the practice
of fire discipline, and at other times when necessary, they leave
their posts in order to supervise the work of their sections (396).

The Directing Team.

382. In changes of formation, the teams which establish
the direction and rate of march of the new formation are
termed directing teams.

Section VI.—The park.

Disposition of the IVIaterial in Park.

383. The pieces and ammunition are ordinarily arranged in

park in the order in battery (345), in the order for marching
(204), the sections from r'.ght to left in the order of their num-
bers, with normal or such other intervals as the captain may
direct, the ammunition of the third platoon on line with that
at the guns.
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The material of the ammunition and supply trains is con-
veniently arranged on the left or in rear of the battery or at
such other place as the captain may prescribe.

To Form the Battery in the Park.

384. The battery dismounted, being formed on the battery
parade, the first sergeant commands : Drivers fall out.

The chiefs of section, ammunition corporals, guidon, musi-
cians, and drivers step six yards to the front and form facing
to the front in double rank opposite the center of their respec-
tive sections; the chiefs of section place themselves in front,
and the ammunition corporals in the line of file closers, of the
squads thus formed. The first sergeant sees that suitable can-
noneers are detailed to replace absent drivers (not counting the
men on guard or other duty, who join their teams at the stable
or picket line), closes the drivers toward either flank, and
directs the senior chief of section to march them to the animals.
On arrival at the stable or picket line, the chief of section

in charge halts the drivers and commands : Harness. The driv-
ers fall out and harness under the supervision of their re-

spective chiefs. Chiefs of section and other mounted men not
drivers saddle their animals while the drivers harness.
The drivers having marched off, the first sergeant forms the

gun squads and directs the senior gunner to march them to the

park. The senior gunner posts the squads with their pieces,
and causes them to prepare their pieces for marching (204).

If the pieces are in a gun shed, the column is halted in front
of the building, the senior gunner gives the necessary directions
for the formation of the park, and commands : Form park.
The cannoneers fall out, the carriages are run out by hand

and formed in park.
The park being in order, the senior gunner commands : J.

Fall in. He sees that members of the guard and other cannon- •

eers who have joined at the park are properly assigned, requires
the squads to call off, and posts the cannoneers with their

pieces. While waiting for the teams to arrive in park the
senior gunner may cause the cannoneers to rest or to fall out.

Upon the arrival of the teams, he causes the cannoneers to re-

sume their posts at attention.
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If the ammunition is at a distance from the park, the senior

chief of section directs the senior ammunition corporal to con-

duct the ammunition teams to the ammunition, have it paclvod
and post the teams at the pieces.
When the mules are harnessed the first sergeant commands :

Lead out by team. The sections lead out in turn and form in

column. The first sergeant conducts the column to the park
and posts the teams with their pieces. If the park is near by,

the captain may direct that the teams of each section, as soon
as harnessed, be led out and posted with their pieces under the

direction of their chiefs of section. In this case the senior

chief of section, on the arrival of the drivers at the stables,

commands : Harness and lead out.

In all cases the first sergeant sees that the cannoneers per-
form their duties in the park, and that the drivers harness and
lead out with the least practicable delay and without noise or

confusion.
385. In the field the duties are performed in a similar

manner. If the pack harness is at the guns (284), the mules
are posted by their drivers as soon as they are harnessed.
386. The musicians report to the captain at such time and

place as he may direct. The chiefs of platoons join their

platoons, and the quartermaster and stable sergeants, if pres-

ent, and the guidon take their posts as soon as the teams are

posted with their pieces.
387. Each chief of section, as soon as his teams are posted,

makes a minute inspection of his section and reports the result

to his chief of platoon.
388. Each chief of platoon, having received the reports of

his chiefs of section and made a general inspection of the pla-
toon, commands : REST.
389. Upon the approach of the captain the chiefs of pla-

toon call their platoons to attention, and as soon as the captain
takes his place in front, report in succession from right to left :

(Such) platoon in order, sir; or if anything be missing or out
of order they so report.
As soon as the chiefs of platoon have reported, the first ser-

geant reports to the captain (121).
390. Having received the report of the first sergeant, the

captain causes the pieces, and the ammunition if present, to be
I>acked.
391. The battery is unparked by ai)propriate maneuvers.
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To Dismiss the Battery.

392. The battery is
] miked by ai)i)i*()i)rinte maneuvers, the

captain preceding; iiie command li)r forming line by the com-
mand : Form park.
• 393. If the maneuver for forming parlv is a simultaneous
one, the captain causes the pieces to be unpacked and the am-
munition to be unpacked or talvcn direct to its place of storage.

If the maneuver is a successive one, each chief of section, as
his section arrives on the line, causes his piece to be unpacked.
In this case the ammunition is disposed of as the captain may
direct.

394. As soon as the battery is unpacked each chief of sec-

tion makes a minute inspection of his section and reports all

losses or injuries to the chief of platoon ; the chiefs of platoon
then report in succession from right to left: (Such) platoon in

order, sir; or if anything be missing or out of order they so

report.
Tlie reports having been made, the captain gives such instruc-

tions as may be necessary, and directs the first sergeant : Dis-
miss the battery. ZThe officers return sabers, if drawn, and fall

out.

The first sergeant commands: 1. By the right {left), 2. FILE
OFF.
The quarterniastor and stable sergeants and the guidon leave

the park and return their horses to the stable or the picket
line; the gunners and the ammunition corporals cause their

cannoneers to clean and cover and put away their material, as

may be directed by the first sergeant.
The teams file off in the order of their sections (311). The

first sergeant marches the column to the stable and commands :

Fall out. Each chief of section conducts his section to its proper
place in the stable and gives the necessary commands for un-

harnessing. The drivers unharness under the supervision of

their chiefs ;
the riding animals are unsaddled while the drivers

unharness.
As soon as the drivers have cared for their animals and har-

ness, the first sergeant directs the senior chief of section to

march them to the battery parade ground and dismiss them.
As soon as the cannoneers have cared for their material the

first sergeant directs the senior gunner to march them to the

battery parade ground and dismiss them.
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If the stable and the park are too far apart for the first ser-

geant to superintend both the drivers nnd the cannoneers the

captain gives such instructions as he desires.

395. In the field the duties are performed in a similar

manner, except that if the pack harness is to be disposed at

the pieces the first sergeant, when directed to dismiss the bat-

tery, commands: UNHARNESS (292).
The mules are tied to the picket line as soon as unharnessed.

Section VII.—Route marches.

396. The section column is the habitual column of route, but
distances may be increased if the ground is difficult, or decreased
if conditions are favorable (342).
The route order and at ease are executed and the attention

is resumed as in paragraphs 135, 342, 343.

The captain usually marches fifteen yards in front of the head
of the column, the musicians following him, side by side, at two
yards distance.
When the leading section in column of files is preceded by

its chief (342) the guidon precedes the latter.

The chiefs of platoon habitually march at the rear of their

platoons and superintend their march, going wherever their

presence may be required.
The chiefs of section leave their posts whenever necessary

to superintend the march of their sections.

In the absence of its lieutenant, the stable sergeant has com-
mand of the reserve, which ordinarily marches immediately in

rear of the last platoon.
The supply train ordinarily marches at the rear of the column

under the command of the quartermaster-sergeant.
39 7. Marching in section column of pairs, chiefs of section

form column of files when necessarj^ re-forming column of pairs
as soon as the ground permits.
398. To avoid dust, the captain may direct the officers and

men to march on the windward side of the column. For similar
reasons the cannoneers may be permitted to march on either
flank to take advantage of a footpath, etc., but usually several
cannoneers should be close to each section to correct the adjust-
ment of loads and harness.
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Constant attention should be given by each officer and non-
commissioned officer to insure proper handling of the mules
and correct adjustment of loads and harness. They should see
that no mule is overworked or overheated; that distances are
preserved as nearly as the nature of the ground will permit, and
that no mule moves at a different gait (413) from that properly
authorized. No i)ractice is more fatiguing and injurious to
animals than the alternate walking and trotting so often seen
at the rear of a column.
As it is very difficult to avoid undue extension of the column,

every advantage will be taken of opportunities to move over
parallel routes in subdivision columns when great dispersion
will not result.

At each halt lost distances will be regained, if possible, with-
out increasing the gait.
Pack mules that have lost their places in the column will

march at the rear of the battery until there occurs a favorable
opportunity to regain their positions without increasing the
gait.

Section VIII.—Contnidnds, signals, etc.

Commands.

399. Commands are givtui by the captain either verbally, by
bugle signals, or by signals made with the arm.
When verbal commands are given by the captain, they may

be supplemented by the appropriate bugle or arm signals.
400. Chiefs of platoon repeat the commands of the captain,

or give appropriate commands to their platoons in time to in-

sure the proper execution of the maneuver. The chiefs of pla-
toon ordinarily give their commands verbally, supplemented, if

necessary, by the appropriate arm signal, and see to it that the
commands of the captain are understood and correctly executed

by their platoons. If a chief of platoon does not hear a com-
mand, he governs himself by what he sees executed by the ad-

joining platoon.
401. Chiefs of section repeat the commands of the chiefs of

platoons, or give appropriate commands to their sections in time
to insure the proper execution of the maneuver. Chiefs of sec-

tion ordinarily give their commands by signals with the arms,
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supplemented, if necessary, by verbal commands, and see to it

that the command is understood, and that it is correctly exe-

cuted.

Arm Signals.

402. Signals are ordinarily made with the right arm, but

may be made with the left arm when more convenient; when
made with the left arm the reins are taken temporarily in the

right hand.
If the saber is in hand, the signals are made in a manner sim-

ilar to that prescribed for the arm.
403. Ordinarily, before making a signal for the execution

of a movement, the captain places himself where he can be seen

by the battery, generally with his horse facing in the same direc-

tion as the team horses, and commands or signals the attention

or causes it to be sounded on the bugle. The captain may sig-

nal the attention by blowing a long blast on a whistle.
The signals prescribed for the different maneuvers are pre-

paratory signals ;
for the signal of execution, the arm is extended

vertically and then lowered quickly to the side. If the move-
ment involves a change in the direction of march, the captain
moves his horse in the new direction on making the preparatory
signal.
404. Preparatory signals:
Attention. Extend the arm vertically and 'move it slowly back

and forth from right to left.

Forward. Extend the arm vertically and lower it to the front
until horizontal.

By the right {left) flank. Extend the arm vertically and lower
it to the right (left) until horizontal.

Right {Left) about. Extend the arm vertically and describe

slowly a large horizontal circle with the hand
;
then extend the

arm to the left (right) and describe a horizontal arc to front
and right (left).

Countermarch. Extend the arm vertically and describe quickly
several horizontal circles with the hand.

Right sections forward. Extend the arm vertically and then
thrust several times to the front.

55483—08 9
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Right {Left) oblique. Extend the arm obliquely upward to the

right (left) and front, and then lower tlie arm describing a
vertical circle on the right (left) side of the horse.

To increase the gait. Carry the hand to the shoulder, forearm
vertical ; extend the arm vertically from this position and repeat
several times.

To decrease the gait. Hold the arm horizontally above and in

front of the forehead.
To indicate an increased or decreased gait for a maneuver,

the appropriate signal is made just after the preparatory signal
for the maneuver.

To halt. Extend the arm vertically and hold it there until the

signal is obeyed.
To change direction to the right {left). Extend the arm verti-

cally; lower it to the left (right) until horizontal and describe
a horizontal arc to the front and right (left).

To close intervals. Point to the section on which the intervals
are to be closed, and then signal right (left) oblique, or left

and right oblique, according as the intervals are to be closed
on the right (left) section or on an interior section.

To extend intervals. Point to the section on which intervals

are to be extended, and then signal left (right) oblique, or right
and left oblique, according as the intervals are to be extended
on the right (left) section or on an interior section.

Right {Left) by section. Point at the right (left) section and
signal forward.

Right {Left) front into line. Extend the arm vertically and de-

scribe several large vertical circles on the right (left) side of

the horse.

Right {Left) into line. Signal a change of direction to the right
(left), followed by describing small circles with the hand while
the arm is extended to the right (left).

Pieces front. Extend the arm horizontally to the front and
then move it several times through a small vertical arc.

Ammunition front. Extend the arm horizontally to the front
and then move it several times through a small horizontal arc.

Flank column, right {left) oblique. Extend the arm horizon-

tally to the right (left) and then move it several times through
a small horizontal arc.
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Action front {right, left, rear). Extend the arm vertically;
then lower it quickly to the front (right, left, rear), and repeat
several times.

Pacl( (rigfit, left, rear). Extend both arms vertically; then
lower the right arm quickly to the front (right, left, rear), and
repeat several times.

Section IX.—Maneuvers of the t)attery,

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Guides.

405. Chiefs of section supervise the gait and direction of
march of their sections.

406. The guide of a team is its leading driver in column of

files
;
the near driver of its leading pair in column of pairs.

40 7. The guide of the battery in section column is the
guide of its leading section

;
in line, the guide of its right, left,

or center section
;
in flank column, the guide of its leading team

on one flank or the other.
The second or third section is the center section, according as

there are two or three platoons.
408. During an oblique the guide of the battery is the guide

of the leading team on the side toward which the oblique is

made.
409. On leaving park the guidon at once posts himself with

the guide of the battery. If a subsequent maneuver places the
guidon at the rear of a section column, he hastens to post him-
self with the guide of the leading section

;
if with a rear team

in line or in flank column, he hastens to post himself with the
guide of the leading team nearest his former position or takes
post with the indicated guide if one is announced. During "an

oblique march the guidon does not change position.
410. With the exception just noted, the guide is habitually

toward the guidon; while he is changing position it is toward
the guide with whom he is to take post.
411. The captain may announce or change the guide thus:

Guide right {left or center).
412. If the captain desires he may place himself in front of

any team of the battery and command : Guide on me. The team
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in renr of tlio eni)t;iin then follows liis movements and the
others ixu'uW on this .is the directingr team (382), regnlatmg
their nini'cli sn ;is to niaiiitaiu their proper relative positions.
The guidon i»<>sts himself with the directing team.

Gaits.

413. The habitual gait for mniuMiver is the walk at the
same rate as quick time (55, 347).

To Form the Teams in Column of Files or of Pairs.

414. Being in line, in section column, or in flank column,
the commands are as in paragraphs 334 and 336, the execution
Is simultaneous in nil the sections, the personnel taking their

posts promptly (:J42-;*>44).

To Align the Battery.

415. The battery being in line at a halt:
If the section on the side toward which the alignment is to

be made is not in the proper position, the captain establishes
it in the position desired, and commands: 1. Right (Left)^ 2.

DRESS, 3. FRONT.
At the command dress, the other teams move forward or

backward, preserving their intervals; the drivers cast their

eyes to the right and dress on the drivers of the teams estab-
lished as a basis of alignment. The captain places himself on
the right flank in line with the guide of the base team facing
to the left; he quickly establishes the guide of the leading team
of the second section of tlie desired line and then superin-
tends the alignment of the other guides of the front rank teams.
The first sergeant similarly superintends the alignment of the

guides of the rear-rank teams. When the alignment is complete
the captain commands front, the captain and first sergeant re-

sume their posts and the drivers turn their eyes to the front.

To March to the Front.

416. 1. Forward, 2. MARCH.
Executed simultaneously by all the teams (298, 322, 335).
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To Halt.

417. 1. Battery, 2. HALT.
Executed simultaneously by all the teams (299, 323, 335).

To March by the Flank.

418. 1. By the right {left) flank, 2, MARCH.
Executed simultaneously by all the teams (324, 335), the

rear teams quickly taking the track and distance (276) from
the teams which precede them in the new formation.

419. If the battery is in line with closed intervals (426),
the movement is successive; the section on the indicated flank

begins the movement ;
the others take it up in turn so that their

teams shall follow at the proper distance (376) in the track of

the teams which precede them. If executed while marching, all

the sections except the one on the indicated flank halt and then

resume the march so as to follow in their proper places in the

column.

To March to the Rear.

420. 1. Right {Left) about, 2. MARCH, or, 1. Countermarch, 2.

MARCH.
Executed simultaneously by all the teams (325, 326).
421. If the battery is in line with closed intervals (426),

the captain first commands: 1. Right sections forward, 2. MARCH.
The right section of each platoon moves forward so as to clear

the left section. The left sections halt or remain at a halt. As
soon as the right sections are clear of the left sections, the cap-
tain gives the command for the about or the countermarch, which
is executed by all the sections. On the completion of the about
or countermarch, the sections in rear gain their position in line

at a trot.

To March Obliquely.

422. 1. Right {Left) oblique, 2. MARCH.
Executed simultaneously by all the teams (327). The teams

move on parallel lines. The guides align themselves in each
rank of teams; each guide of a rear rank team also aligns him-
self on the guide of the team corresponding to his own in the
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front rank. If these positions are properly maintained, the
teams should, on executing a second oblique in either direction,
have the proper distances, intervals, and alignment.

To Change Direction.

423. Being in section column or in flank column : 1. Column
right {left), 2. MARCH.
The leading section wheels to the right (329) ; the sections

in rear follow the leading section and w^heel on the same
ground.

Column half right {half left) is similarly executed (330).
424. Being in line: 1. Battery right {left) wheel, 2. MARCH.
The pivot section wheels to the right (329) and halts. The

other sections preserve their intervals from the pivot section
and halt on arriving abreast of it.

Battery right half {left half) wheel is similarly executed.

To Execute a Passage of Teams.

425. Being in line or in section column, to place the rear
teams in front: 1. Pieces {ammunition) front, 2. MARCH.
Executed simultaneously by all the sections (333).

To Close or Extend Intervals in Line.

426. 1. On {such) section, 2. To {so many) yards, 3. Close

{extend) intervals, 4. MARCH.
The indicated section moves straight to the front; the other

sections take up the trot, incline by team tow^ard or away from
the indicated section, move to the front when at the proper inter-

val, and take the walk when arriving abreast of the indicated
section.

To Form Section Column to the Front from Line.

427. 1. Right {left) by section, 2. MARCH.
The right section moves straight to the front. The other

sections wheel to the right in turn so as to follow at the proper
distance in the track of the sections which precede them. If
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executed while marching, all the sections except the one on the
indicated flanlv halt, and then resume the march so as to follow
in their proper places in the column.

To Form Line from Section Column.

429. To the front: 1. Right {left) front into line, 2. MARCH.
The leading section moves straight to the front and is halted

by its chief of section when it has advanced eight yards. Each
section in rear obliques to the right until opposite its place in

line, when it obliques to the left, moves to the front and takes
its place on the line.

430. To the right (left) : 1. Right (left) into line, 2. MARCH.
The leading section executes a right wheel and is halted by

its chief as soon as the rear team has straightened out in the
new direction. Tlie other sections move forward and succes-

sively wheel to the right when, by so doing, they will be oppo-
site their positions in line on the right of the preceding sec-

tions
; they then move to the front and take their places on the

line.

431. On the right (left) : 1. On right (left) into line, 2.

MARCH.
Executed as for right into line, except that each section passes

beyond the preceding one before wheeling.
432. To form line at closed or extended intervals, the cap-

tain commands: At (so many) yards, before giving the pre-
scribed commands for forming line; the battery is then formed
with the indicated instead of the normal intervals.

To Form Flank Column from Section Column,

433. 1. Flank column, right (left) oblique, 2. MARCH.
The leading section forms flank column as in paragraph 331;

the leading teams of the other sections move straight to the
front and are halted at normal distances (376) from the teams
that precede them

; the rear teams of all the sections simul-

taneously oblique to the right; and then oblique to the left

when, by so doing, they will have the normal interval from the
leading teams, and move forward until each is abreast of its

leading team.
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434. To form flank column at closed or extended intervals,
the catpain commands: At (so many) yards, before giving the
in-escribed commands for forming flanlv colnnm ; the battery is

then formed with the indicated instead of the normal intervals.
When the interval is greater than normal the leading team

advances, before halting, an additional distance equal to the
increase of the normal interval.

To Close or Extend Intervals in Flank Column.

435. 1. On pieces {ammunition), 2. To {so many yards), 3.

Close {extend) intervals, 4. MARCH.
The indicated teams move straight to the front; the other

teams talve the trot, incline toward or away from the indicated

teams, move to the front when at the proper interval and re-

sume the walk when abreast of the indicated teams.

To Form Line to the Front from Flank Column.

436. 1. Right {left) front into line, 2. MARCH.
The teams on the right of the column execute right front into

line (429) : the teams on the left move by the right flank, and
each forms in section column in rear of the other team of its

own section.

To Form Section Column from Flank Column.

437. 1. Pieces {ammunition) front, 2. MARCH.
Executed successively by each section (332) ;

each section in

rear times its movement so as to follow in the track of the

preceding section at the normal distance.
If executed while marching, all the teams except the leading

indicated team halt and then resume tlie march in time to fol-

low in their proper places in the column.

Passage of Obstacles.

438. If, while maneuvering or marching, an obstacle is

encountered by any subdivision, its chief, without waiting for

orders, gives appropriate commands for avoiding the obstacle
and for resuming the original formation as soon as the obstacle
is passed.
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Section X.—To suMivide the hattery for action,

439. Before unpacking the guns for action, the battery on

a war footing is subdivided (364). The battery of maneuver is

subdivided into the firing battery and the reserve (366).

440. To subdivide the battery and prepare it for action, the

captain commands: PREPARE FOR ACTION.
The reconnaissance and signal officer, if present, and the re-

serve and train commanders report to the captain for instruc-

tions.

The subdivision is ordinarily effected in rear of the position

to be occupied. As the firing battery moves forward to its posi-

tion the reserve commander posts the reserve under cover in

the general locality indicated by the captain ;
the quartermaster-

sergeant similarly posts the train.

When the third platoon is a part of the firing battery it is

posted by its chief as the captain may direct.

The guns are then conducted to their position and, if unpacked
(353-356, 449), are prepared for action (199).
441. If, for any reason, it is desired to subdivide the bat-

tery without preparing for action, the captain commands:
FORM FOR ACTION. The battery is subdivided, but the guns
are not prepared for action.

442. During elementary instruction in fire discipline, the

captain may require the chief of the third platoon to drill it in

the exercises of the platoon mounted.

Section XI.—To form in hattery and resume a marching forma-
tion.

443. The order in line and the order in flank column are
the habitual formations preliminary to taking the order in bat-

tery. The first is adapted to unpacking for action either to the

front or the rear
;
the latter, to unpacking for action to a flanK.

By suitable maneuvers the battery is placed on the desired

ground in the appropriate formation before the commands for

unpacking are given. The order in battery may, however, be
formed to a flank from section column.
444. When unpacking to fire projectiles or for the practice

of fire discipline, the captain and the chiefs of platoon and sec-

tion dismount. The captain's horse is held under cover near
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the position of the battery by one of the mnsicians. Each chief
of platoon passes the reins of his horse to one of his trail mule
drivers; each chief of section passes the reins of his mount to
his wheels mule driver; these mounts are led off with the un-
packed mules and are returned in like manner on packing after
action.
The first sergeant, musicians, orderlies, etc., habitually dis-

mount when their duties require them to remain with the firing

battery, and the first sergeant sees that the mounts are held
under cover.
445. In active service and in instruction simulating it, the

unpacked mules are habitually placed under cover in the

vicinity of the guns, generally on the flank, with the third

platoon, unless the latter is acting as a reserve. The captain
indicates the position they are to take before giving the com-
mands for unpacking. At ceremonies the unpacked mules are
in the rear of their guns (345).
446. When posted elsewhere than in rear of the guns, the

unpacked mules are formed so as to take the best advantage
of cover, generally in section line or in line of teams faced
toward the enemy. After unpacking, the teams take their order^
in battery and at the command or signal of the first sergeant'
are conducted by him to the place designated by the captain
and formed. If the position is to be occupied for a considerable
time, the first sergeant allows the drivers to stand at rest,

leaves the teams under the commander of the third platoon,
or places an old soldier in charge and returns, dismounted,
to the position of the guns.
447. If the unpacked mules are posted on the flank of the

battery, at the command or signal for packing, they flle off

from the flank nearest the battery and move in section column
toward it ; on approaching the position of his gun each driver

conducts his mule to its post for packing (350).
448. After unpacking, the guns and teams are habitually

aligned toward the right.

To Fire to the Front, Rear, Right, or Left.

449. Being in line: ACTION FRONT (REAR),
Being in section column or in flank column: ACT/ON RIGHT

(LEFT),
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Executed simnltaiieously by all the sections as at the com-
mands for unpacking (353-355), except that the guns are at

once prepared for action.

To Pack to the Front, Rear, Right, or Left.

450. Executed by the commands and means already ex-

plained (350-352).
If the battery is prepared for action, the commands for

packing should be preceded by the command : MARCH ORDER
(204).

CHAPTER v.—THE BATTALION MOUNTED.
Section I.—Organization of the battalion.

46 7. A battalion of field artillery consists of three batteries

and of the authorized staff and noncommissioned staff. It is

commanded by a major.
The field, staff, noncommissioned staff, etc., of a battalion are

as follows:

Personnel.
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the batteries. The distance between batteries in section column
is fifteen yards: in flank column of files, twenty-two yards; in
flank column of pairs, twenty-six yards.
4 70; If the battalion is formed in eolnnni, with its batteries

each foi-nied in the order in line, the formation is termed a
column of batteries. The distance between the batteries is equal
to the battery front, wlicn ;it full distance; it is fifteen yards
when at closed distance. W lion tlie battalion is in column of
batteries at closed distances it is said to be closed in mass.

4 71. If the battalion is formed in line with its batteries each
formed in the order in section column, or the order in flank

cohnnn, the formation is termed a line of section columns, or, a
line of flank columns. Full interval, in this case, is such as
would result if the batteries had executed a simultaneous
chani?e of direction to the right or left from a formation of the
battalion in tho order in section column or the order in flank

column; closed interval is such as the major may prescribe.
4 72. At formations of the battalion, batteries habitually

take their places from right to left in line, from front to rear
in column, in the order of rank of their captains.

Batteries whose captains are absent take their places in line

or column according to the relative rank of the officers present
in command of them. A battery whose captain is absent for a
few days only retains its place, according to the ranlv of the cap-
tain, unless otherwise ordered by the major.

After tlie formation of the battalion no cognizance is taken of
the rc^lntive order of the batteries. On marches the major ordi-

narily varies from day to day the relative order of the batteries
in column.

Section III.—Posts of individuals.

4 74. At ceremonies the major is thirty yards in front of his

battalion, opposite the center. On other occasions he places
himself wliere he can most readily observe and direct his bat-

talion. The commissioned staff is posted two yards in rear of

the major, in order of rank from right to left ; the noncommis-
sioned staff and the musician, similarly formed, two yards in

rear of the commissioned staff.

When the agents of communciation and scouts are with the
battalion commander the noncommissioned officers form in line

two yards in rear of the noncommissioned staff, in the order
of the permanent alphabetical designations of their batteries
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from right to left. The privates are similarly formed in rear

of the noncommissioned officers, except that when the battalion

mules are in n^e they are with the latter. The battalion mules
are posted in rear of the battalion staff or with one of the bat-

teries, as may be prescribed by the battalion commander.
Whenever the maintenance of a close formation would be

unduly conspicuous or dangerous, as for example in approach-
ing a position for reconnaissance, the staff, agents, etc., of a com-

manding officer do not retain their prescribed posts; they are

required to dispose themselves so as to secure the greatest meas-
ure of concealment consistent with a proper performance of

their duties, litis rule is general.

Section IV.—To form the battalion.

475. To form the battalion in line, the adjutant causes

adjutant's call to be sounded; the adjutant and sergeant-major
proceed to the selected ground and post themselves facing
each other, a few yards outside the points where the right and
left of the right battery of the battalion are to rest.

The batteries approach the line from the rear and are posted
in succession from right to left by their captains, so that the

heads of the leading mules will be on the line established by the

adjutant and sergeant-major. After halting his battery, each

captain aligns it toward the right (478).
When the battery that arrives first on the line has been estab-

lished, the sergeant-major joins the battalion noncommissioned
staff.

The line being formed, the major and his staff take post facing
the center of the battalion. The adjutant then moves at a trot

or gallop by the shortest line to a point midway between the

major and the center of the battalion, halts, facing the major,
salutes with the right hand, and reports : Sir, the battalion is

formed.
The major returns the salute with the right hand.
The adjutant then takes his post with the battalion staff.

476. The battalion may also be assembled in any other con-
venient formation. In such cases, as soon as the last battery-
has taken its place, the adjutant joins the major and reports to
him that the battalion is formed.
4 77. Officers draw and return saber with the major. At

ceremonies, sabers are habitually drawn; at other times, they
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ire (Iruvvn or kept hi the scabbard at the discretion of the
major.

4 78. To align the battalion.—To effect a general alignment
the major causes one of the flank batteries to be established in
the desired position, and commands: 1. By battery; 2. Right
(Left) ; 3. DRESS.
Each captain, in turn, commencing with the battery first

posted, aligns his battery- toward the flank designated, and com-
mands Front when the alignment is complete.
The captain and first sergeant of the battery first established

superintend the alignment from fhe flank of their battery near-
est the point of rest. The captain and first sergeant of the other
batteries superintend the alignment from the flank of their bat-

tery farthest from the point of rest.

4 70. To dismiss the battalion.—The major commands: Dis-
miss your batteries, or sends approi)riate instructions to the cap-
tains. Each captain marches his battery to its park and dis-

misses it.

Section V.—Maneuvers of the Battalion.

480. To reach the position for action at the proper time,
and to occupy it skillfully are the objects to be aimed at in

training in maneuver.
The actual occupation of the position is not, as a rule, effected

by a formal maneuver of the battalion as such, but rather by
the separate movement of the individual batteries to the posi-
tions assigned them, to the end that all possible advantage may
be taken of the cover and concealment afforded by the ground.
Formal maneuvers of the battalion, as such, are consequently

of limited application.
For passing from one formation to another, and for the sim-

ple evolutions requisite for ceremonies and the ordinary inci-

dents of service, the battalion is maneuvered in accordance with
the principles heretofore prescribed for a single battery and
by similar commands. In the case of simultaneous movements,
such as marching to the front, to the flank, to the rear, ob-

liquely, etc., the command or signal of execution of the major
is immediately repeated by the captains and simultaneously exe-

cuted by the batteries. In the case of successive movements,
the captains maneuver their batteries so as to cause them to

assume their proper positions by the shortest route.
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481. The conimands of the major are transmitted by couriers,
or given by arm, saber, or bugle signals, or by word of mouth.
The captains habitually repeat the commands of the major, or

give such commands as may be necessary to insure the execu-
tion of the movement. Their commands are given by arm or
saber signal, or by word of mouth. The whistle, and not the

bugle, is habitually used to attract attention to the signals of

the captain during the evolutions of the battalion.

CHAPTER VI.—THE REGIMENT MOUNTED.
Section I.—Organization of the Regiment.

482. A regiment of field artillery consists of six batteries,

organized into two battalions, and of the authorized staff, non-
commissioned staff, and band. It is commanded by a colonel.

The field, staff, noncommissioned staff, etc., of a regiment are
as follows :

Personnel.
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Skc'tfon it.—Formaiions of tlir rrpimrnt.

483. The ioniialious uf ilie rej^'iiiieiit aru similar to those of
the battalion, the intervals and distances between battalions

being normally twice those between batteries.
484. If tlio regiment is formed in lin^ with its battalions

each in (((hinni of batteries closed in mass, the formation is

termed a fine of masses. The normal interval between bat-
talions ill this case is 30 yards.
485. At formations of the regiment, battalions normally

take their places from right to left in line, from front to rear
in column, in the order of rank of the battalion commanders.
But if battalions of artillery of different types are grouped in

a regiment, they are, at ceremonies, formed in order from right
to left in line, or from front to rear in column, as follows:
Horso artillery, light artillery, heavy artillery, mountain artil-

lery.
liatialioiis of the saiiu' type, whose permanent commanders

are absent, take their places in line or column according to the
relative rank of the officers present in command of them. A
battalion whose permanent commander is absent for a few days
only retains its usual place, unless otherwise ordered by the

regimental commander.
After the formation of the regiment no cognizance is taken of

the relative order of the battalions. »

Section III.—Posts of individuals,

487. At ceremonies the colonel is sixty yards in front of
his regiment, opposite the center. On other occasions he is

where he can best observe and direct his regiment.
The lieutenant-colonel is on the right of the commissioned

staff; the commissioned staff is two j^ards in rear of the colonel,

adjutant on the right, the others in order of rank from right
to left; the noncommissioned staff and musician are two yards
in rear of the commissioned staff and in similar formation.
When the agents of communication and scouts are with the

regimental commander, the noncommissioned officers form in

line two yards in rear of the noncommissioned staff, in the order
of the permanent numerical designation of their battalions from
right to left. The privates are similarly formed in rear of the
noncommissioned officers.
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Section IV.—To form the regiment,

488. Tlie battalion commanders are notified as to the time,

place, and order of formation of the regiment. Each forms his

battalion at the time and place designated, and in the order

prescribed.
For line formations the adjutant indicates to the major of the

first battalion the point of rest and the line on which the regi-
ment is to be established; he then takes post about thirty yards
in front of the center of the regiment.
The line being formed, the colonel, the lieutenant-colonel,

staff, etc., take post facing the center of the regiment.
The adjutant then brings the regiment to attention, if not

already at attention, faces the colonel, salutes, and reports :

Sir, the regiment is formed; the colonel returns the salute with
the right hand. The adjutant then takes post with the reg-
imental staff.

The regiment may also be formed in any other convenient for-

mation ; in such cases, as soon as the last battalion has taken
its place the adjutant joins the colonel and reports to him that
the regiment is formed.

Section V.—Maneuvers of the regiment,

489. The colonel causes his commands to be transmitted to
the battalion commanders, and the latter maneuver their bat-
talions according to the principles heretofore prescribed, so as
to place them in tlie desired formation at the proper time and
place.

^

The commands of the colonel may be given by bugle, arm
signals, or voice, but as a rule they are conveyed by couriers.

55483—08 10



Part V.

THE SERVICE OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICA-
TION.

CHAPTER I.—PERSONNEL.

490. Tlio onlistecl personnel rej^nilarly assigned to the service
of information and eonnnnnication in a regiment of field artil-

lery is as follows :

Bat-
tal-
ion.

Bat-
tery.

1st...

2d.. .

1st..

2d..

3d.,

fist..

2d . .

Agents of communication.

Between
battery and
battalion
command-

ers.

1 corporal . .

1 corporal . .

1 corporal . .

1 corporal . .

1 corporal . .

3d .. 1 corporal.

Between
battalion

and
regimental
command-

ers.

1 sergeant.

1 sergeant . .

Signal detail.

1 corporal, 4 pri-
vates.

1 corporal, 4 pri-
vates.

1 corporal, 4 pri-
vates.

1 corporal, 4 pri-
vates.

1 corporal, 4 pri-
vates.

1 corporal, 4 pri-
vates.

Scouts.

1 corporal, 1 private,
or 2 privates.

1 corporal, 1 private,
or 2 privates.

1 corporal, 1 private,
or 2 privates.

1 corporal, 1 private,
or 2 privates.

1 corporal, 1 private,
or 2 privates.

1 corporal, 1 private,
or 2 privates.

491. Sconts are especially charged with securing informa-

tion.

Agents of communication « are especially charged with keep-

ing a commander and his immediate subordinates in touch with

<» Usually referred to as "agents." They are provided with red bras-

sards, which are worn on the left arm.

146
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(s'K'li otlior, wliodior ])y rjii-ryiii.^ moj^n.c^o?? or l)y ilio nso of telo-

]»]i()ii(^s or si.mmls.
The si.mml dotail is ospeciaily cliari^^ed with ('slal)lisliiiig and

operating? the necessary system of telephone or signal communi-
cation.
The special instruction of the signal detail is generally con-

fined to setting up and operating telephone lines and to signal-

ing with the flag, heliograph, and lantern.

In the exigencies of service scouts and agents are apt to be
called upon to perform each other's duties indiscriminately.
Scouts are accordingly instructed in the special duties pertain-

ing to agents, and vice versa, while both are instructed in

telephone and signal duties.

492. The men designated for the foregoing duties are se-

lected for special aptitude, and are carefully instructed in the
functions which they are to perform. Additional men are des-

ignated to receive the instruction at the same time, so that sub-
stitutes may be available.
The instruction is ordinarily by battalion and under charge of

the battalion adjutant.
493. Scouts and agents are mounted.. Two men of the sig-

nal detail of eacli battery are also mounted in order that they
may act as line guards.
494. Scouts and agents join the ofliqer to whom assigned,

and enter upon their duties at the formation of the command
or at the time designated by the officer.

CHAPTER II.—SCOUTS.

Section I.—Duties of scouts.

495. To secure information which will facilitate the move-
ment and the employment of artillery is the special function of

artillery scouts.
The movement of artillery is facilitated, for example, by

determining the practicability of a given route; by exploring a
section of country and selecting the best routes for traversing
it; by locating any bodies of the enemy which might obstruct
the movement, etc.

The employment of artillery is facilitated, for example, by
determining (a) the dispositions of the enemy, (&) the dispo-
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sit ions ol' oiir own troops, (<) siu-li (,']i;in,m's in these dispositions
iis iiitiy occur from lime to time during the ])i-ogress of an
action; by observing the effect of our fire, nnd indicating, if

necessary, corrections which will insure its proper adjustment;
by reporting the arrival of hostile parties within dangerous
proximity of the artillery ]K>sition, etc.

The special functions ot s( onts are, then, to reconnoitcr, to

observe, to report.
490. The scouts pertaining to the batteries of a battalion are,

as a rule, instructed by the battalion adjutant. In service they
act as battalion scouts, under the immediate direction of the
adjutant (reconnaissance officer).
When a battery is detached from its battalion, however, its

scouts accompany it.

When the artillery force operating together comprises more
than one battalion, the artillery commander enii)loys, under his
own direction, sncli of the battalion scouts as he may need, or
else distributes the reconnaissance duties among the different
battalions.
49 7. On minor duties scouts may operate singly. Ordinarily,

however, they operate in pairs, one devoting his special aV
tenticm to gaining the desired information, the other looking
out for safety, keeping trnek of the route followed, and watch-
ing for signals from the main position or from neighboring
scouts. In especially important cases a patrol consisting of
several scouts under a reconnaissance officer is employed.

Scouts operate according to the rules laid down for patrols
(see Field Service Regulations, par. 72 ct scq.), so far as these
rules are applicable to their more restricted functions. When
sent on a duty they are to be given explicit instructions as to
the information required, as to the place for reporting, and as
to the time available for securing the desired information. Full
latitude is to be allowed them in the choice of ways and means
to carry out the duties imposed.
498. The nature of the duties to be performed by scouts is

indicated below :

1. In reconnoitering a designated road the scout prepares
himself to report esi>ecially upon: Its general ju-acticability
for artillery; pioneer work needed, if any; condition of the
road as affecting rate of march; strength of bridges; the exist-

ence of defiles on the road, such as causeways, bridges, narrow
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vallej'S, etc. ; practicability in general of leaving the road and
moving across adjacent country ;

existence of intersecting roads,

with direction and destination.

2. In selecting a route to a given point the scout endeavors
first to get a good view of the terrain. If no road exists in the

desired direction he studies the lay of the ground and judges
where the most practicable route will be. If possible, he selects

certain landmarks on the proposed route from which good views
can apparently be obtained, and proceeds rapidly from one to

the other, studying the country as he moves. Having deter-

mined a practicable line of advance to the given point he may
make more detailed investigations as he returns.

When the advance to an artillery position is in question it is

especially desirable that scouts should examine all the ground
in the neighborhood of the position so as to be able to lead
ofiicers or batteries quickly to any part of it.

3. In reconnoitering a route scouts must be especially careful

to note landmarks, to turn frequently and look at the country
which they have passed, and to take such other measures as
will enable them to surely retrace their steps either by day or

night. Practice in moving at night is particularly important for

scouts.

4. When sent to examine a place in which an enemy may be
concealed—for example, a wood, a defile, a village—scouts first

examine its approaches, its edges, and, if possible, its exits
; they

endeavor to reach a position from which they can overlook it;

ordinarily, one scout or one party should observe, while another
passes through the suspected place.

If preceding the column by only a short distance scouts must
act in such cases with great promptness.

5. When the information at hand as to the location and dis-

position of the enemy is insufficient, scouts may be pushed for-

ward to secure this information, both by personal reconnais-
sance and by communicating with our own advanced troops.
In such cases they should fix in their minds the lay of the
ground near the enemy's positions, noting such landmarks and
making such sketches as will enable them to give a clear de-

scription of his situation. Similar information should at the
same time be secured with regard to our own troops.

6. During an action, when observation of fire or of the terrain
is difficult, parties of scouts may be sent to occupy positions
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Skc'tion II.—Trdluhiij of -scouls.

499. For scout duty, alert, cool-lieaded and intelligent men
should be selected ; tliey should be good horsemen and have good
eyesight and good hearing.

Eacli scout should be provided with a good field glass or tele-

scope, a compass, a watch, a whistle, a pocket message and
sketch book, and a pencil.
500. The training of a scout should have for its object:

1. To develop his powers of observation.
2. To teach him what to look for and how to recognize it.

3. To teach him how to report intelligently and concisely.
The scout's powers of observation and description are devel-

oped first of all by simple exercises. Thus he may be required
to look at a given section of terrain and describe what he sees
in it.

The scout is made to appreciate the lay of the land as indi-

cated primarily by its water system, and secondarily by other
natural features, and by the works of man. A good eye for
country is thus to be acquired; the scout learns to appreciate
the configuration of a terrain which may be only partially visi-

ble to him, and thus deduce the most favorable routes for

traversing it, and the most probable positions for hostile occu-

pation.
The scout must also be taught to distinguish troops of the

different arms, to recognize their formations, and to familiarize
himself with their usual methods of action. He nmst acquire
the ability to appreciate a tactical situation and to give a clear

report of it.

The scout must be trained (a) to use field glasses or tele-

scopes; (&) to read maps; (e) to make reports both verbal and
written; {d) to make route sketches; (e) to make panorama
sketches of positions.

CHAPTER III.—AGENTS OF COMMUNICi^TION.

501. An agent of communication is an officer or enlisted
man charged with the duty of keeping a commander and a sub-
division of his command in touch with each other. He trans-
mits orders to the subdivision and keeps the commander in-

formed of all matters of importance affecting his subdivision.
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502. The duty devolves upon each subdivision to i)rovide
the agent of fommiiuication for linking it with the next higher
chief. The following are the agents regularly called for and
permanently detailed in an artillery command:
Between each battery commander and the battnlion com-

mander : One corporal.
Between each battalion commander and the regimental com-

mander : One sergeant.
Between each regimental coinniaiHlci' .-md the next higher

connnander : One officer.

Wiien the artillery operating with a given force consists of a
siiiu^e battery, a single battalion, or a single regiment, then the
agent who would have reported to the next higher artillery com-
mander, reports instead to the commander of the troops.
When the larger masses of artillery are involved, if the senior

artillery officer is not with the officer commanding the troops,
he sends an officer to link him with the latter.

When a command is so situated as to require other agents
than those specified above they are detailed by the subdivision
commanders concerned. Thus, when the battery reserves and
trains are united to form battalion or regimental reserves and
trains, the reserve and train commanders each detail an agent
to link them with the battalion or regimental commander, as the
case may be.

503. The special duties of an agent are:
1. To act as courier.

2. To mark the route.

Section I.—Compters,

504. A courier: (a) Makes every effort to keep himself in-

formed as to the location of the subdivision to which he per-

tains, and as to the route by which it may be most readily
reached.

(6) When sent on a mission he notes carefully the country
traversed, the facilities and difficulties which it affords for the

passage of troops, and endeavors to impress upon his mind the
features of the terrain so that he w^ould be able to guide troops
through it if called upon to do so.
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In pnrsiiinj? a given route for the first time, it is advisable to

turn freqiKMitly and observe liow objects appear after they have
been 1);iss(h1; retracing the same route is thus much facilitated.

(c) He moves promptly when on an errand, and allows

nothing to delay or interrupt him. All military persons are

required to expedite the movements of such messengers, to pro-
vide a fresh mount, if necessary, and point out promptly the
best routes for reaching the subdivision or individual sought.

(d) On reaching his destination, if the individual sought is

not immediately seen or recognized, he calls out his name or

military designation : e. g.,
" Commanding officer. Battery A,

(e) Having delivered the message, he waits in the presence
of the individual receiving it until notified whether or not an
answer is to be taken. In case of delay he asks for instructions.

Important messages should always be in writing, and should
be acknowledged by the receiver's initials on the envelope with
date and time.

Verbal messages should always be repeated by the courier in

the presence of the sender before starting on the errand. The
message should be couched in concise terms. The sender should
make sure that the courier grasps its spirit and meaning.

If a courier is aware of the nature of the message carried,
and has noted any circumstances bearing upon its subject-
matter since leaving the sender, he should, after delivering the

message, report the circumstances.

(/) If a courier, after diligent search, is unable to find the in-

dividual to whom he is sent, he should return promptly and
report the fact to the sender.

It is the duty of all subordinate commanders, however, to

notify the next higher commander when circumstances require
them to make, without the knowledge of the latter, a material
change of position.

(g) A courier should note matters of military interest, espe-
cially those affecting the subdivision to which he pertains, and
should make report of any essential matters on his return to the
officer to whom he is assigned.

If he carries an order directing a change of position of a
subdivision, it is often advisable to direct him to accompany the
subdivision into the new position so as to enable him to become
familiar with the ground and to be able to report upon condi-
tions in the new position.
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Skc'I'ion II. Mtirhiiiii I he roiih.

505. A\'li(Mi nil olliccr ]>r<MM'(]('S his coinmniHl for reconnais-
sance or other i)nriM)ses, or when the parts of a command fol-

lowing the same route are considerably separated, it is incnm-
bent upon tlie officer or party in front to mark the route, so that

uncertainty may not arise as to the direction to be followed.
A commander ordinarily employs bis agents on this duty ;

scouts or the members of bis staff or noncommissioned staff may
likewise be employed. The adjutant, or, in his absence, the

sergeant-major, of a battjilion or regiment is charged with
supervising this duty, and relieving the commanding officer of
the necessity of attending to it.

The parts of a column are linked to each other by mounted
noncommissioned officers or men left by the leading elements, in

turn, at places where uncertainty may arise.
506. A marker is made to understand clearly:

(a) The route to be followed.

(h) The particular organization to be guided.
(c) The message, if any, to be delivered.

(d) The route be is to follow^ in order to rejoin the com-
manding officer.

The marker indicates the correct route, acting as guide if

necessary over terrain where the route is difficult to follow,
and as soon as his mission is fulfilled hastens to rejoin his com-
manding officer. If necessary, mounted men may be temporarily
taken from the organizations of the command to increase the
number of markers. The number employed, however, should

always be the minimum consistent with insuring the uninter-

rupted march of the command.
By the establishment of well-understood conventions, or by

the use of suitable signs, the number of markers may be re-

duced. Thus, it should be understood that a main highway is

not, without indication, to be left for a minor road, and that a

straight road is not, without indication, to be left for one which
deviates from it. By marking arrows on trees and buidings,
or by other suitable signs, uncertainties of a minor nature may
be removed. In important cases, however, a marker should

always be left at places where a reasonable doubt may arise.
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CIIAPTKK l\\-ri:LKriI()XK AND SIGNAL COMMUNICA-
TION.

50 7. Each battery, battalion, and regimental commander is

provided with suitable telephonic and signalling apparatus.
When telephonic communication is to be employed, the exact

method of utilizing the material provided—the number of sta-

tions to be established, the kind of wire to be used—is deter-

mined by the circumstances of the case. If distances are short,

hand reels are used; if long, the battalion reel carts are em-

ployed. In selecting observing stations, ease and facility in

establishing and maintaining communication should be kept in

mind; battalion commanders may often post themselves near
one of their batteries, regimental commanders near one of their

battalions.
508. The following individuals should regularly receive this

instruction :

In each baitalion: (1) The battalion sergeant-major; (2)

the battalion agents of communication (one corporal from each

battery) ; (3) the battery signal details—a corporal and four

men from each battery (the corporal is designated as "tele-

phone corporal ;" he, as well as the four privates, should be
selected for special aptitude, and should then be assigned to the

fifth section of their battery; the privates are designated, re-

spectively. No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4); (4) the scouts (two
from each battery).

In each regiment: (1) The regimental sergeant-major; (2)
the regimental agents of communication (a sergeant from each

battalion) ; (3) the battalion details above mentioned.
509. Battery communication.—The "telephone corporal** is

charged with the establishment and maintenance of battery com-
munication and with the care of the material.

Whenever a battery commander is far enough away from his

battery to require telephone or signal communication to be es-

tablished between him and the battery, the corporal and Xo. 1

are the operators; the corporal at the battery. No. 1 at the

battery commander's station.

Whenever telephone or signal communication is established
between the battery commander and the battalion commander.
No. 2 is the operator at the battery commander's station.
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When telephone or signal coiuinunuation between the battery
commander and his batterj^ is not needed, and an anxiliary ob-

serving station for the battery is needed, {\ir corporal and No. 1

may be employcMl for th(^ establishment ol" coiuinunication with
snch station.

Nos. 3 and 4 are //ne guards, and are habitually mounted.
510. Battalion communication.—The battalion sergeant-major

is charged with the establishment and maintenance of communi-
cation between the battalion and battery commanders and with
the care of the material. During the reconnaissance of the
position he receives the battalion commander's instructions as
to the nature of the communications required.

If telephones are to be used he examines the ground and
determines the best route for the line of wire to follow. On the
arrival of the guns in position, or before their arrival, if desir-

able, he causes the wire to W laid, using the reel cart or the
hand reels, as circumstances may require. The operator at each
battery commander's station makes the connections necessary
for establishing his telephone on the line. The sergeant-major
acts as operator at the battalion commander's station.

If a station has also to be established for communication with
the regimental commander, one of the agents is designated as

operator.
If the battalion commander desires to employ telephonic com-

munication with an auxiliary observing station, one of the
scouts is designated as operator at the observing station, while
one of the agents is designated as operator at the battalion

commander's station.

511. Regimental communication.—The regimental sergeant-

major is ordinarily charged with the establishment and main-
tenance of communication between the regimental and battalion

commanders and with the care of the material. During the

reconnaissance of the position he receives the regimental com-
mander's instructions as to the nature of the communications

required and takes the necessary steps for establishing the

same.
If telephonic communication is called for, both in the regi-

ment and in the individual battalions, hand reels may be em-

ployed to lay the line in each battalion from battery to battery
and thence to the battalion commander's station; and the reel
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carts similarly to stretch the line from battalion to battalion
and thence to tlu^ re.i,Mniental commander's sin t ion. Or snch
other dispositions may be made as will best adai)t tlie material

l)r()vided to the needs of the i)articular case.

The sergeant-major acts as operator at the regimental com-
mander's station.

512. Guarding the line.—Whenever wire is stretched for tele-

phonic communication, line guards must be immediately posted.
Their duties are to warn all parties approaching the wnre of its

existence and location, to prevent injury to the line, if possible,
and to repair such injury as may occur; for the latter purpose
they are provided with the necessary repair kits.

Nos. 3 and 4 of each battery signal detail constitute the line

guards.
The telephone corporal in battery communication, the bat-

talion sergeant-major in battalion, and the regimental sergeant-
major in regimental communication attend to the assignment of
these guards to the various lines of wire which may be
stretched.



Part VI.

ARTILLERY IN THK FIELD.

CHAPTER III.—KECONNAISSANCE AND SELECTION OF
POSITIONS.

Section I.—Choice of position.

600. To ixtst ili(> .iruiis so .-IS lo ]>(^ al)l(* to carry out effectively
the task assigned is always the lirst consideration in tlie selee^
tion of a position.
Other important considerations arc:

1. Securing a large field of fire.

2. Concealment from view.
3. Facility of movement to the front, flanks, and rear.
4. Proximity of good cover for teams, etc.

5. Favorable conditions for resupply. of ammunition.
601. By a suitable choice of positions and of observing sta-

tions a great part of the terrain within range of the guns may
be included within the field of fire. The nature of the case
will decide whether direct or indirect laying, or a combination
of the two, is to be employed.
602. The existence of dead spaces may be obviated and the

field of fire enlarged by the skillful disposition of the units of an
artillery command. ]More or less dispersion of the units is

thus in general called for.

By an intelligent dispersion of units, moreover, the effect of
the enemy's fire is diminished and his difiiculties in adjustment
increased

;
on the other hand, concentration of effort on our own

part may be secured by good organization of the services of
information and communication.
603. When not incompatible with the effective accomplish-

ment of the duty to be performed, concealment from view is

always to be sought. This is true whether direct or indirect
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layiiiL: is oiuitloyed. Ky reudeiHiij^ the gims inconspicuous, or

entirely eoiueMlini: them, their sustained service may be counted

uj)()n, while the difficulties of the enemy in locating his targets
and adjusting liis tire are increased.

604. SIvill in the concealment of guns is to be acquired by
careful study of ground and by extensive experience on a varied

terrain. The following suggestions are to be noted :

Positions which, from the enemy's point of view, are on the

sl^y line are usually the most conspicuous. By placing the guns
below the sky line, so that they will have a favorable back-

ground, and by preventing movements of the personnel, a bat-

tery may be unrecognized even though it is in the open. It is

important, however, to have a crest, a hedge, or a clump of trees

in front, so as to increase the enemy's difficulties of observation
and of exact location. In the absence of natural cover, artificial

means may be used to conceal the guns.
A position in rear of a crest, with a parallel crest of about

the same height in front and some distance away, offers many
advantages. The enemy is apt to mistake the crest nearest him
for the one actually occupied and to consider shots falling be-

tween the crests as beyond his target. Trees, a hedge, standing
grain, etc., four or five hundred yards in front of the guns, and
so that the line of sight just passes over them, may similarly
serve to deceive the enemy as to our actual position.
When indirect laying is to be employed, a position just far

enough behind a gently sloping crest to insure the concealment
of the flash best facilitates running the guns up to the crest,
should direct laying be called for. If the position is discovered
by the enemy, however, and the crest is plainly seen by him,
tlie guns are in a very vulnerable position, as shrapnel may be
employed to search such a reverse slope very effectively.
The most advantageous position, from the point of view of

concealment alone, is one at least four hundred yards in rear
of a covering mass, and hidden from the view of any auxiliary
observers of the enemy pushed to the front or flanks.
A defilade of at least twelve feet is necessary for the con-

cealment of the flash.

Keeping the ground in front of the muzzles soaked with water
prevents the raising of dust by the blast of discharge.
605. Firing over friendly troops.—Firing over the heads of

our own troops is to be regarded as a normal procedure.
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Froodoni is thus gained to i)©st artillery so as to cover effect-

ively tlie whole front of combat, to realize tlie power of con-
centrating the tire of widely separated nnits, and to avoid dan-
gerons massing of guns.
606. Ruses.—Dummy emplacements suitably prepared will

often serve to deceive the enemy, dislr.ict liis .iiUMition, and
cause him to waste anununition.

A lew guns may be sent to occupy advanced positions with
\ icw of drawing the enemy's fire and leading him to disclose

his positions and strength. Such guns should be posted with
wide intervals; their rapidity of fire may be utilized to produce
llu' iu)i)ression ()f constituting a large force of artillery.

Section 1 1.—Reconnaissance,

60 7. The duty of locating the enemy and of securing in-

formation concerning him devolves in general upon troops of
the other arms. It is most essential that the information thus
secured should be promptly transmitted to the artillery. As
successful cooi)erative action depends in great measure upon
the maintenance of quiclv and reliable intercommunication be-

tween the different elements of a command, artillery command-
ers should use every means in their power to establish such
relations with commanders of the other arms as will insure

prompt transmission of information.
608. The artillery must, however, obtain for itself such spe-

cial information as is needed to insure the proper posting and
the effective employment of the guns to carry out the tasks

assigned it. For this i)urpose reconnaissances are made by the

artillery commander and his. immediate subordinates, assisted

by their respective reconnaissance officers and scouts.

The effective action of artillery is enhanced by (a) select-

ing at once the most favorable positions; (&) making the nec-

essary preliminary dispositions, such as securing firing data,

organizing a suitable information and communication service;

(c) preparing cover; (d) posting the guns without the knowl-

edge of the enemy; and (e) opening at the proper time a sud-

den, unexpected, and overpowering fire upon the designated
objectives.
When it is necessary to bring guns into action quickly for

the support of otlK^* ti*ooi)s, the main consideration is to get
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them as promptly as possible to a place from which they can
render effective support. In such a case delay occasioned by the

search for technical and tactical advantages is entirely inad-

missible. A good eye for ground and skill in making use of

available cover may, however, even here permit an artillery
commander to post his guns advantageously.
As a rule, though, the necessity for the employment of artil-

lery may be foreseen, and opportunity may be gained for timely

preparation.
609. It is essential that the officer commanding the artil-

lery should be in close touch with the officer commanding the

troops; he should accompany him on the preliminary recon-

naissance; should be kept constantly informed as to the tactical

situation and the plan of action, and should receive early in-

structions as to the special tasks to be performed by the artil-

lery. Similarly, subordinate artillery commanders should be

kept informed of the general plan of action and of the situation

so far as it affects them.
At the earliest opportunity the officer commanding the artil-

lery reconnoiters the ground which is to be the scene of action
and selects the positions for the artillery in accordance with the
instructions which he has received and the tactical requirements
of the situation. He causes his immediate subordinate com-
manders to accompany him, or informs them when and where
they are to report to receive their instructions and undertake
their own reconnaissances. It is important that they should
reach the ground at the earliest practicable moment.
610. In undertaking a reconnaissance an artillery com-

mander should have a clear idea in his mind of the general
plan of action and of the task to be accomplished by the force
under his command. Unembarrassed by details, he should
study the tactical situation 'and the lay of the ground, select
the position with a view to carrying out his special mission,
and arrange for the necessary preparatory dispositions. The
details of securing information, etc., should be performed by
reconnaissance officers and scouts.
611. It is often advisable to attach artillery reconnaissance

officers to advance troops in order that they may secure early
information as to the enemy, and give the artillery commanders
detailed information as to the ground available for occupation by

55483—08 11
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tx ;irlillrry n:ul as to iiic locMtiou niul (lisiM>sitiou of the enemy
and of friendly troops. To insure effective cooperative action,
sncli officers may similarly be attached to the infantry firini?
line dnrinjr an action, in order to keei) the artillery connnander
informed as to changes in the tactical situation and as to the
cooperation desired of the artillery by the infantry.

Kecoimaissance officers of the smaller artillery units may be
attached to the senior artillery commander, when action is im-
minent, in order that they may commence, before the arrival
of their own innnediate connnander, the detailed reconnaissance
of the position selected for the i^articular unit concerned. A
reconnaissance officer oi)eratinj: in this manner, as well as one
who arrives with his innnediate commander, examines th(^

neiirhborhood of the position, locates the (Micniy. prepares firin.u:

data, and, in .general, secures the necessary information for his

commandinjx officer and relieves the lattoi- <>f detnils.

612. Scouts may, when necessity recpiirc'S. lu^ emiJloyod to

])erform the duties prescribed fo)' rer-onnaissance officers, or

they may be used to assist the latter and supplement the- m-
formation secured by them.
613. Iteconnaissance duties pertaiiiin.ir to various individuals

in a force comprisin.ir several battalions of artillery are indicated
Inflow: ilio summary thus i^iven. however, is to be regarded
merely as a cceneral ij:uid(\ uud not as si)ecifyin.ii: all the duties
to be performed :

Officer commanding the ariillery—
(a) Informs himself as to the enemy's location and disposi-

tions.

{h) Examines the terrain indicated as the general position
for the artillery.

(c) Assigns the battalions to duties and to positions in ac-

cordance with the proposed plan of action.

{(I) Takes general measures to msure intercommunication be-

tween the artillery and the other arms, as well as between the
elements of the artillery itself.

(c) Takes general measures to insure the support of the ar-

tillery and its resupply.

Baitalion commander—
{a) Secures by personal observation and by the employment

of his reconnaissance officer and scouts information as detailed
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as possible as to: Tlio location and (lisi)()sition of the enemy;
the location and disposition of friendly troops; the terrain in

the neighborhood of the position—the best methods of approach-
ing it advantageously, its freedom from the enemy, etc.

(&) Examines the general position assigned him, and selects

the most suitable positions for the batteries.

(c) Assigns the batteries to duties and to positions.

(d) Determines whether or not artificial cover is necessary,
giving the necessary instructions" therefor in case of need.

(e) Provides for such auxiliary observing stations as may be
needed to secure information as to the effectiveness of our own
fire and as to the movements of the enemy and of friendly

troops.

(/) Provides for communication with battery commanders
and with observing stations.

(g) Makes sure that the security of the position is provided
for by adjacent troops or by scouts.

(70 Selects practicable routes for subsequent possible move-
ments to the front, flanks, or rear.

(i) Provides for the resupply of ammunition, selecting a posi-
tion for the reserve in case the battery reserves are united.

Battery commander—
(a) Examines the target assigned him and studies carefully

the ground in it§ neighborhood.
(&) Examines the ground assigned him for a position and

picks out the most suitable place within the limits imposed for

posting the guns.
If direct laying is to be employed, he makes sure that each

gunner wiJl be able to see through the sights the part of the
target to be assigned to him.

If indirect laying is to be employed, he makes sure that each
gun will be able to fire over any intervening obstacle, and selects
an aiming point, verifying the fact that each gunner will be
able to see it through the sight.

(c) Selects a suitable observing station.

(d) Arranges for such battery communications as may be
necessary.

(e) Determines the best method of approaching the position,
under cover, if possible.

(f) Selects the place for posting liis teams.
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(//) SolcM-ts position i'ov lils i-csoi've ( wIkmk^vcm' llie battery
rcsriNcs :\vo posted S('j>.irnt«'l\ i, (l<.iii,i: so with an eye to facili-

tating' the siii)ply of annnuniti(>n under cover.
(//) Secures such lirin^^ data as may be needed.
(/) Joins his battery and jjosts it in the position.
The reconnaissance officer—
A reconnaissance oflicer is, in general, charged with:
ia) Securing by personal reconnaissance (assisted by scouts)

such information as to the enemy, our own trooi)S, or the ter-
rain as the officer to whom he is attached may desire.

{b) Supervising the work of scouts, observing parties, etc.

(c) Securing such firintr data, preparing such sketches and
tabulating such data as may be rt^iuisite to assist in the direc-
tion and conduct of tire.

\(l) Overlooking the field of action, watciiiiii.' for movements
of tile cncn*y and of our own tr(»o]is which may affect the situa-
tion, and kcci>ing liis commanding officer apprised of changes in
the situation.

614. An artillery reconnaissance officer attached to advanced
troops should, as soon as possible after the determination of the
(Micmy's location, submit to the artillery commander a report
giving such information as is obtainable as to the enemy, and
describing the most suitable position for our own artillery.
This report should be accompanied by a position sketch in plan,
sho\ving the enemy's position, the position selected for our own
artillery, the characteristics of the country intervening between
the two, the routes by which the selected position may be best

ap])roaclied, and such other important information as may be

readily set forth. The report should embrace information such
as the following, relative to the position selected: ia) Ease or
difficulties of the route of approach, stating difficulties, if any ;

(&) possibility of approach under cover; (c) whether direct or
indirect laying is recommended; {d) cover afforded for guns;
(e) need of providing artificial cover; (/) number of guns
which may be posted advantageously in the position; {g) facili-

ties for protecting the material, animals, etc.; {h) facility for

resupply of ammunition; (i) in case indirect laying is recom-

mended, possibility of securing good aiming points and good ob-

serving stations, and of firing over intervening obstacles.

As to the enemy, the report should include information as to:

{a) his apparent numerical strength; (&) what is known as to
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the position of his artillery ;
in the absence of definite informa-

tion, the probable position of his batteries should be indicated.
615. Whether in a position thus tentatively selected or in

one chosen by an artillery commander, a reconnaissance officer

is required in approi)riate cases to prepare a panorama sketch
of the enemy's position. The known positions of the enemy,
and prominent features of the landscape as well, are named or
numbered on the sketch ; copies of such a sketch being sent to
the subordinate artillery commanders, the indication of objec-
tives may be facilitated. Firing data is also secured by the
reconnaissance officer and that pertaining to each important
position shown in the sketch is indicated above it in the margin.
When individuals, using such a sketch for identification of po-
sitions, are widely separated, allowance must be made for differ-

ence in point of view
; moreover, in such cases, the firing data

should either be omitted from the sketch or should be trans-
formed for use in each position concerned. The position from
which the sketch was made should always be plainly described
on the sketch.



Part VII.

CEREMONIES.

CHAPTER I.—GKXKTtAL RIFLES.

1000. On all occasions of ceremony troops are arranged
from ri.Lrlit to left in line and from head to rear in colnnm in the
folhtwiiiLr (tnler: First, infantry: second, field artillery; third,

(•;i\:ilry. Anillery scrx in.i: as inf.-intry is posted as infantry; dis-

mounted cnvalry and marines are on the left of the infantry in

the order named ; engineer troops and detachments of the signal

corps are on the right of the command to which they are at-

tached ; detachments of the hospital corps are assigned to place
according to the natnre of the service. When cavalry and field

artillery or field artillery and infantry are reviewed together
without other troops, the artillery is posted on the left. In the
same arm, regulars, volunteers, and militia are posted in line

from right to left or in column from head to rear in the order
named. In reviews of large bodies of troops the different arms
and classes are posted at the discretion of the commanding gen-

eral, due regard being paid to their position in camp. On all

other occasions troops of all classes are posted at the discretion

of the general or senior commander.
1001. At formations for ceremony sabers are drawn. At

ceremonies, mounted, the pieces are in front. Mounted officers

in facing toward the line and in resuming their front always
execute a left about.

Staff and noncommissioned staff officers, when it is not other-

wise prescribed, draw and return saber with their chief.

CHAPTER II.—REVIEWS.

Section I.—General Rules.

1002. The adjutant or the adjutant-general posts men or

otherwise marks the points where the column changes direction,
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in such manner that the right flank in passing the reviewing
officer shall be about ten yards from him.
1003. The post of the reviewing officer, usually opposite

the center of the line, is marked by a flag.

1004. The reviewing officer, his staff, and others at the

reviewing stand, salute the standard as it passes whether the
standard salutes or not

; those with arms not drawn salute by
uncovering. The reviewing officer returns the salute of the

commanding officer of the troops, and of such commanding
officer only.

1005. The staff of the reviewing officer is in single rank,
six yards in rear of him, in the following order from right to
left: Chief of staff, officers of the general staff corps, adjutant-
general, aids, then the other members of the staff in the order
of rank, the senior on the right; the flag and orderlies place
themselves three yards in rear of the staff, the flag on the

right.
1006." Officers of the same or higher grade and distin-

guished personages invited to accompany the reviewing officer

place themselves on his left; their staffs and orderlies place
themselves respectively on the left of the staff and orderlies of
the reviewing officer ;

all others who accompany the reviewing
officer place themselves on the left of his staff, their orderlies
in rear. A staff officer is designated to escort distinguished per-
sonages and to indicate to them their proper positions.
100 7. When riding around the troops, the reviewing officer

may direct that his staff", flag, and orderlies remain at tlie post
of the reviewing officer or that only his personal staff and flag
shall accompany him

;
in either of these cases the commanding

officer alone accompanies the reviewing officer. If the review-
ing officer is accompanied by his staff, the staff officers of the
commander place themselves on the right of the staff of the re-

viewing officer.

While passing in review or riding around troops a staff is

formed in one or more ranks, according to its size.

1008. The staff, flag, and orderlies of brigade commanders
place themselves in the order prescribed for the staff, flag, and
orderlies of the reviewing officer.

1009. When the reviewing officer is not in front or in rear
of a regiment, its commander may cause it to stand at ease, to

rest, or to dismount and rest, and to resume attention and mount,
but so as not to interfere with the ceremony.
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1010. When the commanding officer of the troops turns out
of the oolnnni, his post is on the ri^ht of the reviowinj; officer;
liis stnfT, in sinj^le rank, (ui Hh* riirht of the staff nln\-i<ly there;
liis lla^^ and orderlies in icar of Jiis staff.

Wlien tlie column has passed, the commanding officer, witliout
changing iwsition, salutes the reviewing officer and then with
his staff and orderlies rejoins his command.

If the person reviewing the command is not mounted, the
commanding officer and his staff, on turning out of the column
after passing the reviewing officer, dismount preparatory to

taking post on the right of the reviewing officer and his staff.

In such case the salute of a commanding officer, prior to

rejoining his command, is made .with the hand before re-

iiionntlng.
10 11. l>attali()ii cniniiianders repeat the commands of their

regimental eonnnander.
Whenever the colonel faces the line to give commands, the

majors face at the same time ; they resume their front after see-

ing the movement executed. All such commands are executed
when they have been repeated by the majors. When the com-
mand repeated is Present saber, the lieutenant-colonel and the
colonel's staff salute at the command of the colonel; the major's
staff salutes at the command of the major; the colonel and
majors salute after resuming their front; each staff returns to
the carry at the command of its chief. The same rules apply
to the colonels and majors and to the general's, colonel's, and
major's staffs whenever the brigade commander faces the line to

give commands.
When passing in review, the staff of each commander salutes

and returns to the carry with him.
1012. When the general, the colonel, or the major faces the

line to give commands, the staff and orderlies do not change
position.
1013. Each guidon, and, when the rank of the reviewing

officer entitles him to the honor, each standard salutes at the
colonel's command, Present saber; and again in passing in re-

view when six yards from the reviewing officer. The standard
and the guidons are raised at the command. Carry saber, or
when they have passed six yards beyond the reviewing officer.

1014. The band of each regiment plays while the reviewing
officer is passing in front of and in rear of the regiment.
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Dnrini? the march in review each band, immediately after

inissinir tlie roviowiii.i? oflicer, turns ont of the cohnnn, talves

post in front of and facinij: him, continues to play until its regi-

ment has passed, then ceases playing and follows in rear of its

regiment ;
the band of the following regiment commences to play

as soon as the preceding band has ceased. The musicians of

each regiment, except those pertaining to the regimental and
battalion commanders, are consolidated in rear of the band.

If the band be not present the musicians of each regiment,
with the exceptions above noted, are consolidated and posted in

double rank in a position corresponding to that of the band.

They conform to what is prescribed for the band, the chief

trumpeter taking post and performing the duties of the drum
major.

In a single battalion when no band is present, the musicians
of the battalion, with the exception above noted, are formed in

single rank and posted as prescribed for the buglers of the regi-

ment, conforming to what is prescribed for them.
This rule applies to all ceremonies.
1015. If the rank of the reviewing officer entitles him to the

honor, the march or flourishes are sounded by the buglers when
sabers are presented; and sounded again in passing in review at

the moment the standard salutes, by the buglers halted in front

of the reviewing officer.

Buglers with the regimental or battalion commanders do not
sound the march or flourishes.

1016. The formation for review may be modified to suit the

ground, and the present arms and the ride around the line by
the reviewing officer may be dispensed with.
1017. If the post of the reviewing officer is on the left of

the column, the troops march in review with the guide left
;
the

commanding officer and his staff turn out of the column to the

left, taking post as prescribed above but to the left of the re-

viewing officer.

1018. Field artillery, except mountain artillery, passes in re-

view at a walk, trot, or gallop. When passing at the trot or

gallop, no salutes are made except by the commander of the

troops when he leaves the reviewing officer.

Mountain artillery passes in review at the walk only.
1019. When the command is to pass at an increased gait

the baud (or musicians if no band be present) remains in front
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of the reviewing officer and continues to pl*ay until the column
has completed its second change of direction after passing the
reviewing officer. As soon as the increased gait is taken up
by the column the band i)lays in appropriate time, ceasing
when the column has again completed the second change of
direction after passing the reviewing officer. Upon the comple-
tion of the review the band returns to the position it occupied
before marching in review or is dismissed, as may be directed.
If there be more than one regiment the band of the last regi-
ment in column remains in front of the reviewing officer; the
others turn out of the column when the increased gait is taken
ui) by their respective regiments, and rejoin them, or are dis-

missed on the termination of the review.
Note.—When an increased gait is taken up mountain artillery

turns out of the column.
1020. In reviews of brigades or larger commands each bat-

talion, after its rear has passed the reviewing officer fifty yards,
takes an increased gait for one hundred yards in order not
to interfere with the march of the column in rear.

The troops having passed the reviewing officer return to their

camps by the most practicable route, being careful not to delay
the march of the troops in rear of them.
1021. When field artillery is reviewed in line with cavalry

or infantry, it is formed in line with the leading drivers of the
sections aligned on the front rank of the infantry or on the
rank of cavalry.
At the connnand Close ranks, March, with infantry, or Atten-

tion, posts, with cavalry, the artillery commander commands:
1. Attention; 2. POSTS. The chiefs of platoon and standard
bearer resume their posts in line.

The forge, store, and kit pack mules do not accompany the"

batteries at the review. If there be no inspection the mechanics

may be assigned for duty as cannoneers.
1022. When it is necessary that an organization should be

reviewed before an inspector junior in rank to the commanding
officer, the commanding officer receives the review and Is accom-

panied by the inspector, who takes post on his left.

Section II.—Battalion review,

1023. The battalion being in line, the major faces to the

front: the reviewing officer takes his post; the major turns
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about and commands : 1. Prepare for review; 2. MARCH, The
staff remains in position, facing to the front.

At the command March, the chiefs of platoons, and the stand-

ard bearers if present with the standards, moA e up on the line

of captains. Noncommissioned officers acting as chiefs of pla-
toon do not move up on the line of captains.
The major then faces to the front.

The reviewing officer moves a few yards toward the major
and halts

;
the major turns about, commands : 1. Present; 2.

SABER, and again turns about and salutes.

The reviewing officer returns the salute; the major turns

about, brings the battalion to carry saber and again turns to

the front.

The reviewing officer approaches to within about six yards of
the major; the latter salutes, returns saber, joins the reviewing
officer, takes post on his right and accompanies him around the
battalion. The reviewing officer proceeds to the right of the

band, passes along the front of the officers to the left of the line

and returns to the right, passing in rear of the line. The re-

viewing officer and those accompanying him salute the standard
when passing in front of it.

While the reviewing officer is riding around the battalion the
band plays, ceasing when he leaves the right to return to his

post.
On arriving again at the right of the line the major salutes,

halts, and, when the reviewing officer and staff have passed,
moves directly to his post in front of the battalion, faces it,

draws saber, and commands : 1. Attention; 2. POSTS. The chiefs
of platoon and standard bearers execute a left about and take
their posts in line. The major commands : 1. By the right f/ank;
2. MARCH; 3. Battalion; 4. HALT. The command Halt is given
as soon as the teams have completed the wheel. The band
takes post thirty-six yards in front of the leading battery.
The column being formed, the major commands: 1. Pass in

review; 2. Forward; 3. MARCH ; 4. Guide right. At the command
March, the column marches off, the band playing. Without
command from the major, the column changes direction at the
points indicated, and column of batteries at full distances with
guide to the right is formed successively to the left at the sec-
ond change of direction. The major takes his post twenty-four
yards in front of the band, immediately after the second change.
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The band having: passed the reviewing officer, tnrns to the left
out of the column, takes post in front of and facinj; the review-
ing otticer and remains there initil the review terminates.
When tlie major is six yards from the reviewing officer hr

and his staff salute, turning the head and eyes sharply to th<'

right. When the major has passed six yards beyond the re

viewing officer they resume the carry, turning the head and
eyes to the front.
The other officers, noncommissioned staff officers and the

drum major, salute at the point prescribed for the major, turn-

ing the head and 'eyes as above described. Noncommissioned
officers commanding platoons salute with the hand.
The reviewing officer returns the salutes of the major and of

the standard only.
The major, havin.u' saluted, takes post on the right of the

reviewing officer, remains there until the rear of the battalion
has passed, then salutes and rejoins his battalion. The band
ceases to play when the column has completed its second change
of direction after passing the reviewing officer.

The review terminates when the rear battery has passed the

reviewing officer; the band then ceases to play and rejoins the
battalion or is dismissed. The major and his staff rejoin the
battalion.

Review of a Battalion witfi Closed Intervals.

1024. The battalion is formed in line, each battery being at
closed intervals. The review is conducted according to the

principles previously explained, except that instead of first

forming flank column the battalion is formed in column of bat-

teries with closed intervals but full distances and passes in

review in that formation.
Note.—A mountain artillery battalion, although formed in

line with closed intervals, passes in review as already explained
(1023), the commands being, in this case: 1. Pass in review; 2.

By the right flank; 3. MARCH; 4. Guide right.

Section III.—Regimental review,

1025. The regiment may be formed in line with full or

closed intervals, in line of masses or in such other formation as

the nature of the ground and the presence of other troops may
necessitate.
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When the formation is in line with full intervals, the colonel
takes post facing to the front; the reviewing officer takes his

post ;
the colonel turns about and commands : 1. Prepare for re-

view; 2. MARCH. The battalions are prepared for review as pre-
scribed under Battalion Review. The review then proceeds as
in the battalion review, substituting colonel for major and regi-
ment for battalion.

In riding around the regiment, the reviewing officer passes to

the left in rear of the line of majors, then returns in rear of the
line of carriages to the right.
At the second change of direction each major takes post

twenty-four yards in front of his leading battery. When at
closed intervals, this distance is suitably reduced.

1026. When the regiment is formed in line with closed

intervals, the rules for the review of a battalion in line with
closed intervals apply.
102 7. When in line of masses or other formation, the re-

view is conducted according to the same principles, each battery
being placed in march in time to follow the preceding one at
the proper distance.

Section IV.—Brigade review,

1028. The brigade is formed and prepared for review as
explained for the regiment. The brigade commander and staff

^take post about thirty yards in front of the line of colonels,
'when in line

;
about thirty yards in front of the leading colonel,

when in column.
The review is conducted according to the principles laid down

for regimental review, the brigade commander taking post
twenty-four yards in front of the leading colonel when at about
one hundred yards from the reviewing officer.

Section V.—Garrison review,

1029. A review of a body of troops less than a division,
composed of different arms, is conducted on the principles laid
down for a regiment.
The senior officer present commands the review

;
the senior

officer present with each arm commands that arm. The troops
of each arm form on the line according to the principles pre-
scribed in the Drill Regulations for that arm.
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I'.Mcli cniiiiiiniKlci- ,i;i\('S llic coiimiaiHls necessary io c-ii-i-y out
I lie ()r(l(M-s of llie olIiciM* coimiiniuliii;^' the review.

I lie <()iiiiiiandinj; otticer, Imviiig saluted, turns out and joins
I lie rcxievving officer. The other commanders do not turii out
<•( tlu- column.

CHAPTER TIT.—INSPECTIONS.

Section 1. -(icncnil h*i(]<s.

10;50. The inspector presci-ibcs the kind «»f inspection which
lie desires.

1();M. If liicrc l)c l)(>lli iiisi»cct ion .-nid i-e\iew, the insi)ection
m.-iy eitiiei- |)rec('<lo oi- follow Ihc* review.

W'hiMi an inspection follows a rc\iew with the other arms the
field artillery proceeds, at the i>roi»er time, to the ])]ace desij?-
nated by the inspector and is insi»octed separately.

Section IT.—Uattviij Inspection, Mounted.

1082. The battery beinir in line, the captain commands: 1.

Prepare for inspection, 2. ACTION FRONT.
Tlie order hi battery ('>74) is formed, the materiel of the

third platoon disposed as in park (383), the breechblocks being
left open imtil inspected.
The chiefs of the tirst and second platoons take post opposite

the center and fonr yards in front of the line of muzzles of their

l)latoons. The chief of the third platoon takes post opposite its

center on line with the other chiefs of platoon.
The teams being in position, the captain commands: Right

dress, verifies the alignment of the officers, the guns and the

teams, commands : Front, and posts himself, when not acting as

inspector, eight yards in front of the line of muzzles, opposite
the center of the battery.

If the ammunition and supply trains are present they are held
on the left flank under their proper commanders, but are not
unpacked unless specially directed by the inspector, in which
case cargoes are disposed in prolongation of the line of guns
and the i)ack mules are herded in prolongation of the line of
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teams. The meclianics are with the amnuinition train, the

cooks with the supply train.

Tf no trnin is present all the personnel are posted as already
]»rosci'il)(Hl (o77-380), with the exceptions stated above.

Chiefs of platoon cause all tools and spare parts to be exhib-

ited for Inspection.
When acting as inspector the captain inspects the chiefs of

platoon from ri.2:ht to left; then the quartermaster-sergeant,
stable sergeant, and chief mechanic; passes by the rear of the

battery to the i)ost of the first sergeant and inspects him ;

thence by the rear of the battery to the right flank, where he
returns saber and inspects the musicians and guidon.
He goes to tlie right section of the right platoon and inspects

the section, commencing with the chief of section, passing in

order to the annnunition, the gun, and the teams. He then

similarly inspects the other sections in order from riglit to left.

When the captain commences the inspection of the right pla-
toon the cliiefs of the other platoons cause their platoons to

stand at ease, calling them to attention as the captain ap-
proaches their platoons. Each chief of platoon accompanies
the captain during the inspection of his platoon. As soon as a

platoon is iits])ected its commander causes it to take the march
order and then to stand at ease. The platoon commander faces
his platoon while at ease.

The insjiector may cause mounted men to dismount and may
conduct all or any part of his inspection on foot.

The inspection being completed the battery is packed and dis-

missed or otherwise disposed of as the inspector may direct.

1033. The battery carries for inspection every article that
is prescribed as pnrt of its regular equipment and for which
"^here is a specially designated place assigned.
The battery will be inspected frequently in full marching

order.
1034. Should the inspector be other than the captain the

latter, having prepared his battery for inspection and taken his

post, salutes when the inspector arrives in front of him. The
inspector returns the salute, inspects the captain, and then in-

spects the battery in the order just prescribed. As soon as in-

«]iect(Yl the cajitain returns saber and accompanies the inspector.
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Battery Inspection, Dismounted.

1085. Tlie battery beiiii? in line, tlie officers at carry saber,
the captaiu causes the ranks to be opened and commands: 1.

Inspection; 2. PISTOL. Each man as the inspector approaches
him executes inspection pistol.

^
1036. The captain returns saber, inspects the chiefs of pla-

toon, the front ranlv, tlie rear rank, and the file closers, begin-
ning on the right of each and returning by the left and rear.

During the inspection of the ranks the lieutenants face about
and stand at ease

; they may be directed to accompany the cap-
tain or to assist in the inspection. Upon the completion of the

inspection the lieutenants face to the front and resume the
attention

;
the captain closes the ranks and dismisses the

battery.
103 7. Should the inspector be other than the captain the

latter opens ranks and, when the inspector approaches, brings
the battery to attcnition, faces to the front and salutes. The
salute acknowledged, the captain carries saber, faces about,
commands: 1. Inspection; 2. PISTOL, and again faces to the
front.

The inspection proceeds as before; the captain returns saber
and accompanies the inspector ns soon as the latter has in-

spected him.
At inspection of quarters the inspector is accompanied by

the captain and followed by the other officers, or by such of

them as he may designate; the men, without accouterments,
stand uncovered near their respective bunks; in camp they
stand covered, without accouterments, in front of their tents;

upon the approach of the inspector the first sergeant commands :

ATTENTION, salutes and leads the way through the quarters or

camp.
Section III.—Battalion inspection,

1038. The battalion being in column of batteries, on the

approach of the inspector the major commands: 1. Prepare for

inspection; 2. MARCH.
The batteries are prepared for inspection as already pre-

scribed. - ''^

The buglers join their batteries. The drum major conducts

the band, if there be one, to the rear of the column, passing
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by tlio v'lixht flank, and places it facing to the front thirty-six

y'nrds in rc.ir of tli(' rear battc^ry and opens ranks.

'riu^ baltalioii staff oHircrs place tlieniselves in line with one

yard intervals, about forty yards in front of the coUunn, op-

posite the center, in order of rank from right to left; the non-

comndssioned statf form in a similar manner six yards in rear

of the staff officers ;
the gnard of th6 standard marches to th(»

front and takes post six yards in rear of the center of the line

of the noncommissioned staff. The major takes post in front

of the center of the column six yards in front of the staff.
'

Field and staff officers senior in rank to the inspector do not

take post in front of the column, but accompany him.
The inspector insi)ects the major and, accompanied by the

latter, inspects the staff officers.

The major and his staff", as soon as inspected, return saber

and accompany the inspector. The noncommissioned staff*

officers do not return saber until inspected.
The inspector, commencing at the head of the cohunn, inspects

the noncommissioned staff, guard of the standard, and band.
The noncommissioned staff and guard of the standard may be

disnussed as soon as inspected.
The captain of each battery not undergoing inspection brings

the men to rest. As the mspector approaches the battery the

captain brings it to attention; as soon as he himself has been

inspected he returns saber and accompanies the inspector. The
inspector proceeds as in Battery Inspection. At its completion
the captain brings the battery to rest. Upon intimation from
the inspector the major may direct that each battery in turn be
dismissed as soon as inspected.
The band plays during the inspection of the batteries.

When the inspector approaches the band the adjutant com-
mands : 1. Inspection, 2. INSTRUMENTS, and the band is in-

spected as prescribed in paragraph 1085.
1();?9. The battalion may be inspected in line. The inspec-

tion is conducted according to the same principles as when
formed in column. The major and his staff are inspected at

their posts in front of the center of the line
;
the band, which

remains at its post on the right, is next inspected; then the bat-

teries in order from right to left.
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1040. If the iiia.joi- is liiiiis(Mf the inspector \\u^ insi)ection
is coiKliicted accordiii,^ t<> liic s.-uiic princii^les.

Section IW I'cf/imrnhil ins/n clion.

1041. The coininniids niid menus nrc the same as prescribed
for a battalion.

In column tlie staff of tlie colonel forms in line at intervals
of one yard about thirty yards in front of the major of the first

battalion, the adjutant on the right, the other staff officers in
order of rank from right to left. The lieutenant-colonel is on
tlie right of the staff. In line these officers form similarly sixty
yards in front of the center of tlie regiment. The noncommis-
sioned staff forms in a corresponding manner six yards in rear
of the commissioned staff ; the guard of the standard takes post
six yards in rear of the center of the line of noncommissioned
staff". The colonel takes post twelve vnrds in front of the center
of his staff.

The inspector inspects the colonel, and, accompanied by the

latter, inspects the lieutenant-colonel and staff officers.

The colonel, lieutenant-colonel, and staff, as soon as inspected,
return saber and accompany the inspector.
Commencing at the head of the column, the inspector in-

spects the noncommissioned staff, guard of the standard, each
battalion in succession, and the band.
The major of a battalion not undergoing inspection brings

the battalion to rest. On the approach of the inspector the

major brings his battalion to attention and accompanies the

inspector through his battalion. The inspection is conducted
as in Battalion Inspection, each captain resting his battery
while not undergoing inspection.
When the inspection of a battalion is completed the colonel,

upon intimation from the insi)ector, may direct that the bat-

talion be marched off and dismissed.
The adjutant gives the necessary commands for the inspec-

tion of the regimental noncommissioned staff, guard of the

standard, and band.
Each battalion adjutant gives the necessary commands for

the inspection of the battalion noncommissioned staff.
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CHAPTP:K IV.—Ml STER.

Regimental, Battalion, or Battery Muster.

1042. Muster is held in line or in coUunn of batter k'S, cjicli

lu the order in battery.
The adjutant is provided with the muster roll of the field,

staff, and band; each captain, with the roll of his battery. A
list of absentees alphabetically arranged showing cause and
place of absence accompanies each roll.

As the mustering officer approaches a battery, its captain
commands: ATTENTION TO MUSTER. The mustering officer or
the captain then calls the names on the roll, and as each man's
name is called, he answers Here. After muster the mustering
officer verifies the presence of the men reported in hospital, on
guard, etc.

If a battery be mustered dismounted the ranks are opened,
and as each man's name is called he answers Here and steps one
pace to the front.

CHAPTER v.—ESCORTS.

Section I.—Escort of the standard.

1043. The regiment being in line, the colonel details a bat-

tery to receive and escort the national standard to its place in

line. During the ceremony the regimental standard remains
with the guard of the standard at its post with the regiment.
The escort is formed in flank column, the band in front, the

national standard bearer at the center of the column. The
escort then marches without music to the colonel's office or

quarters, is formed in line facing the entrance and halted, the
band on the right, the standard bearer midway between the two
center sections on a line with the muzzles.
The senior lieutenant, standard bearer, and a sergeant desig-

nated by the commander of the escort dismount in front of the
colonel's quarters, their horses being held by a bugler. The
standard bearer, preceded by the first lieutenant and followed
by the sergeant, then goes to receive the standard.
The standard bearer comes out, followed by the lieutenant

and sergeant. They mount and form facing the center of the
escort, the lieutenant on the right, the sergeant on the left, the
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hn.irlcr I'dnniin^ lo liis i)()st. Tlic cni)!;!!!! IIhmi CMnninnnds : 1,

Present: l!. SABER: I lie olli((>i-s of ilic cscoi-l |»i-('srnl s:ihrr, llie

iiiiisiciniis with llic It.iiid soiiiidinij: fo f/;e standard, niul tlic

LCnidoii snhitinjJT.

The s;il>or.s nn^ hnmi^diL lo tlu' carry; the licutoiiant nud siT-

^^'.iid reliirii to their posts; the batterj^ exocutos by the right
flank, the haiul conforming to the movement, the standard bearer

I)lacing himself at the center of the column.
The escort marches with the jrnide left back to the rej?iment,

the band playing. The march is so ccmdnc'ted that when the
escort arrives at fifty yards in front of the rijrht of the rej^jiment
the diriH'tion of the march shall be parallel to its front. When
the slandard arrives opposite its i)lace in line the escort is

foiiued in line to the left and lialtcMl. The standard bearer,

])assiii.u: l)et\v('(Mi the sections, achances and halts twelve yards
in fi-ont of the colonel.

I'he standard bearci- lia\inu: halted, the colonel, who has
post(Ml himself forty yards in front of the center of his regiment,
faces the line and commands: 1. Present; 2. SABER. At this

command officers and noncommissioned staff officers present
saber. The regimental standard and the guidons execute the

l)rescribed salute. The colonel faces to the front and salutes,

the musicians sounding to the standard. As soon as the colonel

has saluted the national standard bearer executes the prescribed
salute.

The colonel then faces about and commands: 1. Carry; 2.

SABER. At the second connnand the carry is resumed. The
standard bearer moves at a walk toward tlie regiment, and pass-

ing by the left of the guard of the standard executes a left about
and t'ak(^s his place in the guard.
The esc-ort presents and carries saber, with the regiment, at

the conmiand of the colonel. As soon as the standard has

reached its place in line the captain forms the escort in column
and marches it, preceded by the band, to its place in line, pass-

ing around the left flank of the regiment.
The band plays until the escort passes the left of the line,

when it ceases playing and returns to its i^lace on the right,

l)assing in rear of the regiment.
The regiment may be brought to rest after the escort has

])asstHl the left of the line.
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1044. If but one battalion of the regiment is present, escort

of the standard is executed according to tlie same principles.

1045. If it is impracticable for tbe battery detailed as escort

to approach the colonel's quarters or office and to form oppo-
site it as above described, then the battery is marched to the

most suitable place near by and there formed. The standard is

then brought out as before, and is similarly saluted and received

l)y the escort.
Section 11,—Funeral escort.

1046. The composition and strength of the escort are pre-

scribed in Army Regulations.
The escort is formed with its center opposite the quarters of

the deceased, the gun squads in front (71), the band (or musi-

cians) on that flank of the escort toward which it is to march.

Upon the appearance of the coffin the commander of the escort

commands: 1. Present; 2. SABER, and the band plays an appro-

priate air; sabers are then brought to the carry.
The cannoneers are then posted and the escort is formed in

flank or section column.
The procession is formed in the following order : 1. Music

;
2.

Escort; 3. Clergy; 4. Coffin and pallbearers; 5. Mourners; 6.

Members of the former command of the deceased ; 7. Other offi-

cers and enlisted men
;

8. Distinguished persons ;
9. Delega-

tions; 10. Societies; 11. Civilians.

Officers and enlisted men (Nos. 6 and 7), with side arms, are
in the order of rank, seniors in front.

The escort marches at a walk to solemn music, and on arriv-

ing at the grave is formed in line with the center opposite the

grave; the gun squads are next brought to the front; the coflln

is then carried along the front of the escort to the grave, sabers
are presented, and the band plays an appropriate air ;

the coflSn

having been placed over the grave, the music ceases and sabers
are carried.
The commander next commands : 1. Parade; 2. REST.
At the second command the gun squads execute parade rest

and incline the head.
After the coffin is lowered into the grave and the funeral

services are completed the commander of the escort commands :

1. Battery (or ) ;
2. ATTENTION, orders the cannoneers to

take their posts and then fires three salvos with blank car-
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tridges. After the last salvo a bugler sounds tai)s over the
grave.
The escort is then formed into column, marched to the point

where it was assembled, and dismissed.
The band does not play until it has left the enclosure.
The funeral ceremony for an enlisted man is the same as

for an officer, except that the commands Present and Carry saber
are omitted

; the sergeant in command of the escort salutes witli
the hand on the appearance of the coffin at the quarters of the
deceased and also when the coffin is carried along the front of
the escort to the grave.
104 7. When the distance to the place of interment is con-

siderable, the escort after leaving the camp or garrison may
march at ease until it approaches the burial ground, when it is

brought to attention. The music does not play while marching
at ease.

In marching at attention the field music may alternate with
the band in playing.
1048. When it is impracticable for the teams to approach

the grave, they are left outside the enclosure. If the escort
consists of artillery only, the officers, noncommissioned staff

officers, first sergeants, quartermaster sergeants, stable ser-

geants, and musicians dismount, turn over their horses to the
drivers, and the officers and noncommissioned staff officers

draw saber; the gun squads are next formed in column of

squads; the coffin is then escorted to the grave, where line is

formed and the same ceremonies are performed as before pre-
scribed. The ceremony at the grave having been completed,
the gun squads are marched to the guns and three salvos are
fired; after the last salvo a musician sounds taps over the
grave.
1049. Should the entrance to the cemetery prevent the

hearse accompanying the escort till the latter halts at the grave,
the column is halted at the entrance long enough to take the
coffin from the hearse, when the column is again put in march.
The cavalry and artillery of the escort, when unable to enter
the enclosure, turn out of the column and salute the coffin as it

passes.
1050. In all funeral ceremonies six pallbearers will be

selected as far as practicable from the grade of the deceased.
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If the deceased is a commissioned officer, the coffin is borne by
six noncommissioned officers

;
if a noncommissioned officer or

private, by six privates.
1051. When arms are presented at the funeral of a general

officer, the field music sounds the march or flourishes, according
to the rank of the deceased, after which the band plays an ap-

propriate air.

After the remains are deposited in the grave a salute corre-

sponding to the rank of the deceased will be fired, in addition
to three salvos of artillery or three volleys of musketry.
1052. At the funeral of a mounted officer or enlisted man,

his horse, in mourning caparison, follows the hearse.

1053. When necessary to escort the remains from the quar-
ters of the deceased to the church before the funeral service,
arms are presented upon receiving the remains at the quarters
and also as they are borne into the church.
1054. Before the funeral the commander of the escort

gives the clergyman and pallbearers all needed directions.

CHAPTER VI.—PRESENTATION TO THE STANDARD.

1055. At least once a year the recruits of the regiment will

be formally presented to their standard.
For this purpose the regiment will be formed in line of

masses dismounted, the recruits who have joined since the last

presentation being posted on the left of their respective batter-
ies. At an intimation from the adjutant, and under his super-
vision, the recruits of each battery are marched to the front and
center by noncommissioned officers designated for the purpose,
and formed in line midway between the colonel and the regi-
ment. The noncommissioned officers, after halting and aligning
their squads, take post in the line of file closers.

The national and regimental standards are brought by the
guard of the standard from the colonel's quarters or office and
posted twelve yards in front of the colonel facing him, when
honors are rendered as in the ceremony of escort of the stand-
ard.

On the conclusion of the Salute the colonel faces about and
addresses the recruits in remarks appropriate to the occasion.
He then commands: 1. Carry; 2. SABER; 3. DISMISS YOUR BAT-
TERIES. The standard is escorted by the guard of the standard
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to tlio eolonel's offlco or (jiiarters : the squads nro niarclied to
tho b.-il tci'ies, and IIk^ 1^-itUM'ies ai-c mai'clKMl off l>y thoir cai>
taiiis and disunssod.

CHAPTER VII.—BATTERY GUARD MOUNTING.

1056. At the assembly the men warned for stable and park
j?uard diity fall in on the battery parade ground in two ranks,
facing to the front

;
the noncommissioned officers and super-

numerary fall in as file closers; the first sergeant then verifies

the detail, inspects the dress and general appearance of the

men, and replaces by the supernumerary any man unfit to march
on guard. If the supernumerary be no longer required, he is

dismissed.
105 7. The musicians take post on the battery or garrison

parade ground.
At adjutant's call the new battery officer of the day, who

mounts the guard, takes post so as to be six yards in front of
and facing the center of the guard when formed.
The first sergeant marches his detail to the parade ground,

the musicians sounding a march in quick time, and halts the
detail in line so that the front rank man of the right file shall
be two yards to the left of the left musician

; he then places
himself two yards in front of the center of the detail, salutes,
and reports to the officer: Sir, the detail is correct; or Sir, (so

many) noncommissioned officers and privates are absent; he then
^aces to the left and takes post two yards to the left of the front
rank.
The officer then draws sab^r and commands: 1. Open ranks;

MARCH.
At the command March, the ranks are opened, the front rank

dresses to the right, the rear rank steps back two yards, halts,

and dresses to the right; the senior noncommissioned officer

places himself on the right of the front rank
;
the other noncom-

missioned officers two yards' in rear of the rear rank. Th(>

otiicer verifies the alignment of both ranks and commands :

FRONT, and 1. Inspection; 2. PISTOL, returns his saber, and In-

spects the guard.
If any man does not present a creditable appearance the offi-

cer directs the first sergeant to replace him after the guard is

mounted.
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The inspection being finished, the officer places himself six

yards in front of and facing the center of the gnard, draws his

saber, and commands : 1. Parade; 2. REST; '^. SOUND OFF, and
comes to a parade rest.

The musicians sound off, remaining on the right of the guard.
The officer then comes to a carry and commands : 1. Guard ;

2. ATTENTION; 3. Close ranks; 4. MARCH; 5. Guard to its post;
6. Right; 7. FACE; 8. Forward; 9. MARCH.
At the ninth command the guard moves to its post, preceded

by the musicians, who sound a march in quick time
;
the senior

noncommissioned officer marches near its left and rear, so as to

observe its movements; if there be a file closer he takes his

place as guide. The officer returns saber; the first sergeant
salutes, and the officer returns the salute; they then retire.

1058. As the new guard approaches the guardhouse the old

guard is formed in line, its commander on the right of the front

rank; when the new guard arrives nearly opposite it, the com-
mander of the old guard salutes.

The new guard marches in quick time past the old guard, the
commanders saluting.
The musicians having marched three yards beyond the right

of the old guard, change direction to the right and, followed by
the guard, change direction to the left when on a line with the
file closers of the old guard; the changes of direction are with-
out command. The commander of the new guard halts on the
line of the front rank of the old guard and allows his guard to

march past him ; when its rear, after having changed direction
to the left, approaches, he halts the guard, faces it to the left,

l)laces himself three yards to the right of the old guard and in

line with its front rank, and then dresses the guard to the left ;

the buglers are two yards to the right of its front rank.
The new guard being dressed, the commanders of the old and

new" guard look toward each other and salute.

1059. The commander of the new guard now divides the

guard into three reliefs, numbers them first, second, and third
from right to left, and directs a list of the guard to be made ;

he then takes possession of the guardhouse or guard tent and
the articles and prisoners under charge of the guard.
While the sentinels are being relieved the two guards stand

at ease and the commander of the old guard gives to the com-
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iiuiiider of the new guard all the information and the instruc-
tions relating to his guard.
1060. The first relief having been designated, its corporal

c-onniiands: CALL OFF. Beginning on the right the men call off

alternately in the rear and front rank: One, two, three, four,
and so on; the corporal then commands: 1. Right; 2. FACE;
3. Forward; 4. MARCH.
The corporal marches on the left and near the rear file in

order to observe the march. The corporal of the old guard
marches on the right of the leading file and takes command
when the last one of the old sentinels is relieved, changing
places with the corporal of the new guard.
When the relief arrives at fifteen yards from a sentinel he

halts and faces toward it; at six yards from him the corporal
commands: 1. Relief; 2. HALT. The cori)oral then adds, ac-

cording to the number of the post: 1. Number ( ); 2.

POST.
The new sentinel approaches the old and halts at about one

yard from him. The old sentinel, under supervision of both
corporals, gives in a low tone his instructions to the new sentinel.
The corporal then commands: 1. Forward; 2. MARCH.
As the relief passes, the old sentinel takes his place in rear;

the other sentinels are relieved in a similar manner.
The sentinel at the guardhouse is the first relieved and is

left behind.
1061. The sentinels of the old guard having come in, form

on its left; the musicians place themselves two yards to the
right of the old guard on line w^ith the front rank

; the com-
mander of the old guard places himself two yards in front of
its center; the commander of the new guard places himself on
the right of its front rank; the commander of the old guard
then marches it with the guide right six yards to the front,
when he commands: 1. By the right f/ank; 2. MARCH. At the
command March, the guard faces to the right, the musicians
begin to sound, and the guard marches in quick time past the
new guard, the commanders of both guards saluting; the old

guard is then marched to the battery parade ground and dis-

missed.
The commander of the new guard then makes himself ac-

quainted with all. the instructions for his guard, visits the
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sentinels and questions tliem relative to the instructions tiiey

have received from the old guard.
1062. The battery officers of the day visit and inspect the

guardhouse or tents while the old guard is being relieved, verify
the number of prisoners, and then proceed to the office or pres-
ence of the battery commander, who receives the report of the
old officer of the day, relieves him, and gives his instructions to

the new officer of the day.
1063. In visiting the guardhouse each officer of the day is

saluted by the commander of his own guard.
When other officers entitled to a salute approach, the ccmi-

mander of each guard salutes.

1064. In rendering honors the guard is brought to attention

and tlie commander salutes.

1065. In bad weather, at night, or after long marches the
music may be dispensed with at the discretion of the battery
commander.

CHAPTER VIII.—MISCELLANEOUS.

Section I.—The Guidon. .

Manual of the Guidon.

1066. The position of carry guidon, dismounted.—The lance of
the guidon is held vertically in the right hand, thumb in front
of the lance, forefinger along the side, ferrule about six inches
from the ground. It is thus carried in marching.
When leading the horse the lance is held in a corresponding

position in the left hand.
106 7. The position of order guidon.—The ferrule of the lance

rests on the ground on a line w^th and touching the toe of the
right shoe; the right hand grasps the lance in the same manner
as when at a carry.
1068. The position of parade rest.—The ferrule of the lance

is on the ground as at the order; the lance is held with both
hands in front of the center of the body, left hand uppermost.
1069. To mount and dismount; the position of carry guidon,

mounted.—At stand to horse the ferrule of the lance rests on
the ground on a line with and touching the toe of the left shoe,
lance vertical and supported by the left hand; hand at the
height of the neck, elbow and forearm closed against the lance.
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Preparatory to mounting, grasp the reins and a lock of the
mane in the left hand, lance held in the same hand, reins on
the near side of the lance ; place the right hand on the pommel
and mount in the usual manner. After mounting, grasp the
lance with the right hand under the left, which lets go of it

without quitting the reins; carry the lance to the right side,
lower and place the ferrule in the stirrup socket. The right
hand then grasps the lance, forearm nearly horizontal, the arm
through the sling, lance vertical

;
this is the position of carry

guidon, mounted.

Dismounting with the guidon is executed in a manner the
reverse of the foregoing.
1070. Salutes.—Being mounted: Lower the guidon to the

front until the lance (under the right arm) is horizontal.

Being dismounted: Slip the right hand up the lance as high
as the eye, then lower the lance to the front by straightening
the right arm to its full extent.

If marching, the salute is executed when at six yards from
the officer entitled to the salute; the carry is resumed after

passing six yards beyond him.
At the halt the salute is executed at the command Present

saber; the carry is resumed at the command Carry saber.

Section II.—The standard.

10 71. Whenever in these regulations the term the standard

is used it includes both the national and the regimental stand-

ards; if either alone is to be referred to, the term the national

standard or the regimental standard is used.

1072. The manual of the standard is as prescribed for the

guidon except that at carry standard, dismounted, the ferrule

of the lance i^ supported at the right hip.
The standard salutes in the ceremony escort of the standard

and when saluting an officer entitled to the honor, but in no

other case.

1073. The guard of the standard.—The guard of the standard

consists of the color sergeants and of two experienced men se-

lected by the colonel. The guard is habitually formed in line,

the color sergeants in the center.
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Tho national standai-d is carried by the senior color sersjeant,

wlio is nearest (o the ri.^dit tiank of the gnard and who coni-

iii.inds llie miard. 'Vhc regimental standard is carried by tlie

oIIkm- color s<M-geant. The latter conforms to the movements of

(lie former, maintaining his position on the left.

The standard, kept at the quarters or office of the colonel, is

escorted by the guard to the place of formation of the regiment
and is similarly returned.

10 74. Post of the standard.—At the formation of the regi-

ment, as soon as the battalions have taken their places, the

guard of the standard takes post midway between the two bat-

talions—in line, abreast of the leading drivers of tlie leading
teams; in column, at the center of the column.

If the formation of the regiment is changed from line to col-

umn or the reverse, the standard conforms to the movement,
taking its new position by the most direct route.

When during exercises the regimental formation is broken
up, the standard joins the colonel or is dismissed, as may be
directed by the adjutant. On the march the standard is six

yards in rear of thje regimental staff, unless otherwise directed.

If the regiment is subdivided for action, the standard takes

post as directed by the adjutant.
If only one battalion of the regiment is present, the standard

takes post at the formation midway between the center and
It^ft (or rear) batteries of the battalion. If the order of the
batteries in line or column is reversed, it maintains its relative

I)osition with respect to these two batteries. The standard con-
forms in other respects to what is above prescribed.

Section III.—The saher.

10 75. Officers, regimental and battalion noncommissioned
staff officers and the drum major are armed with the saber.
At ceremonies sabers are habitually drawn. In route marches

they are habitually in the scabbard. At other times they are
drawn or in the scabbard in the discretion of the officer in
command : when he draws or returns saber, officers and non-
commissioned staff officers under his command draw and return
saber with him.
For dismounted duty the saber is attached to the belt, and

is kept hooked un excent when drawing and returning saber.
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For uiouiitecl duty the saber is habitually attached to the left
side of the saddle; in full dress it is attached to the belt, unless
oIluM'NN isr directed by the commanding officer. The saber is not
removed li-om the saddle when dismounting temi)orarily for
the performance of some duty on foot.

10 76. To draw the saber; the position of carry saber.—Unhook
the saber with the thumb and first two fingers of the left hand,
thumb on the end of the hook, fingers lifting the upper ring;
grasp the scabbard with the left hand at the upper band, bring
the hilt a little forward, seize the grip with the right hand and
draw the -saber quickly, raising the arm to its full extent to
the right front at an angle of about forty-five degrees with the

liorizontal, the saber edge down, in a straight line with the

arm; make a slight pause and bring the back of the blade
against the shoulder, (Mlge to the front, arm nearly extended,
hand by the side, c'lbow back, third and fourth fingers back
of the grip ;

at the same time hook up the scabbard w^ith the
thumb and first two fingers of the left hand, thumb through
the upper ring, fingers supporting it

; drop the left hand by the
side. This is the position of carry sahcr dismounted.
To draw the saber when mounted, reach with the right hand

over the bridle hand, and, without the aid of the bridle hand,
draw the saber as before. The right hand at the carry rests on
the right thigh.
10 77. The saber if drawn is, while at attention, habitually

held at the carry, except when dismounted and moving in double

time; in the latter case it is carried diagonally across the breast,

edge to the front, the left hand steadying the scabbard.
10 78. Being at carry saber; 1. Present; 2. SABER.
For officers ; At the command Present, raise and carry the

saber to the front, base of the hilt as high as the chin and six

inches in front of the neck, edge to the left, point six inches

farther to the front than the hilt, thumb extended on the left

of the grip, all the fingers grasping the grip. At the command
Saber lower the saber, point in prolongation of the right foot and
near the ground, edge to the left, hand by the side, thumb on
left of grip, arm extended. If mounted, the hand is lowered

behind the thigh, point a little to the right and front of the

stirrup.
For enlisted men ; Execute at the command Saber what is

above prescribed for officers at the command Present, and retain
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the saber in the raised position until the second command of

Carry saber.

10 79. Being at present saber: 1. Carry; 2. SABER.
At the conmiand Saber, resume the position of carry saber.

1080. Being at carry saber: 1. Parade; 2. REST.
Take the position of parade rest (par. 48), point of saber on

or near the ground in front of the center of the body, edge to

the right.
At the command Attention, resume the carry saber and the

position of the soldier.

1081. To return saber.—Carry the right hand opposite to and
six inches from the left shoulder, saber vertical, edge to the
left

;
at the same time unhook and lower the scabbard with the

left hand and grasp it at the upper band
; drop the point to the

rear and pass the blade across and along the left arm
;
turn

the head slightly to the left, fixing the eyes on the opening of

the scabbard, raise the right hand, insert and return the blade ;

turn the head to the front, drop the right hand by the side,
hook up the scabbard with the left hand, drop the left hand by
the side.

When mounted the saber is returned without using the left

hand.
1082. At inspection enlisted men, with the saber drawn, exe-

cute at the approach of the inspector the first motion of Present
saber and turn the wrist to show the other side of the blade,
resuming the carry when the inspector has passed.

Section IV.—The hand.

1083. The band is generally formed in column of fours. It

may be formed in two or more ranks.
Dismounted, the band is formed in two or more ranks, with

sufficient intervals between the men and distances between the
ranks to permit a free use of the instruments.
The drum major is three yards (dismounted, two yards) in

front of the center of the front rank. He gives the commands
or signals for its movements. The commands are the same as
for a squad, substituting in them band for squad.

In line the band is posted with the left of its front rank
thirty-six yards to the right of the right battery. In column
it marches with its rear rank thirty-six yards in front of the
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Icndin.i: bnltoiy or its fi-oiit r;nik thirty-six ynrds in I'c^nr of tlio

rr;ir )>,'ilti^'r>-, ;ic(M»r(liii.i: :is (lie cohiniii li;is Im'cii forniiM] to tlic

i-i.^ht or to (he loft.

Disiiiouiitod, tlu' IcMKJ t.'ikt's post ;is when mounted.
When nniKMl tho musicians form in roar of the band. When

the band is not i)resent the posts, movements and duties of the
musicians are the same as prescribed for the band.

In rendering honors, whenever the standard salutes, tlie musi-
cians sound tlie march, flourishes or to the standard, at a signal
from the drum major.

In marching the different ranks dress to the right.
When the command with which the band is posted faces to

the rear the band executes the countermarch. The intervals

are increased before executing a connteruiarch and closed upon
the comi)letion of the countermarch.

In cxecutinLC the countermarch, the men in tlie leading ranlc,
or four to the right of the drum major, turn individually to the

right about, and tlios(^ to his left to the left about, each fol-

lowed by the men covering him in the column. The drum
major i)asses through the ctMiter.

In dismounted formations, when right, left, or about face is

executed, the band faces in the same manner.

Signals of the Drum Major.

1084. The signals for the moA'ements of the band will cor-

respond to the saber signals (par. 406) as far as practicable.

Prepare to play: Take the first position of present saber.

Play: Thrust upward energetically with the saber, arm fully

extended, and quickly resume the carry.

Prepare to cease playing: Same as prepare to play.
Cease playing: Same as play.
The march or flourishes.—1. Prepare to play: Itaise tlie hand to

the height of the forehead and hold the saber in a horizontal

position, point to the left.

2. Play: Lower the hand quickly to the belt and resume the

carry.
Increase intervals: Extend the arm to the front, and wave

the saber several times to the right and left in front of the body.
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To Inspect the Band.

1085. Being at the halt: 1. Open ranks; 2. MARCH; 3.

FRONT.
The front rank dresses to the right; tlie other ranlvS move

backward, each taking the distance of three yards (dismounted,
two yards) from the rank preceding, halt and dress to the right.

1. Inspection; 2. INSTRUMENTS.
Each musician, as the inspector approaches him, raises his

instrument in front of his body, reverses it so as to show the

other side, and then returns it to its former position.
A bugler, when inspected, executes with his bugle what is

prescribed for a band musician.
1. Close ranks; 2. MARCH.
The front rank stands fast, the other ranks move up and

close to the proper distance.

Section V.—Honors.

1086. The officers named below are received with standards
and colors drooping, officers and troops saluting, and the bands
and field music playing, as follows : The President, the Presi-

dent's March; the General, the General's March; the Lieuten-

ant-General, bugles sounding three flourishes or drums beating
three ruffles; a major-general, two flourishes or two ruffles; a

brigadier-general, one flourish or one ruffle.

1087. To the Vice-President, the members of the Cabinet,
the Chief Justice, the President of the Senate, the Speaker of

the House of Representatives, American or foreign ambassadors,
and governors within their respective States and Territories,
the same honors are paid as to the General; to the Assistant

Secretary of War and to American or foreign envoys or minis-

ters, the same honors as to the Lieutenant-General ;
to officers

of the Navj', the honors due to their relative rank; to officers

of marines and volunteers, and militia when in the service of

the United States, the honors due to like grades in the regular
service ;

to officers of a foreign service, the honors due to their

rank.
1088. The national or a regimental color or standard, un-

cased, passing a guard or other armed body is saluted, the field

music sounding to the color, or to the standard. Officers or en-

listed men passing an uncased color or standard render the pre-

55483—08 13
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scribed salute; with no arms in hand the salute is made by
uncovering, the headdress being held in the right hand opposite
the left shoulder, right forearm against the breast.
1089. Whenever "The Star Spangled Banner" is played

by the band on a formal occasion at a military station, or at

any place where persons belonging to the military service are
present in their official capacity, alt officers and enlisted men
present stand at attention, and if not in ranks render the pre-
scribed salute. The same respect is observed toward the na-
tional air of any other country when it is played as a compli-
ment to official representatives of such country.
Whenever " The Star Spangled Banner "

is played as contem-
plated in this paragraph the air will be played through once
without the repetition of any part except such repetition as is

called for by the musical score.

1090. No honors are paid by troops when on the march or
in trenches, exc'ept that they may be called to attention, and
no salute is rendered by troops marching in double time or at
the trot or gallop.

1091. When armed bodies of troops, or unarmed bodies com-
manded by commissioned officers, pass each other, except dur
ing drills or exercises, they are called to attention, if not already
at attention, and the commanders salute, the junior rendering
the first salute.

1092. Before saluting an armed body, troops are always
brought to attention.
1093. No salutes are rendered between unarmed bodies com-

manded by noncommissioned officers.

1094. If an officer passes a body of troops, except at drills

or exercises, compliments are paid as follows :

If the officer is a superior officer of the commander of the

troops, the troops are called to attention, if not already at at-

tention, the commander salutes and the officer returns the

salute. If the officer is not a superior officer of the commander
of the troops, salutes are exchanged, the junior saluting first,

and the troops are not called to attention.

1095. If an officer or body of troops entitled to salute passes
in rear of troops at a halt, the troops are brought to attention

but no salutes are rendered.
1096. The commander of a body of troops, if a commis-

sioned officer, is saluted by all officers junior in rank and by all
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enlisted men. The salute is returned by the commander only,
who does not call his command to attention if it be not at atten-
tion. The commander only is saluted.

109 7. All officers salute on meeting and in making or re-

ceiving official reports. Military courtesy requires the junior
to salute first, but when the salute is introductory to a report
made at a military ceremonj^ or formation to the representative
of a common superior—as, for example, to the adjutant, officer

of the day, etc.—the officer making the report, whatever his

rank, will salute first; when not otherwise prescribed in cere-

monies, the officer to whom the report is made will acknowledge,
by saluting, that he has received and understood the report.
When under arms the salute is made with the saber if drawn;
otherwise with the hand. A mounted officer dismounts before

addressing a superior not mounted.
1098. On official occasions officers, when indoors and under

arms, do not imcover, but salute with the saber if drawn ; other-
wise with the hand. If not under arms, they uncover and stand
at attention, but do not salute except when making or receiv-

ing reports.
1099. An enlisted man not in ranks, whether in uniform or

not, salutes all officers when within saluting distance; the sa-

lute is made when dismounted with the hand farthest from
the officer ; when mounted, with the right hand.

Officers are saluted whether in uniform or not.
1100. A noncommissioned officer or private in command of

a detachment salutes with the hand. A noncommissioned staff
officer armed with the saber, when in command of a detach-
ment or out of ranks, salutes with the saber if drawn ; other-
wise with the hand.

1101. An enlisted man, if .seated, rises on the approach of
an officer, faces toward him, and salutes. If standing, he faces
the officer for the same purpose. If the parties remain in the
same place or on the same ground, such compliments need not
be repeated. Soldiers actually at work do not cease work to
salute an officer unless addressed by him; if addressed, they
stand at attention and salute.

1102. An enlisted man, whether covered or uncovered,
makes the prescribed salute before addressing an officer. When
the interview is terminated he again salutes.
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A mounted man dismounts before addressing an officer not
mounted.
1103. All salutes in passing or approaching are begun first

by the junior at six paces distance, or at six paces from the
nearest point of passing; no salutes, except as otherwise pre-
scribed, are made at greater distances than thirty paces.
1104. Indoors, an unarmed enlisted man uncovers and stands

at attention upon the approach of an officer
;
he does not salute

unless he addresses or is addressed by the officer. If armed, he
salutes as heretofore prescribed without uncovering. Out of

doors, if uncovered, he salut:es.

1105. When an officer enters a room where there are sol-

diers the word Attention is given by some one who perceives him,
when all rise and remain standing in the position of the soldier
until the officer leaves the room or signifies his wishes. The
same rule applies when an officer junior to the one entering is

also in the room. Soldiers at meals do not rise.

1106. When an officer approaches a number of enlisted men
out of doors and not in ranks the word Attention is given by
some one who perceives him, when all stand at attention and all

salute.
110 7. Officers at all times acknowledge the courtesies of

junior officers and enlisted men by returning their salutes in

the manner prescribed in these regulations. When several offi-

cers are saluted, all who are entitled to the salute return it.

1 108. Soldiers at all times and in all situations pay the
same compliments to officers of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
and volunteers and to officers of the organized militia in uniform
as to officers of their own regiment, corps, or arm of service.

1109. Officers arriving at the headquarters of a military
command, or at a military post, call upon the commander
thereof as soon as practicable and register their names. If the

visiting officer be senior to the commander, the former may
send a card, in which case it becomes the duty of the com-
mander to make the first call.

1110. Honors, courtesies, and ceremonies not referred to

herein are found in Army Regulations and in the Manual of

Guard Duty.
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